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HE LEO MAHALO 
 
Before we dive into any content in this report, we find it especially important that we 
pause for this moment to show and express our gratitude. We are forever grateful for this 
opportunity that allowed us to immerse ourselves in the ‘āina, the kūpuna, the kama‘āina 
and the mo‘olelo of this divine landscape. This type of learning opportunity cannot 
manifest without the support, assistance and guidance of many people. A huge mahalo to 
Kamehameha Schools Land Assets and ‘Āina Based Education Divisions for supporting 
our efforts to train and guide the next generation of cultural resource managers in 
Hawai‘i. We want to send a warm mahalo to the descendants of the Bailado & 
Kauahipaula ‘Ohana for embracing and guiding us through the duration of this program. 
The stories you all shared and the times spent together greatly enhanced our learning and 
inspired us to continue with our work. We also want to thank Dr. Peter Mills and Dr. 
Kathy Kawelu at the University of Hawai‘i at Hilo's Anthropology Department for 
providing us with space on campus that allowed us to carry out intern training, lab work, 
and research activities. We also want to thank Mary-Louise from the Hawaiian Collection 
at UH Hilo for sharing your research tips and work space with us. 
 
We also want to thank those that assisted with our huaka‘i. We want to thank Sean 
Naleimaile from the State Historic Preservation office in Hilo for giving us a tour and 
sharing your insight with us. Mahalo to Uncle Bobby Camara for sharing your family 
stories, resources and insights with us. We are also grateful for the meals that you shared 
with us throughout the program. Mahalo to Dr. Momi Naughton from the North Hawai‘i 
Education and Research Center for sharing the history of Hāmākua with us. We want to 
thank Dr. Peter Mills again for taking us along the stunning Mānā Road and sharing your 
‘ike with us. Mahalo to Cheyenne Perry & Kūlia Tolentino-Potter for sharing your ‘ike 
about Hāmākua with us. A huge mahalo to Dominique Cordy for assisting us in our field 
work, and helping us create numerous maps. A big mahalo to our past interns, ‘Iolani 
Kauhane, Hattie Gerrish, Pōlani Kahakalau, and Lyle Auld for all of your hard work, 
dedication and mentoring this year's interns. We also want to thank Haley Kailiehu for 
sharing your insight and uplifting spirit with us through the program. We also want to 
thank Mark Osorio for your support and helping us with our transportation needs. We 
send a huge mahalo to Beau Jack Key for helping us secure the Kalopā State Park 
Pavillion for our community Hō‘ike.   
 
We send a warm mahalo to this year's interns, Alohilani Maiava, Kaile Luga, 
Kalama‘ehu Takahashi, Leilani Waldron and Pūlama Long. The days were long and the 
work was hard, but at the end of the day, we still found time to laugh together, share 
stories, eat together and learn together. Mahalo for all of your hard work and positive 
energies.  
  
We give our final mahalo to Kelley Uyeoka, Dr. Kekuewa Kikiloi and Aoloa Santos for 
facilitating all of the background work. Without all of your hard work and dedication a 
program like the WKIP would cease to exist. We thank you all for the years of guidance 
and training, and more importantly, entrusting us with this year's program. To each of 
you, we send a huge mahalo and a hui hou! 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
With the support and guidance of Kamehameha Schools Land Assets and ‘Āina-Based 
Education Divisions, Huliauapa‘a and Nohopapa Hawai‘i, LLC developed and 
implemented the sixth annual Wahi Kupuna Internship Program (WKIP) during the 
summer of 2015 on KSBE’s lands in Hāmākua Hikina (east Hāmākua), specifically in a 
corridor of ten ahupua‘a referred to as the ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor. The overall goal of 
the WKIP is to increase the number of Native Hawaiians and kama‘āina in CRM through 
scientific and cultural mentoring, education, and field experiences. Specific goals of this 
year’s WKIP included: assisting KS-LAD in establishing a preliminary baseline 
inventory of cultural resources and traditions on their ‘āina in the ‘Umi Birthplace 
Corridor; training interns in ‘Ōiwi (Native Hawaiian) community-based ethnohistorical 
and archaeological research methods, guided by the values and lessons embedded in the 
mo‘olelo of ‘Umi-a-Līloa, and rooted in the place-based knowledge and practices of the 
‘āina of his birth; and assisting Hui Mālama i ke Ala ‘Ūlili (huiMAU), a community-
based mālama ‘āina organization in Hāmākua Hikina, to strengthen their current and 
future care of wahi kupuna and ‘āina-based education programs in the Corridor. 
 

 
Figure 1: WKIP 2015 staff and interns (left to right: Lokelani Brandt, Leilani Waldron, 

Kalama‘ehu Takahashi, Pūlama Long, Kaile Luga, and Alohilani Maiava. Missing from photo: 
No‘eau Peralto) 

In the 2015 WKIP, Huliauapa‘a and Nohopapa Hawai‘i staff, with the assistance of 
former WKIP interns (as peer mentors), program partners from UH Hilo, Hawai‘i 
Community College, UH Mānoa, and community partner, Hui Mālama i ke Ala ‘Ūlili, 
trained two undergraduate students from UH Hilo and three undergraduate students from 
UH Mānoa in ethnohistorical and cultural resource management research and field 
techniques. One student from Hawai‘i Community College had been accepted into the 
program, but due to personal circumstances, he declined acceptance into the program a 
couple weeks before the program began.  
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During the program, the interns spent one week getting oriented to cultural protocols and 
ethnohistorical resources of the ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor, three weeks conducting 
archaeological and ethnographic field work in the Corridor, and one-week conducting 
research and writing in the Hawaiian Collection at the UH Hilo Library. Throughout the 
first four weeks of the program, interns also engaged in a number of service-learning 
huaka‘i throughout the moku of Hāmākua, visiting wahi pana across the moku associated 
with the mo‘olelo of ‘Umi, and building relationships with ‘āina and kama‘āina in both 
the Corridor and other parts of the vast district of Hāmākua. In addition to learning how 
to conduct archaeological field and ethnohistorical research methods, the interns also 
participated in cultural activities (lauhala weaving, lei making, ho‘okupu preparation, 
mele composition, chanting workshops, food preparation), informal talk story sessions 
with kūpuna and other kama‘āina of the area, daily observation and reflection exercises, 
huaka‘i to and ceremony at wahi pana, aloha ‘āina engagement, a community hō‘ike in 
Hāmākua, and a community hō‘ike at the Kamakakūokalani Center for Hawaiian Studies 
at UH Mānoa. The interns also worked closely with a number of cultural practitioners, 
Hāmākua kama‘āina, professional educators and archaeologists to cultivate their abilities 
to mālama our precious cultural resources and wahi kupuna in Hawai‘i. 
 
This report highlights the work that was conducted and the data gathered during the 
internship program. It provides a valuable baseline of information to continue to build 
upon and refine with future ethnohistorical research, archaeological work, ‘āina-based 
education, and kama‘āina stewardship. In addition to the research findings and program 
reflections presented here, recommendations for future research, management, and 
educational opportunities are provided at the end of this report. Furthermore, the interns’ 
research papers are also included in the appendix of the report, and their hō‘ike Power 
Point presentations are provided on an attached CD. 

Kilokilo i ka Wana‘ao 
 
Composed by the 2015 Wahi Kupuna Interns 
Alohilani Maiava, Kalama‘ehu Takahashi, Pūlama Long, Kaile Luga & Leilani Waldron 
 
Kilokilo i ka wana‘ao 
Hō‘ea mai ka lā, 
Ma ka maka o ke ala loa, 
Nā makamaka o ka hā mākua 
Kē‘ae i nā ‘ano‘ano lūlū ‘ia e kūpuna. 
Ea ka mana, 
Pa‘a i ke kuleana, 
Ho‘i i ka pu‘uhonua ma Waipi‘o. 
E ho‘omana kahiko ē. 

Observe the signs at the dawn 
As the sun arrives at Hōʻea, 
At the beginning of the long path, 
Are the companions of the elder stalk, Hāmākua 
Saturating the seeds sowed by the ancestors. 
The mana emerges, rising, 
Steadfast and firm in kuleana, 
Return to the puʻuhonua at Waipiʻo. 
Give mana to the past in the acnestral ways. 

 
This mele, “Kilokilo i ka wana‘ao,” was composed by the 2015 Wahi Kupuna Interns on 
the fourth week of the internship program, following our field work in Hō‘ea gulch and 
huaka‘i to Waipi‘o. This mele was their reflection of the experiences they had shared 
over the first four weeks of the program, immersed in the ‘āina of ‘Umi-a-Līloa. The 
mele tracks the movement of the sun, from east to west, paralleling the growth and 
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movement of ‘Umi-a-Līloa, from his conception at Hō‘ea and birth at Kealakaha, to his 
coming of age and rise to power in Waipi‘o.  
 
The name that this year’s cohort of interns chose for themselves is “Ka Ho‘omana 
Kahiko,” as is reflected in the last line of their mele. The mana‘o they shared with the 
WKIP program leaders and staff regarding their selection of the name was twofold. First, 
for them, the work we were engaging in through cultural resource management and 
research in the ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor was a form of “ho‘omana kahiko,” an ancestral 
practice and process of giving mana to places and ancestors. Many of the places that we 
were working in throughout the Corridor had not been visited or ho‘omana by Kānaka for 
generations. A number of the hō‘ailona we observed throughout the program while 
visiting these wahi kupuna served to reassure us that our efforts were pono, and that 
indeed, the places and their kūpuna were growing once again in mana as a direct or 
indirect result of our actions. The second mana‘o behind their choice of the name related 
to the ways in which we were engaging in our work. The interns felt that it was 
significant and important that we were not only engaging forms of “ho‘omana hou,” or 
new forms of ho‘omana, by incorporating the tools and practices of other fields of 
knowledge, but that we were focusing on revitalizing and restoring forms of ho‘omana 
that were rooted in ‘Ōiwi ancestral traditions of the place, ho‘omana kahiko. 
 
Additionally, the interns were also tasked with the kuleana of developing a logo and 
image to represent their cohort and the name they chose for their cohort. The image they 
developed was entitled “Nā manu kihi loa,” the birds of the long corner. In the image, 
four different birds are depicted. Starting at the bottom of the image is the koa‘e, ‘iwa, 
pueo, and ‘io. All of these birds appeared to us regularly during the program, during our 
fieldwork in the Corridor and on our various huaka‘i throughout the moku. The interns 
felt, these manu represented the kūpuna of Hāmākua, as well as all the kūpuna that each 
of them brought with them from other places to guide us in our work. 
 

 
Figure 2: Nā Manu Kihi Loa, WKIP 2015 Logo. 
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CULTURAL AND NATURAL LANDSCAPE 

Project Location 
 
The 2015 Wahi Kupuna Internship Program was held in the ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor—a 
corridor of ten ahupua‘a, located in the moku of Hāmākua, Hawai‘i. The ‘Umi Birthplace 
Corridor, as it is referred to by kama‘āina stewards of the area, Hui Mālama i ke Ala 
‘Ūlili (huiMAU), encompasses ten ahupua‘a in which events that led to and immediately 
follow the birth of the famous ali‘i, ‘Umi-a-Līloa, took place. This Corridor includes the 
ahupua‘a of Koholālele, Kainehe, Kūka‘iau, Ka‘ao, Kekualele, Ka‘āwikiwiki, 
Manowaikōhau, Hō‘ea, Ka‘ala (aka Ka‘alawaikini), and Kealakaha. All known published 
versions of the mo‘olelo of ‘Umi begin in Koholālele with Līloa’s re-construction and 
consecration of Manini heiau. After the ceremonies at Manini are complete, Līloa travels 
east to Ka‘āwikiwiki, where he spends some time engaging in pāhe‘e and other 
frivolities, and eventually to Hō‘ea where he meets Akahiakuleana, daughter of Kuleana-
kupiko. At Hō‘ea, ‘Umi-a-Līloa is conceived by Akahikuleana and Līloa, and it is in 
Kealakaha that ‘Umi is born. According to kama‘āina oral histories and place names in 
the area, ‘Umi is said to have spent much of his childhood and parts of his adult life in the 
ahupua‘a of the ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor. It is clear, according to these and other 
traditions, that these ‘āina, and the ancestral communities of these ‘āina, played a central 
role in the development and growth of one of Hawai‘i’s most renown, respected, and 
beloved Ali‘i Nui.  
 

 
Figure 3: Reg. map 2124, Hawai‘i Island, 1901. Hāmākua moku outlined in red, and project area 

indicated with black box. 
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Kamehameha Schools owns land in all of the ahupua‘a within and adjacent to the ‘Umi 
Birthplace Corridor, including a vast majority of the land ma kai of the current 
Māmalahoa Highway (See Figure 4). Due to the time constraints of the 5-week WKIP, 
we decided to focus our archaeological field work and ethnohistorical research on these 
ma kai lands in the Corridor—all lands formerly cultivated in sugar cane by the Hāmākua 
Sugar Company, currently being cultivated in eucalyptus by KSBE and their current 
lessee. In addition to being a corridor of land completely owned by KSBE, these ma kai 
lands of the ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor also presented a unique opportunity for learning 
and training in cultural resource management. For most practical purposes, these lands 
have long been considered devoid of cultural sites and a significant ‘Ōiwi presence, past 
and present. Accordingly, the management of these lands have reflected such narratives 
of erasure, assuming that no significant cultural sites remain to be protected or cared for 
in the area, and no ‘Ōiwi community remains to engage with in the stewardship of such 
wahi kupuna and the perpetuation of such place-based knowledge, histories, and cultural 
traditions. Furthermore, no previous comprehensive archaeological or ethnohistorical 
studies have been conducted in these lands of the ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor. As such, the 
archaeological field work conducted during the 2015 WKIP was the first of its kind in the 
area, and provided the interns with a unique opportunity to learn through practice, by 
contributing “new” knowledge to the present and future management and collaborative 
care of the cultural and natural resources of this region. 
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Figure 4: The ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor, from Koholālele to Kealakaha. Map by Dominique 

Cordy, 2015. 

Geography & Climate of the ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor 
 
Our area of focus in the ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor is located in the Lower Windward 
Slopes Sub-region of Hāmākua Hikina (East Hāmākua) on Hawai‘i Island (Cordy 1994: 
3). This area is located in what we have classified as the sloping kula zone, ma kai of the 
lower edge of the ‘ōhi‘a forest zone, and dissected by a number of deep, narrow gulches 
(kahawai and awāwa). Geologically, the lower kula zone, between the 1000ft elevation 
and the coastal sea cliffs, is made up of soils of the Kūka‘iau series of Hāmākua 
Volcanics, generally considered rich and fertile (Cordy 1994: 59). Prior to the expansion 
of industrial sugar cane production in the region in the late 1800s, this lowland kula 
region was highly cultivated, with dryland agricultural plots commonly interspersed 
throughout native grasslands and groves of kukui, hala, and ‘ōhi‘a ‘ai (See intern final 
papers by Alohilani Maiava and Kalama‘ehu Takahashi for more on this subject).  
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Figure 5: Lowland windward slopes, kula zone of Hāmākua Hikina. View from Koholālele of the 

‘Umi Birthplace Corridor, looking east toward Kealakaha, circa 1905. Hawai‘i State Archives. 

While little has been documented of the geography of this region in the past, our field 
observations and discussions with kama‘āina of the area confirmed that the gulches 
played an important role in the geography of the area. Known in ancestral ‘Ōiwi literature 
as an “‘āina wakawaka” (rugged and irregular land), Hāmākua’s lowland kula zone is 
dissected by numerous awāwa and kahawai that flow down gradually from the uplands of 
Maunakea. Historical land documents and kama‘āina oral histories confirm that a 
majority of these gulches, referred to as kahawai, regularly flowed with freshwater. 
Similarly, a number of smaller tributary gulches and intermittent streams, referred to as 
awāwa, flowed seasonally. Additionally, a number of springs, often named, regularly 
provided freshwater for kama‘āina of the area. While the lowland kula zone is still 
generally well-watered, receiving approximately 80-130 in. rain per year, all of the 
kahawai and punawai in the area have dried up, flowing only seasonally now during 
times of heavy rainfall. Historical land documents and cultigen survivals identified during 
our field work also suggest that the kahawai and awāwa were also highly cultivated, 
providing a unique micro-climate, sheltered from the area’s predominantly strong trade 
winds (the Aʻeloa wind) and providing opportunities for agroforestry and forms of 
irrigated and semi-irrigated kalo cultivation.  
 

 
Figure 6: A dry waterfall in Hō‘ea Gulch visited during the 2015 WKIP. Hypothesized to be the 

site of conception of ‘Umi-a-Līloa. 
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Figure 7: Water flowing in Lepelau Gulch, Koholālele, after a rainstorm in October 2015. 

 
Perhaps the most well-known and celebrated geographical feature in the area of focus in 
the ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor is the pali kahakai, or coastal sea cliffs. Known in ‘Ōiwi 
literature as the “pali loloa” (tall cliffs), “pali laumania” (sheer cliffs), and “pali lele 
koa‘e” (high cliffs where the koa‘e birds fly), sea cliffs over 100-200ft in height dominate 
the coastal landscape of Hāmākua Hikina. As can be seen in Figure 8, the coastal bench 
along the base of the pali is fairly narrow, and quickly drops off into the depths of the 
ocean. There are no fringing reefs along this coastline, and though past archaeological 
assessments of the region have characterized this rugged coastline as a limiting factor for 
settlement, historical land documents, mo‘olelo, and kama‘āina oral histories, rather, 
confirm that unique fishing and marine resource gathering techniques were developed in 
the region to allow for seasonal access to the ocean and its bountiful resources. Today, 
kama‘āina families of the area continue to access the ocean in this region by means of 
ancestral rope trails along these pali, known as “ala ‘ūlili.” 
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Figure 8: Nā pali lele koa‘e o Hāmākua. View from Koholālele, looking east toward Kūka‘iau 

(near pali) and Kealakaha (middle pali). Photo by No‘eau Peralto, 2015. 

 
The common winds of Hāmākua Hikina are the A‘eloa (the strong northeast trade wind) 
and the Koholālele (the “leaping whale” wind, a calm easterly wind). The common rains 
of Hāmākua Hikina are the Ua Pupūhale (rain that remains near the house (Pukui & 
Elbert 1986)) and the Ua Kīhenelehua (rain that produces bundles of lehua (Pukui 1983)). 
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NĀ ‘ŌLELO NO‘EAU O HĀMĀKUA 
 
‘Ōlelo no‘eau provide valuable insight into many Hawaiian traditions. They can be 
utilized to learn about Hawaiian language, history, places, people, beliefs, and 
mannerisms. The following ‘ōlelo no‘eau were gathered from the book titled, ‘Ōlelo 
No‘eau: Hawaian Proverbs and Poetical Sayings written by Mary Kawena Pukui. These 
‘ōlelo no‘eau were included to gain an understanding of some of the traditions that are a 
part of Hāmākua’s extensive cultural history.   
 
438 Hāmākua ‘āina pali loa. 

Hāmākua, land of tall cliffs. 
Praise of Hāmākua, Hawai‘i 

 
439 Hāmākua i ka wakawaka. 

Irregular and rough Hāmākua. 
Praise of Hāmākua, a district of gulches and valleys.  

 
440 Hāmākua i ke ala ‘ulili. 

Hāmākua of the steep trails. 
Praise of Hāmākua, a land of precipices and gulches where the old trails 
were often steep and difficult to travel on.  

 
441 Hāmākua kihi loa. 

Hāmākua with a long corner. 
One corner of Hāmākua touches every district of Hawai‘i except Puna. 
Also, a play on kihi loa. A native of Hāmākua is said to avoid meeting 
strangers. Because of bashfulness or disinclination to share his 
possessions, he will turn aside (kihi) and go long way away (loa). 

 
571 He he‘e hōlua. 

One who rides a hōlua sled. 
Said proudly of being a descendant of the chiefly families of Waipi‘o, 
Hawai‘i, who were well known for their skill in hōlua sledding. 

 
724 He lawai‘a Kaukini na ke kiamanu. 

Kaukini is a fishing place for the bird catchers. 
Kaukini at Waipi‘o, Hawai‘i, was a place where in ancient times bird 
catchers caught birds in nets. This was called lawai‘a manu (bird-fishing). 
 

1004 Hilo, mai Mawae a ka pali o Maulua. 
Hilo, from Mawae to the cliff of Maulua. 
The extent of the Hilo district is from Mawae on the Puna side to Maulua 
on the Hāmākua side. 

 
1292 Ka hālau a ‘Ī. 

The house of ‘Ī. 
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The descendants of ‘Ī, who extended through Hāmākua, Hilo, Puna and 
Ka‘ū. One of these was ‘Īmakakoloa, who was condemned to death by 
Kamehameha. According to the historian Kamakau, ‘Īmakakoloa was put 
to death in Kama‘oa. But according to the people of Ka‘ū, a junior 
kinsman of similar appearance was substituted at the execution. 

 
1501 Ka nīoi wela o Paka‘alana. 

The burning nīoi of Paka‘alana. 
Refers to the heiau of Paka‘alana in Waipi‘o, Hawai‘i. The timber used 
about the doorway was of nīoi wood. According to ancient legend, the 
nīoi, ‘ohe, and kauila trees on Moloka‘i are said to be possessed by poison 
gods and are regarded as having mana. To tamper with the trees or the 
wood, especially in places of worship, is to invite serious trouble. 
 

1568 Ka ua kīhene lehua o Hāmākua. 
The rain that produces the lehua clusters of Hāmākua. 
 

1604 Ka ua Wa‘awa‘ahila o Waipi‘o. 
The Furrow-cutting rain of Waipi‘o. 
The rain of Waipi‘o, Hawai‘i, sweeps along the gullies and gulches as it 
pours. 
 

2147 Mauna Kea, kuahiwi kū ha‘o i ka mālie. 
Mauna Kea, standing along in the calm. 
 

2284 Nā pali alo lua o Waipi‘o. 
Cliffs of Waipi‘o that face each other. 
Said of Waipi‘o, Hawai‘i. 
 

2547 ‘O Waipi‘o me Waimanu, no ‘oawa mahoe i ka alo o ka makani. 
Waipi‘o and Waimanu, the twin valleys that face the wind. 
These two are neighboring valleys on Hawai‘i. 
 

2602 Papani ka uka o Kapela; pua‘i hānono wai ‘ole o Kukaniloko; pakī 
 hunahuna ‘ole o Holoholokū; ‘a‘ohe mea nana e ‘a‘e paepae kapu 
 o Līloa. 

Close the upland of Kapela; no red water gushes from Kukaniloko; not a 
particle issues from Holoholokū; there is none to step over the sacred 
platform of Līloa. 
The old chiefs and their sacredness are gone; the descendants are no 
longer laid to rest at Ka-pela-kapu-o-Kaka‘e at ‘Īao; the descendants no 
longer point to Kukaniloko on O‘ahu and Holoholokū on Kaua‘i as the 
sacred birthplaces; there is no one to tread on the sacred places in Waipi‘o, 
Hawai‘i, where Līloa once dwelt. 
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2687 Poli‘ahu, ka wahine kapa hau anu o Mauna Kea. 
Poli‘ahu, the woman who wears the snow mantle of Mauna Kea. 
Poli‘ahu is the goddess of snow; her home is on Mauna Kea



INOA ‘ĀINA: PLACE NAMES 
 

Selected Place Names in the ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor 
 
Every place that has a name, has a story. The names of places may tell of a historical 
event, an important person, an akua, or a historical figure. They may describe the 
physical environment of a place or reveal the spiritual function of a particular wahi pana. 
Ancestral place names, in some cases, may be all that remain of the cultural and historical 
landscape in places, and they can serve as important resources for remembering and 
reconnecting to the ancestral knowledge and mālama ʻāina practices of specific places. 
These ancestral place names carry the mana of the ʻāina and the kūpuna of places, as 
Pukui wrote, “Once spoke, an inoa took on an existence, invisible, intangible, but real. 
An inoa could be a causative agent, capable of marshaling mystic elements to help or hurt 
the bearer of the name. And, so went the belief, the more an inoa was spoken, the 
stronger became this name-force and its potential to benefit or harm” (Pukui et al. 1974). 
Thus, cultural resource management in Hawaiʻi must encompass the perpetuation, 
remembering, and in some cases, the restoration and re-education of ancestral place 
names and stories in their proper places. 
 
Ancestral Hawaiian place names are often found in mele, moʻolelo, and ʻōlelo noʻeau. 
Other resources in which these place names have been documented and preserved include 
historical accounts, historical maps, and historical land documents, including Land 
Commission Awards (LCAs), Native Registers (NR), Native Testimonies (NT), Royal 
Patent Grant (RPG) survey notes, and Boundary Commission Testimonies (BCT). The 
selected place names from the ʻUmi Birthplace Corridor, re-presented in the following 
table, were compiled from research and publications by Pukui and Elbert (1986), Pukui, 
Elbert, and Moʻokini (1974), and Lloyd Soehren (2010). Place names are presented in the 
“name” column without diacritical markings, and contextual interpretations and 
lexicological analyses are provided in the “comments” and “lexicology” columns. Where 
no source is indicated in the lexicology section, interpretations are our own. This list of 
place names is not meant to be exhaustive, but rather provides a baseline for future 
research and management planning in the Corridor. 
 
Abbreviations in Place Names Table 
 
AND  Andrews 1865, A Dictionary of the Hawaiian Language 
FOR  Fornander 1918, Hawaiian Antiquities and Folk-Lore 
PA  Parker 1922, A Dictionary of the Hawaiian Language 
PEM  Pukui, Elbert & Moʻokini 1974, Place Names of Hawaiʻi 
 

Table 1: List of place names in the ‘Umi Birth Place Corridor. 

Name Feature Comments Lexicology Location Source 
Kealakaha Ahupuaʻa Land Section and 

stream, Hāmākua 
ke-ala-kaha. 
PEM: the 

Quad: 10-09    
N: 427,000    

Mahele Book 22,1997; 
Indices of Awards, 
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qd., Hawai‘i, The 
birthplace of ‘Umi, 
son of Līloa by 
Akahi-a-kuleana 
(PEM) 

turning road.; 
PA: the 
marked way.   

E: 561,000  
Cat. No.: 
341.08.000 

Land Commission 
32,427; United States 
Geological Survey 
1957. 

Umikeiki Kahawai Small intermittent 
stream in the 
uplands of the 
ahupuaʻa of 
Niupeʻa, adjacent 
to Kealakaha. 
While not within 
the ten ahupuaʻa 
corridor, this place 
name suggests a 
possible 
connection to the 
birth or childhood 
of ʻUmi. 

ʻUmi-keiki. 
child ʻUmi.; 
AND: ʻumi-
keiki. the 
practice of 
infanticide; to 
strangle a 
child. 

N/A Surveyor Notebook of 
J. M. Lydgate, 1881. 
Hawaiʻi State Land 
Survey Office. 

Kaala Ahupuaʻa Land Section and 
stream, Hāmākua 
qd., Hawai‘i.  

kaʻala. PEM: 
not translated. 
 

Quad: 10-
09    
N: 427,000    
E: 559,000 
Cat. No.: 
341.09.000  

Indices of Awards, 
Land Commission 
74,425; Land 
Commission, Awards 
Book 10:599; Tax Map 
(zone, section, plat) 
4100; United States 
Geological Survey 
1957. 

Kaalawaikini Ahupuaʻa Another name for 
the ahupuaʻa of 
Kaala seen in the 
Indices of Land 
Commission 
Awards. LCA 7848 
to Kahue (TMK 
4103:22) is for 
"Kuleana ma 
Kaalawaikini..." 

kaʻala-wai-
kini. Kaʻala 
of abundant 
waters. 

Quad: 10-
09    
N: 427,000    
E: 559,000 
Cat. No.: 
341.09.000 

Land Commission 
Awards Book 4:652. 
 

Hō‘ea Ahupuaʻa Land section and 
stream, Hāmākua, 
Hawaiʻi. Returned 
by Lunalilo, 
retained by Aupuni 
at the Māhele. 
Stream at which 
Līloa and 
Akahiakuleana met 
and conceived 
ʻUmi-a-Līloa. 

hōʻea. PEM: 
to arrive. 
 

Quad: 10-
09    
N: 430,000    
E: 559,000  
Cat. No.: 
342.10.000    
 

Mahele Book 22,197; 
Indices of Awards, 
Land Commission 
30,425; Tax Map (zone, 
section, plat) 4200, 
4201. 

Manowaikohau Ahupuaʻa Land section, 
Hāmākua, Hawaiʻi. 
Returned by 
Keelikolani and 
Lunalilo, retained 
by Aupuni. 

mano-wai-kō-
hau. PA: hau 
sluice. 

Quad: 10-09    
N: 428,000    
E: 559,000  
Cat. No.: 
342.11.000    

Mahele Book 
20,22,197; Indices of 
Awards, Land 
Commission 34,429; 
United States 
Geological Survey 
1957. 
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Kaawikiwiki Ahupuaʻa Land section and 
stream, Hāmākua 
qd., Hawaiʻi. (For. 
Sel. 116.) Returned 
by Keelikolani and 
Lunalilo, retained 
by aupuni at the 
Māhele. Place 
where Līloa stops 
to engage in the 
game of pāheʻe on 
his way towards 
Hōʻea, after the 
consecration of 
Manini heiau. 

ka-
ʻāwikiwiki. 
PEM: the 
ʻāwikiwiki 
vine.  

Quad: 10-
09    
N: 426,000   
E: 557,000 
Cat. No.: 
342.12.000 
 
 

Mahele Book 
20,22,197; Indices of 
Awards, Land 
Commission 30; United 
States Geological 
Survey 1957. 

Kekualele 
Keakualele 

Ahupuaʻa Land section, hill, 
and stream, 
Hāmākua qd., 
Hawaiʻi. Returned 
by Lunalilo and 
Kanaina, retained 
by Aupuni at the 
Māhele. 

ke-(a)kua-
lele. PEM: 
the flying god 
(a stone god 
on a hillside 
between Kau-
nā-mano and 
Honokāne in 
Kaʻū tired of 
this location 
and flew to 
Ke-kua-lele). 

Quad: 10-
09    
N: 429,000    
E: 556,000 
Cat. No.: 
342.13.000 
 

Mahele Book 
22,36,197,199; Indices 
of Awards, Land 
Commission 32,427; 
United States 
Geological Survey 
1957. 

Kaao Ahupuaʻa Land section, 
Hāmākua, Hawaiʻi. 
Returned by 
Lunalilo and Asa 
Kaeo, retained by 
aupuni at the 
Māhele. 
Sometimes known 
as "Lower Kaao" to 
distinguish it from 
"Upper Kaao" 
(342.14.000). 

kaʻao. PA: To 
be calm in 
some places 
while the 
wind blows 
on one side or 
in some parts: 
kaao ae la ka 
makani; to be 
smooth, as 
the sea in a 
calm, but not 
a dead calm.; 
the cloud. 
Hill, 
Hāmākua, 
Hawaiʻi. 

Quad: 10-
08    
N: 453,000    
E: 516,000 
Cat. No.: 
345.47.000 
 

Mahele Book 
22,46,199,201; Indices 
of Awards, Land 
Commission 30; United 
States Geological 
Survey 1983. 

Kukaiau Ahupuaʻa Village, ranch, 
gulch, and land 
section, Hāmākua, 
Hawaiʻi. Retained 
by Pehu at the 
Māhele, LCAw 
5931. 

kūkaʻi-au. 
PEM: current 
appearing. 
PA: repeating 
tide. 

Quad: 10-
09    
N: 427,000    
E: 550,000 
Cat. No.: 
342.15.000 

Mahele Book 43; Land 
Commission Award 
5931; United States 
Geological Survey 
1957. 
 

Koapapaa Kahua 
kaua  
(Battle 
field) 
 

In Kūkaʻiau, site of 
the final battle 
between 
Kamehameha and 
Keōua-kūʻahuʻula, 

koa-pāpaʻa. 
FOR: parched 
warriors. 

N/A Fornander, Vol. 5, 472. 
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called the battle of 
Koapāpaʻa. 
Excerpt from 
Fonander, Vol. 5, 
pg. 472 on the 
Battle of 
Koapāpaʻa: “That 
battle was called 
Koapapaa. Here is 
the explanation of the 
name: the warriors of 
Keoua were reduced 
by death, and were as 
nothing before 
Kamehameha and his 
warriors, and were 
left on the ground as 
a lot of logs piled up 
in an umu 
(underground oven), 
and very much 
scorched by the heat 
of the fire.” 

Kainehe Ahupuaʻa Land section, gulch 
and stream, 
Hāmākua qd., 
Hawaiʻi. Returned 
by Lunalilo, retained 
by aupuni at the 
Māhele. Ke-ō-ua is 
said to have hidden 
here behind a rock 
called Pōhaku-o-
Keōua during his 
battle with 
Kamehameha.  

kai-nehe. 
PEM: 
whispering 
sea. 
 

Quad: 10-
09    
N: 432,000    
E: 550,000 
Cat. No.: 
342.16.000 
 

Mahele Book 22,199; 
Indices of Awards, 
Land Commission 
31,425; United States 
Geological Survey 
1957. 

Umiwai Kahawai Gulch along the ma 
kai boundary 
between Kainehe 
and Koholālele. 

ʻUmi-wai. 
ʻUmi’s water. 

N/A Reg. Map 683. 

Pohaku o Keoua Pōhaku Large stone in 
gulch ma kai of 
Kainehe where 
Keōua is said to 
have been hidden 
during the battle of 
Koapāoaʻa with 
Kamehameha I. 

Pōhaku-o-
Keōua. 
Keōua’s 
stone. 

N/A Hoʻoulumāhiehie. “He 
Moolelo no 
Kamehameha I.” Ka 
Naʻi Aupuni. June 12, 
1906. 

Koholalele Ahupuaʻa Land division and 
landing, Hāmākua 
and Mauna Kea 
qds., Hawaiʻi.  
Retained by 
Kailakanoa at the 
Māhele, MA 26-B. 
The moʻolelo of 
ʻUmi begins with 
Līloa coming to 

koholā-lele. 
PEM: leaping 
whale. 

Quad: 10-
09    
N: 428,000   
E: 546,000 
Cat. No.: 
342.17.000 

Mahele Book 87; MA 
26-B; United States 
Geological Survey 
1957. 
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Koholālele to 
reconsecrate 
Manini heiau. 

Umikoa ʻĀina Village and ranch, 
Mauna Kea qd., 
Hawaiʻi. 
Headquarters area 
for Kukaiau Ranch. 
Elev. about 3500 
ft. 

ʻUmi-koa. 
PEM: brave 
ʻUmi. 

Quad: 10-
14    
N: 417,000    
E: 540,000 
Cat. No.: 
342.17.005 

United States 
Geological Survey 
1956. 

Manini 
Maninini 

Heiau Heiau rebuilt and 
reconsecrated 
during the time of 
Līloa. By different 
accounts, the heiau 
is said to have 
functioned as both 
a kūʻula (hoʻoulu 
ʻai) and a luakini. 
"Koholālele Coast 
benchmark bears 
200-17, 2703 feet.” 
Referred to as 
“Maninini” is 
Kamakau’s 
account of the 
moʻolelo of ʻUmi. 
(See intern paper 
by Kaile Luga for 
more details) 

manini. PEM: 
surgeonfish. 
AND: To 
overflow; to 
run over, as 
water. 
 
maninini. 
AND: To 
overflow; to 
spill over; to 
run over, as 
water. 
 

Quad: 10-09 
Cat. No.: 
342.17.012 
 
* GPS point 
provided in 
report. 

Stokes 1991:159. 
* Located and mapped 
during WKIP 2015. 
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PREVIOUS ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDIES IN HĀMĀKUA HIKINA 
 
This section will summarize previous archaeological studies that have been conducted in 
the Hāmākua district, in particular, the Hāmākua Hikina region. The Hāmākua Hikina 
region extends south from Waipi‘o for 21 miles to the north Hilo boundary, and is 
characterized by its steep shoreline cliffs and narrow ahupua‘a (Cordy 1994: 59). 
Because this region is vast, the summary of the previous archaeological investigation will 
focus on the project area or areas within close proximity to the project area. A 
chronological summary of archaeological work conducted in the project area is discussed 
below. 
 
Archaeological Investigations in Hāmākua Hikina 
 
John F. Stokes of the Bishop Museum conducted the earliest archaeological field studies 
in the moku of Hāmākua during the early 1900s (Stokes and Dye 1991). Stokes carried 
out a reconnaissance survey of heiau sites on Hawai‘i Island, which included the moku of 
Hāmākua. During his survey, Stokes documented fourteen heiau in the moku of 
Hāmākua. Of the fourteen only eight heiau were located in the Hāmākua Hikina region, 
one of which was Manini Heiau, located in the ahupua‘a of Koholālele. Stoke writes: 
 

Manini Heiau 
Bishop Museum Catalogue: 50-Ha-G20-1 
 
Heiau of Manini, land of Koholālele, Hāmākua. Koholālele Coast benchmark 
bears 200˚17', 2703 feet. The heiau has been entirely destroyed and the area 
planted in cane. The site is on a broad knoll overlooking the sea, which is half a 
mile distant. No local history obtained. 
[Thrum gives the following: "Consecrated by Liloa after reconstruction about 
1460, on which occasion Laeanui was the officiating high priest and twenty-four 
victims were sacrificed on its altar. Kaoleioku was its priest in the time of ‘Umi" 
(1907a:41). W.T.B] (Stokes and Dye 1991: 159) 
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Figure 9: Distribution of heiau in Hāmākua (Stokes & Dye 1991) 

Around the same time period as Stokes, Thomas G. Thrum also compiled the names of 
heiau throughout Hawai‘i Island. Thrum's list of heiau names does not include those of 
the Kū‘ula class. Thrum noted the names of fifteen heiau in the moku of Hāmākua along 
with their location and a brief description for some heiau. The information documented 
by Stokes and Thrum do not always align clearly, particularly spelling of heiau names 
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and their location. Table 1 summarizes the heiau names in Hāmākua as noted by Stokes 
and Thrum, as well as the distinctions made by Thrum. 
 

Table 2: Regional distribution of heiau as noted by Stokes and Thrum 
Name of Heiau Ahupua‘a Region 

Halehiwa/Helehiwa* Waimanu Hema 
Hōkūwelowelo Lālākea, Waipi‘o Hema 

Honua‘ula Waipi‘o Hema 
Ka‘ape‘ape Waimanu Hema 

Kuahailo, Kūwahailo Kaau, Waipi‘o Hema 
Moa‘ula Waipi‘o Hema 
Mokini* Waimanu Hema 

Paka‘alana Pu‘uhonua Waipi‘o Hema 
Palaka Waiamoa, Waipi‘o Hema 

Unnamed Kohapala, Waimanu Hema 
Hauola Hauola Hikina 
Ka Loa Āhualoa/ Honoka‘a* Hikina 

Kaihalulu Kawela Hikina 
Kaiponihua* Ke‘a Hikina 
Kalelemauli Ke‘ahakea/Kukuihaele* Hikina 

Manini Koholālele Hikina 
Pukiohi‘iaka Kapulena Hikina 
Pukiohuaka* Kukuihaele Hikina 
Punanamoa Waikoekoe Hikina 

Wawaemakilo* Honoka‘a Hikina 
* Noted by Thrum only 
 

Between 1930-32, Alfred Hudson conducted a general survey of east Hawai‘i, which 
included the moku of Puna, Hilo and Hāmākua. In describing the region between Waipi‘o 
and Hilo he writes: 
 

The coastal and inland region between Waipio Valley and Hilo Bay, comprising 
the greater part of the districts of Hamakua and North and South Hilo, reveals 
very few archaeological remains. These have nearly all been destroyed in the 
extensive development of sugar plantations (1932:182).  
 

Although Hudson reports no archaeological findings for the Hāmākua Hikina region, he 
does include detailed ethnohistoric accounts for this area. The ethnohistoric accounts 
provide valuable insight into the settlement and land use patterns for this area.   
 
In 1985, Ross Cordy conducted the first comprehensive archaeological synthesis for the 
entire moku of Hāmākua for the Department of Land and Natural Resources, State 
Historic Preservation Division. His research includes extensive ethnohistoric and 
archaeological reviews for the entire Hāmākua. In addition to synthesizing previously 
documented ethnohistoric and archaeological information, Cordy (1994) urges more 
research to be conducted in this region. He writes: 
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Development-related contract archaeology has now just begun to spread into 
Hamakua with the Hamakua Sugar Company's selling and development of sizable 
parts of its land. More information will now come from Hamakua (iii). 
 
Hāmākua has not been the center of archaeological discussions for decades, 
largely because the sugar cane industry has long been in place and also because 
development and contract archaeology have been focused elsewhere on the island. 
Also, it is often assumed that few archaeological sites remain because of the 
widespread land alteration by the sugar cane industry. However, as will be seen, 
this district has much greater archaeological potential than commonly perceived 
(1).  
 

In 1992, Paul H. Rosenthal Inc. conducted an archaeological inventory survey on a 174-
acre parcel located west of Pa‘auilo. Three historic-era sites were documented, a roadbed, 
a bridge and a bridge complex (Head & Rosenthal 1992). 
 
In 2009, Cultural Surveys Hawaii conducted an archaeological monitoring project at the 
Pa‘auilo Elementary School and reported no findings (Wilkinsons et al 2009).  
 
In 2010, Glenn G. Escott with Scientific Consulting Services Inc. completed an 
Archaeological Inventory Survey for a 1,040-acre parcel (TMK: (3) 4-2-05:01) located in 
Koholālele. Four archaeological sites (Site 27870, 27871, 27872, and 27873) comprised 
of eight rock mounds were documented in the project area. All of the sites assessed were 
deemed significant under criterion D as defined by the Hawai‘i Administrative Rules 
§13-275-6 and no additional work was recommended for any of the documented sites 
(Escott: ii). 
 
In 2010, an Environmental Assessment (EA) was completed for the land sale of the 
1,040-acre parcel in Koholālele. This report was prepared by PBR Hawaii & Associates 
for the County of Hawai‘i, Department of Finance. This report summarized the findings 
from Escott (2010), Wilkinsons et al (2009) and Head & Rosenthal (1992). This EA 
reports the following for the Koholālele area. 
 

No pre-Contact Hawaiian archaeological features or cultural remains were 
identified on the project area. This is not unexpected as the project area is along a 
sparsely populated portion of the Hāmākua coast (4-1). 
 

The EA report further describes why archaeological sites are not common in this area: 
 

Due to the site's long history of field clearing, sugar growing and harvest, there is 
a lack of archeological sites, features and artifacts (4-2). 
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Table 3: Archaeological studies completed in Hāmākua Hikina 

 

Summary of Previous Archaeological Studies for Hāmākua Hikina 
 
Past archaeological studies of the Hāmākua Hikina region have been minimal. Many 
have argued that much of the pre-contact evidence of traditional Hawaiian settlement 
have been destroyed due to years of clearing, planting and harvesting of sugar cane. The 
ma kai portions of the tablelands have endured much of the environmental degradation 
caused by the sugar industry. However, the valleys, gulches and rivers have not 
experienced the same amount of agricultural impact as the tablelands. Investigating these 
areas in Hāmākua may be able to provide much-needed insight in order to understand 
pre-contact settlement and agricultural patterns. The alleged removal or destruction of 
cultural sites due to the sugar industry should not assumed as absolute truth. Past 
archaeological investigations were limited in scope, and must be understood within 
historical context. As our field work during the 2015 WKIP demonstrated, cultural sites 
and remains have persisted in the region. Cordy (1994) urges archaeologists doing work 
in Hāmākua to conduct "extensive historic research before entering the field in order to 
get a perspective of the former site patterns in a whole area as well as understand 
individual sites" (19). As new archaeological sites are located in Hāmākua, innovative 
research methods and management practices must be implemented.    

Author Year Nature of Study Location 
Stokes 1908 Survey of heiau Hawai‘i Island 
Thrum 1908 Inventory of heiau Hawai‘i Island 

Hudson 1932 Reconnaissance survey Puna, Hilo, 
Hāmākua 

Cordy 1994 Synthesis of Hāmākua Hāmākua 
Head & 

Rosenthal, 
PHRI 

1992 Archaeological Inventory 
Survey Pa‘auilo 

Wilkinsons, 
CSH 2009 Archaeological 

Monitoring Project 

Pa‘auilo 
Elementary & 
Intermediate 

School 

Escott, SCS Inc. 2010 Archaeological Inventory 
Survey Koholālele 

PBR Hawaii & 
Associates Inc. 2010 Environmental 

Assessment Koholālele 
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HUAKA‘I  

Huakaʻi Overview 
 
During the first four weeks of the 2015 WKIP leaders and interns engaged in a number of 
huakaʻi, purposeful educational journeys, with the intention of exposing interns to the 
vast and diverse landscapes of the moku of Hāmākua through wahi pana associated with 
the moʻolelo of ʻUmi-a-Līloa and other moʻolelo of the moku.  

ʻUmi Birthplace Corridor (July 7) 
 
The first huakaʻi that we engaged in was led by program leader and Hui Mālama i ke Ala 
ʻŪlili organizer, Noʻeau Peralto. Because the ʻUmi Birthplace Corridor was the focus of 
our field work and research for the WKIP 2015, we wanted to introduce the interns to the 
ʻāina and the ʻāina to the interns in the very beginning of the program. On the second day 
of the program, July 7, our huakaʻi began in Koholālele, where every published version 
the moʻolelo of ʻUmi begins. From Koholālele, we followed the path of the story to 
Hōʻea gulch where ʻUmi was conceived by Līloa and Akahiakuleana, and to Kealakaha 
where ʻUmi was born. Backtracking throughout the Corridor towards Koholālele, we 
stopped at ʻUmikeiki gulch in Niupeʻa to discuss place names in the region with 
connections to ʻUmi, and we stopped at Kūkaʻiau to discuss the battle of Koapāpaʻa, the 
last battle fought on the island by Kamehameha and Keōua-kūʻahuʻula. For lunch, we 
stopped in Kainehe, and met with nohopapa (multi-generational ʻŌiwi residents) of the 
area, Aunty Mildred Bailado and Aunty Loke Alpiche. Over lunch, Aunty Millie and 
Aunty Loke shared moʻolelo with us about their lives growing up and living in Kainehe 
and the surrounding ahupuaʻa. After lunch, we closed the day back in Koholālele at the 
Hui Mālama i ke Ala ʻŪlili community garden and Koholālele Landing, discussing more 
of the moʻolelo of ʻUmi, as well as the moʻolelo of Kalaunuiohua, Ka-Miki, and Poliahu 
mā. At Koholālele, we discussed the importance of the ahupuaʻa as a puʻuhonua 
dedicated to Kūkāʻilimoku, and the role of Manini heiau in shaping the history of the 
region and island. On this day, we had not yet visited Manini heiau and were unsure as to 
the location and condition of the heiau.  
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Figure 10: Lunch in Kainehe with the Bailado 

ʻOhana. 

 
Figure 11: Huakaʻi visit to Koholālele 

Landing. 

 
 
Historic Hāmākua:  Paʻauilo to Honokaʻa (July 8) 
 
Our second huakaʻi, on July 8, was intended to introduce the interns to the more recent 
historical period in Hāmākua, which largely shaped the district’s current social, political, 
natural and cultural landscapes. Led by Uncle Bobby Camara, a supporter of the WKIP 
and a born-and-raised kamaʻāina of Hāmākua, this huakaʻi began in Paʻauilo where 
Uncle Bobby shared a lei-making lesson with the interns. From Paʻauilo town, we then 
meandered through Paʻauilo Mauka along the old Māmalahoa Highway towards 
Pāʻauhau, stopping occassionally for Uncle Bobby to share stories of growing up as a 
Portuguese young man on the plantation and homesteads of Hāmākua. In Pāʻauhau, 
Uncle Bobby took us to the old plantation camp where his grandparents lived and the old 
Kalemela Church, one of the first protestant mission church built in the district, by Rev. 
Lorenzo Lyons. For lunch, we stopped at Kalōpā State Park, where Uncle Bobby shared 
more stories about his work as a young man in helping to establish the park to preserve 
what little was left of Hāmākua’s lowland native forests. After another lei-making lesson 
in Kalōpā, we then went to Honokaʻa, where Uncle Bobby was born and raised, and 
discussed some of the local histories of place names and changes to place names during 
the plantation period. In Honokaʻa, we arranged a visit with Momi Naughton, the director 
at the Hāmākua Heritage Center, as UH Hilo’s North Hawaiʻi Education and Research 
Center (NHERC). At the Heritage Center, Momi shared with the interns the work that she 
does in archival collection management and preservation. She also shared a number of 
relevant and interesting resources that are available for students and researchers and the 
Heritage Center, including an original surveyor notebook of C. J. Lyons for Waipiʻo 
Valley. Momi closed our visit with a tour of their newest exhibit—Nā Paniolo o 
Hāmākua—sharing stories about the history of ranching in Hāmākua, and, in particular, 
Kūkaʻiau Ranch in the ʻUmi Birthplace Corridor. 
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Figure 12: Lei making at Kalōpā State Park 

with Uncle Bobby. 

 
Figure 13: Dr. Momi Naughton shows interns a 

historical surveyor book at the Hāmākua 
Heritage Center, NHERC. 

 
Kauahipaula ʻOhana Cemetery (July 14) 
 
On July 14, we engaged in a service-learning huakaʻi with the Bailado ʻohana of 
Kainehe. Starting in the morning, we met in Kainehe with Aunty Mildred Bailado 
(“Aunty Millie”), her daughter Loke Alpiche, and her son, Gilbert Bailado at their ʻohana 
cemetery in Kainehe Village. Aunty Millie and the Bailado’s are descendants of the 
Kauahipaula ʻohana of Kainehe—a multi-generational ʻohana in Kainehe, pre-dating the 
Mahele of 1848. The evening before, we had met the entire ʻohana, hosting them for 
dinner at the Paʻauilo House at which we were staying. In their ʻohana cemetery, at least, 
five generations of the Kauahipaula and other related ʻohana are interred there. The 
cemetery is registered with SHPD as a burial site but has never been surveyed or mapped. 
After Aunty Millie and her ʻohana shared moʻolelo with us about their ʻohana roots in 
Kainehe, we assisted them with documenting the names of each kupuna interred at the 
site and surveyed the cemetery using plane-table mapping techiniques. Our group of 
interns and alakaʻi split into two: one group (led by Lokelani Brandt) using the plane-
table to mapping the entire cemetery, and the other group (led by Noʻeau Peralto) going 
from grave to grave with Aunty Millie and ʻohana, recording the names and vital 
statistics of each kupuna buried there. We spent the entire day there with the ʻohana 
mapping their wahi kupuna, and in so doing, we set the tone for the rest of the program 
being strongly connected to and guided by the kūpuna of these ʻāina. A number of the 
interns, as well as the alakaʻi, expressed in their reflections from the day how 
transformational that experience was for them to be able to do archaeological work with 
the kupa ʻāina, and for the kupa ʻāina. Not only did the interns learn valuable mapping, 
recording, and interviewing skills that day, they learned important cultural and social 
protocol of the community there in Hāmākua, and were able to envision archaeology and 
cultural resource management in a new light. The maps, photos, and records generated 
during this huakaʻi were all given as makana to the Bailado ʻohana and are not included 
in this report. 
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Figure 14: Documenting interred kūpuna's 

names with the Bailado ʻOhana. 

 

 
Figure 15: Plane-table mapping the 

Kauahipaula ʻOhana Cemetery. 

 

Nā ʻĀina Mauna (July 15-17) 
 
On July 15 we left Paʻauilo and made our way up to the ʻĀina Mauna of Hāmākua along 
the Mānā Road, a dirt road which wraps around the northeastern flank of Maunakea from 
Waimea to Hilo at approximately the 6,000ft elevation. The intention of this huakaʻi was 
to introduce the interns to the mauna landscape of Hāmākua, which makes up a large 
majority of the district. We did so by following the path of ʻUmi and his keiki hoʻokama 
(ʻŌmaʻokāmau, Piʻimaiwaʻa, and Kōī) after they fled Waipiʻo and sought refuge in the 
lands of his mother’s ʻohana in Hāmākua Hikina and Hilo Palikū by way of the upland 
trails (estimated to be where Mānā Road is today). Joining us on this huakaʻi was Dr. 
Peter Mills, an archaeology professor at UHH. On the way from Waimea to Keanakolu 
along Mānā Road, Dr. Mills guided us to a number of historic ranching site along the 
way, including the old house sites of Ikua Purdy (the famous paniolo) and Ned Gurney 
(rumoured to have killed David Douglas in a bullock pit near Keanakolu). When we 
reached Kaʻohe, we met up with Kuʻulei Vickery of the Puʻu Mali Restoration Area, who 
led us through the uplads of Kaʻohe to Puʻu Mali where they are actively restoring native 
forest and Palila habitat. From Puʻu Mali, program leader, Noʻeau Peralto, led the group 
to Puʻu Kea, the ma uka boundary of the ahupuaʻa of Koholālele. There at Puʻu Kea, 
Noʻeau shared moʻolelo about Koholālele and the adjacent ahupuaʻa and Kūkaʻiau, as 
well as stories about his ʻohana efforts to mālama Keahuonāiwi and Keonenui, two of the 
largest burial areas in Hāmākua, located at the ma uka boundary of all the ahupuaʻa in the 
ʻUmi Birthplace Corridor. From Puʻu Kea we traveled along R-1, also known as the 
Skyline Road, through Keonenui (a large black sand dune burial ground) to Puʻu 
Kanakaleonui. At Kanakaleonui, we acended the puʻu and offered hoʻokupu and its piko. 
There Noʻeau shared the moʻolelo of the puʻu’s name, which refers to an attendant of 
ʻUmi who served him on the uplands of Maunakea.  We spent that night at the state 
cabins at Keanakolu, in the uplands of Humuʻula, and the next day we met up with 
Cheyenne Perry of the Kanakaleonui Bird Corridor. For the first half of the day, 
Cheyenne led us around the Bird Corridor in the uplands of Humuʻula, and for the second 
half of the day, Dr. Mills and Noʻeau led us to Keanakolu, an ancestral cave shelter 
complex associated with the adze-makers of the mauna. While at Keanakolu, we 
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discussed the time that ʻUmi and his keiki hoʻokama spent in the area, surviving on the 
birds of the upland forests, and eventually descending to Waipunalei where they lived 
with Kaleiokū for some time. During this huakaʻi, the Kūkiaʻimauna blockade and vigil 
was ongoing on Maunakea, which inspired great discussions about the sanctity of the 
ʻĀina Mauna and the role of cultural resource managers, archeaologists, state agencies, 
and kamaʻāina stewards in the proper care and management of our wahi kupuna. Here we 
were also able to reflect on the moʻolelo of ʻUmi, the time he spent in the ʻĀina Mauna, 
and the model he established for worship and stewardship of the ʻĀina Mauna on Hawaiʻi 
Island. 
 

 
Figure 16: Noʻeau Peralto shares moʻolelo on 

Puʻu Kea, ma uka boundary of Koholālele. 

 

 
Figure 17: WKIP group photo at Lahohinu in 

the uplands of Waipunalei. 

 

Waipiʻo Valley (July 23) 
 
On July 23, we made our way to Hāmākua Komohana, to the storied and sacred valley of 
Waipiʻo. Led by former WKIP intern and kamaʻāina of Waipiʻo, Pōlani Kahakalau, this 
huakaʻi took us through Waipiʻo to a number of famous wahi kupuna associated with the 
moʻolelo of ʻUmi. Traveling through the valley by foot, Pōlani took us to Lālākea 
fishpond, the former site of Pakaʻalana heiau, the house site of Līloa (Haunokamaʻahala), 
Honuaʻula heiau, Moaʻula heiau, Kuahailo heiau, Loʻi Kōʻele o ʻUmi, and 
Neneuwe/Nanaue falls. At Pakaʻalana, Pōlani guided us in planting niu, and at Neneuwe 
she shared with us the moʻolelo of Nanaue, the keiki manō of Waipiʻo. From Neneuwa 
falls, we made our way back around to the opposite side of the valley at Nāpoʻopoʻo. In 
Nāpoʻopoʻo, we met up with Kūlia Tolentino-Potter, a kamaʻāina of Waipiʻo who is 
leasing and restoring ʻāina in Nāpoʻopoʻo with her non-profit organization, Pōhāhā i ka 
Lani. There at Nāpoʻopoʻo, with Hiʻilawe and Hakalaoa falls in the background, Kūlia 
shared with us moʻolelo of the many akua and aliʻi that resided and ruled in Waipiʻo. 
This huakaʻi helped us to contextualized the life and reign of ʻUmi within a longer 
genealogy of aliʻi from Hāmākua who preceded ʻUmi and who ruled the island out of 
Waipiʻo. With this final huakaʻi, we were also able to experience the third of Hāmakua’s 
four major landscapes (including sloping kula lands and sea cliffs, high mountains, large 
valleys, and interior plateau) 
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Figure 18: Pōlani Kahakalau shares moʻolelo 

of Nāpoʻopoʻo and Hiʻilawe. 

 
Figure 19: Interns, Kalamaʻehu and Pūlama 

plant niu at Pākaʻalana heiau site. 

 

Paʻauilo School Moʻolelo no ʻUmi Mural (July 28) 
 
Our final huakaʻi was another service-learning experience in the immediate community 
in which we were working and staying for the duration of the WKIP. On July 28, we 
were hosted at Paʻauilo School by ʻŌiwi artist and Hui Mālama i ke Ala ʻŪlili (huiMAU) 
organizer, Haley Kailiehu. Haley and huiMAU had organized a community mural project 
at Paʻauilo School over the six months prior to the WKIP and welcomed us to assist in 
completing the final touches on the mural. The mural depicts the moʻolelo of ʻUmi, from 
ʻUmi’s birth in Kealakaha to his unification of the island, and will serve as a learning tool 
in the school and the broader community to rebirth the moʻolelo of this great aliʻi in the 
consciousness of the Hāmākua community and lāhui. Together with program leader, 
Noʻeau Peralto, Haley shared the moʻolelo of ʻUmi with us and shared further some of 
the educational programs and strategies that she and huiMAU have been implementing as 
another set of pathways for engaging in mālama ʻāina, aloha ʻāina, and intergenerational 
cultural resource management. 
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Figure 20: ʻUmi-a-Līloa mural painting night at Paʻauilo School with Haley Kailiehu and 

huiMAU. 
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FIELD WORK METHODS AND FINDINGS 
 

Objectives and Methods 
 
During the week of July 6, 2015, the Wahi Kupuna Internship Program (WKIP) interns 
and staff were fortunate to partake in a several huaka‘i with kama‘āina and nohopapa of 
Hāmākua. These huaka‘i allowed for the interns and staff to learn about several places 
associated with the different phases of Hāmākua's history. The interns were led on their 
first introductory huaka‘i to the ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor, which spans ten ahupua‘a in 
the Hāmākua Hikina region. No‘eau Peralto, a kama‘āina and alaka‘i of the 2015 WKIP 
led this huaka‘i. The interns were made familiar with the mo‘olelo of ‘Umi-a-Līloa as we 
visited a number of different places associated with his life and reign. We also took time 
in our day to meet several members of the Bailado/Kauahipaula ‘ohana. In addition, the 
students were also being prepared for the rugged Hāmākua terrain and landscape they 
were about to intimately engage with. The following day, we spent time with kama‘āina, 
Bobby Camara. Uncle Bobby shared his personal family stories of life during the sugar 
plantation era. We visited the old plantation town of Pa‘auhau to glimpse at the way 
plantation communities were structured and how this contributed to Hawai‘i cultural, 
social and economic fabric. We wrapped up our visit with a trip to the North Hawai‘i 
Educational Research Center in historic Honoka‘a town with Dr. Momi Naughton. Dr. 
Naughton highlighted the history of the plantation era and the paniolo era of the 
Hāmākua area. These visits allowed the interns to interact with the ‘āina, the nohopapa 
and the kama‘āina of Hāmākua and to understand how the land and people have evolved 
through time.  
 
On July 13, 2015, Nohopapa Hawai‘i, LLC. initiated an archaeological investigation of 
the makai portions of the Hāmākua Hikina region (two sites in the ahupua‘a of 
Koholālele, two sites in the ahupua‘a of Kūka‘iau, Hō‘ea gulch, Lepelau gulch, Ka‘ohe 
gulch). Under the guidance and supervision of No‘eau Peralto, M.A. and Lokelani 
Brandt, B.A., archaeological field technique training was provided for five undergraduate 
student interns from both the University of Hawai‘i Hilo and the University of Hawai‘i at 
Mānoa and a reconnaissance of the project area was undertaken for Kamehameha 
Schools. 
 
Because the land and the people of the Hāmākua Hikina region have been significantly 
impacted by the sugar plantation industry and now the eucalyptus industry, a combination 
of Māhele documents, historic maps and global positioning system (GPS) was utilized to 
guide the fieldwork. By utilizing these tools, we were able to determine areas for 
potential cultural sites. The interns were trained in accessing and reading through the 
various Māhele documents, retrieving historic maps and utilizing Google Earth Pro. 
Before each field survey, the interns prepared for the fieldwork by studying and reading 
through these documents as a way to familiarize themselves with the project area.  
 
Prior to the beginning of the program, No‘eau and Lokelani conducted site visits to 
various areas in the Hāmākua Hikina region. The goal of the pre-visits was to identify 
areas with the highest need for archaeological investigation and documentation. While on 
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the site visit, several areas contained groves of remnant domestic vegetation, such a 
coffee, ‘ulu, noni, java plum, mai‘a, ‘ape ‘ohe maoli, and ‘ohi‘a‘ai. These remnant groves 
peaked our interest because they can serve as indicators for areas that were previously 
cultivated. Several of these types of sites were documented in the survey and are referred 
to as "cultigen survivals." Patrick Kirch noted this concept in his 1977 article on valley 
agricultural systems (262). It was observed that these types of sites tend to be situated on 
valley/gulch edges, embankments, or on the floor. Areas near the gulches were typically 
not cleared or cultivated by the sugar and eucalyptus companies as evident by the 
remnant vegetation. These areas are of high interest and could greatly contribute to 
understanding land use in this region as well as expand our understanding of 
archaeological sites in Hawai‘i. 
 
The reconnaissance survey was conducted on the coastal lands of areas listed above. The 
survey was conducted to provide archaeological field training for the interns and to assist 
the non-profit organization Hui Mālama i Ke Ala ‘Ūlili (HuiMAU) in documenting the 
cultural sites in this area for future care and protection. The interns were trained in 
identifying cultural features in the landscape using a compass, GPS, taking field photos 
and notes, and filling our feature, artifact and GPS forms. The project areas were 
surveyed by pedestrian transects spaced approximately 3-5 meters between each crew 
member. Transects were marked with brightly colored flagging tape and removed upon 
completion of the survey. Visibility was extremely poor, with thick vegetation, 
specifically, ~8ft guinea grass found in nearly all of the places that were surveyed, 
particularly the two sites in Koholālele. The other areas that were surveyed were either 
tributary or primary gulches. Although visibility was much better in the gulches, there 
were some safety concerns particularly the steep, and muddy terrain. All identified 
features in the survey were documented with feature forms, GPS, and photographs, 
selected features were further documented with tape and compass mapping. Site numbers 
and feature letters were assigned and prefixed with the following codes on feature 
description forms: 
 

•! KHL- Pā Hale of Kookooku in the ahupua‘a of Koholālele 
•! KOW- Kihapai ‘Ohe Waianae in the ahupua‘a of Kūka‘iau 
•! HOE- Hō‘ea Gulch 
•! MNN- Manini Heiau in the ahupua‘a of Koholālele 
•! LEP- Lepelau gulch 
•! KHE- Ka‘ohe Gulch 

 
Training in tape and compass mapping was conducted at four sites, Lepelau, Manini, 
Hō‘ea and Kūka‘iau. The north arrow, scale, and names of participants were placed on 
the top right-hand corner of the map. Points of the man-made structures were taken and 
drawn in onto the map. Plan view and profile maps were produced for the following 
project areas: 
 

Table 4: Profile and plan view maps for project areas 
Project Area Profile Map Plan View Map 
Hō‘ea Gulch -- � 
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Kūka‘iau � � 
Lepelau � -- 

Manini Heiau -- � 
 

Once the maps were drawn and fieldwork complete, the maps were traced and digitized 
using Adobe Illustrator CS6. All sites were described on a Nohopapa site/feature form 
and were photographed using a Canon Power Shot D20 digital camera. Detailed 
recording of sites included written descriptions and measurements. 
 

 
Figure 21: Aerial of ‘Umi birthplace cooridor with ahupua‘a names. 

Summary of Findings 
 
The following section will discuss the individual summary of findings for each site that 
was surveyed.  
 

Ahupua‘a of Koholālele: Pāhale of Kookooku (Land Claim Award 8297) 
 
On July 13, 2015, alaka‘i, No‘eau Peralto, Lokelani Brandt and ‘Iolani Kauhane lead the 
five Wahi Kupuna Interns on their first pedestrian survey. Land Claim Award (LCA) 
8297 awarded to Kookooku indicated the presence of a pā hale (house enclosure) located 
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along the coast of Koholālele near the old Koholālele Landing. Kookooku served as the 
resident konohiki of Koholālele (Cordy 1994:77). Due to years of ground disturbance, 
thick vegetation, and poor surface visibility, the goal of this survey was to relocate any 
possible remnants of Kookooku's pā hale. GPS technology and Māhele documents were 
utilized to determine the approximate location of the pā hale. The dimensions of the pā 
hale were described in the land claim award; however, the unit of measurement that was 
used in the survey is obscure and does not correspond clearly into modern day units of 
measurement. Once the pā hale was located, a buffer of approximately 15m was placed 
around the project area for the survey. The following table summarizes the feature types 
documented during the survey. 
 
 

 
Figure 22: LCA 8297 awarded to Kookooku. Note the dotted square "pa hale" in the southeast 

corner of the property boundary. 

 
Table 5: Kookooku feature types 

Feature Type Amount 
Agricultural Berm 2 
Historic Material 1 

Large Boulder 1 
Modified Stone 1 

Railroad  1 
Stone Alignment 1 

Triangulation Station 1 
Total Features 8 
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Ahupua‘a of Kūka‘iau: Kīhāpai ‘Ohe of Waianae (Land Claim Award 10422) 
 
On July 20, 2015, alaka‘i, No‘eau Peralto, Lokelani Brandt, Hattie Gerrish and 
Pōlanimakamae Kahakalau lead the five Wahi Kupuna Interns on a pedestrian survey in 
the ahupua‘a of Kūka‘iau, Hāmakua. Land Claim Award (LCA) 10422 issued to Waianae 
indicated the presence of a kihapai ‘ohe (bamboo patch) located along a small tributary 
gulch that feeds into Kalapahāpu‘u River. Kalapahāpu‘u River serves as the boundary 
between the ahupua‘a of Kūka‘iau and Kainehe. LCA 10422 straddles a portion of the 
tablelands and in the nearby tributary gulch. Because the tablelands have been so heavily 
disturbed from decades of mono-cropping, and poor surface visibility, we opted to survey 
the gulch. The pedestrian survey of the gulch proved to extremely valuable, as we were 
able to identify areas used for agroforestry and possibly habitation. The following table 
summarizes the feature types documented during the survey. 
 
 

Table 6: Kūka‘iau (Waianae kīhāpai ‘ohe) feature types 
Feature Type Amount 

Headstones 3 
Cultigen Survivals 2 

Total Features 5 
 

Ahupua‘a of Kūka‘iau: Māla ‘Ohi‘a of Waianae (Land Claim Award 10422) 
 
On July 21, 2015, alaka‘i, No‘eau Peralto, Lokelani Brandt, Hattie Gerrish and 
Pōlanimakamae Kahakalau lead the five Wahi Kupuna Interns on a second pedestrian 
survey in the ahupua‘a of Kūka‘iau, Hāmākua. Land Claim Award (LCA) 10422 issued 
to Waianae indicated the presence of a māla ‘ohi‘a (mountain apple patch) located along 
the northeast margin of the claimant's property boundary. The term māla ‘ohi‘a is short 
for māla ‘ohi‘a‘ai. The term māla ‘ohi‘a will be used in this report as a way to honor the 
kūpuna of this area and their language preferences. This site is situated at the junction of 
Kalapahāpu‘u River and the tributary gulch.  The following table summarizes the feature 
types documented during the survey. 
 

Table 7: Kūka‘iau (Waianae māla ‘ohi‘a) feature types 
Feature Type Amount 

Modified outcrop 1 
Stone Alignment 1 

Cultigen Survivals 2 
Total Features 4 
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Ahupua‘a of Hō‘ea: Hō‘ea Gulch Survey 
 
On July 22, 2015, alaka‘i, No‘eau Peralto, Lokelani Brandt, Hattie Gerrish, 
Pōlanimakamae Kahakalau and kama‘āina Haley Kailiehu lead the five Wahi Kupuna 
Interns on a pedestrian survey in Hō‘ea gulch in the ahupua‘a of Hō‘ea, Hāmākua. Hō‘ea 
gulch plays a significant role in the mo‘olelo of ‘Umi as it is said this is where his father 
Līloa and his mother ‘Akahiakuleana met and conceived ‘Umi. It was also noted in some 
versions of the story that ‘Akahiakuleana came to Hō‘ea to cleanse herself after her 
menstrual cycle. To better conceptualize the area, we embarked on a pedestrian survey 
starting makai of the old cane haul road culvert, into the gulch and ended the sea cliff of 
Hō‘ea. The following table summarizes the feature types documented during the survey. 
 

Table 8: Hō‘ea gulch feature types 
Feature Type Amount 
Adze Preform 1 
Concrete Wall 1 

Modified Outcrop 1 
Stone Wall 4 

Cultigen Survivals 3 
Waterfall 2 

Total Features 12 
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Figure 23 Hō‘ea Gulch Survey map. 

Ahupua‘a of Koholālele, Manini Heiau Survey 
 
On July 28, 2015, alaka‘i, No‘eau Peralto, Lokelani Brandt, and Lyle Auld lead the five 
Wahi Kupuna Interns on a pedestrian survey near the site of Manini Heiau in the 
ahupua‘a of Koholālele, Hāmākua. The survey area was established using GPS and 
historic maps. The approximate site of the heiau was located and a buffer of 30m was 
placed around the area. The following table summarizes the feature types documented 
during the survey. 
 

Table 9: Manini heiau survey feature types 
Feature Type Amount 

Basalt Adze Flake 1 
Enclosure 1 

Cultigen Survivals; 
Kīpuka 

2 

Mound 1 
Total Features 4 
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Figure 24: Satellite map of Manini survey area. 

Lepelau Gulch Mapping 
 
On July 29, 2015, alaka‘i, No‘eau Peralto, Lokelani Brandt, and Dominique Cordy lead 
the five Wahi Kupuna Interns to a previously known site located to the north of 
Koholālele Landing, Hāmākua. Due to time constraints, no extensive survey was 
conducted in this area. The following table summarizes the feature types documented 
during this mapping expedition. 
 

Table 10: Lepelau gulch mapping feature types 
Feature Type Amount 

Stone Wall 1 
Total Features 1 

 

Ahupua‘a of Ka‘ohe: Ka‘ohe/‘A‘amanu Gulch Survey 
 
On July 30, 2015, alaka‘i, No‘eau Peralto, Lokelani Brandt, and Dominique Cordy lead 
the five Wahi Kupuna Interns on a pedestrian survey of the Ka‘ohe/ ‘A‘amanu Gulch. 
The survey documented only sites located on the Ka‘ohe side of the gulch. This area was 
of interest because of a note made on the Land Claim Award 3700B, which indicated the 
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presence of the old alaloa kahiko. One of the objectives for this survey was to try and 
identify the location of the old alaloa trail. The following will discuss the findings from 
this mapping expedition. 
 

 
Figure 25: LCA 3700B, note the alaloa kahiko near red arrow. 

Table 11: Ka‘ohe/‘A‘amanu gulch survey feature types 
Feature Type Amount 

Headstones 4 
Historic Bridge 2 
Historic Road 1 

Historic Tunnel 1 
Mining Trench 1 

Railroad 2 
Stone Alignment 1 

Cultigen Survivals 3 
Total Features 15 
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Figure 26: Lepelau & Ka‘ohe Gulch Survey Map. 

Site Descriptions 
 
Ahupua‘a of Koholālele, Hāmākua 
Pāhale of Kookooku (Land Claim Award 8297) 
 
Site #: KHL1 
Feature Letter: n/a 
Feature Type: Koholālele Triangulation Station 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚20.792'; Northing 20˚02.892', Accuracy: 9ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: Yes 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Triangulation station used as a fixed reference point for geodetic 
surveying and other surveying projects within its vicinity. 
Condition: Fair 
Association with Other Features: The Koholālele triangulation station was utilized by 
John F. Stokes in his survey to locate Manini Heiau. The Koholālele Landing is located 
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to the southeast of the triangulation station. 
Description of Location: The triangulation station is located on the edge of a cliff. The 
area immediately surrounding the triangulation station consists of ironwood, and a mix of 
grasses such as guinea grass and other types of smaller species of grass (exact species 
unknown).   
Description of Feature: This historic structure measures at 90cm x 80.6cm x 20.6cm 
with a diameter of 22cm. This feature is comprised of a cement cylinder encased in a 
corrugated iron structure. Most of the iron has eroded from the feature and any remaining 
iron fragments are found in the soil next to the feature. The cement cylinder is embedded 
in a slab of cement mixed with cobbles. This feature is in imminent danger of sliding off 
of the cliff and into the ocean. High surf and the naturally eroding cliff side are current 
threats to the feature. The cliff has been severely undercut and the root of the adjacent 
ironwood tree is currently holding the feature in place. John Mortimer Lydgate, a 
surveyor hired by the Territory of Hawai’i, noted this feature, he writes: 

On the edge of the sea shore pali about 300ft. west of Koholalele Landing and 
near grave pile of stones, a cylindrical cement concrete block encased in 
corrugated iron marked  H.G.S. 1881. 
 

 
Figure 27: Site KHL1, Koholālele Triangulation Station. Orientation 351˚ 

Site #: KHL2 
Feature Letter: n/a 
Feature Type: Agricultural Berm 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚20.774'; Northing 20˚02.886', Accuracy: 16ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
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Condition: Poor 
Association with Other Features:  
Description of Location: Site KHL2 is situated in a grove of ironwood, and primarily 
dominated by guinea grass. The terrain in this area gently slopes down toward the ocean.  
Description of Feature: This feature appears to be an agricultural berm or a buried wall. 
This feature was identified because it represents a change in the topography of the 
surveyed area. Because no subsurface excavations were conducted, the contents within 
the berm remain unknown. This berm is covered in a thick layer of soil and guinea grass. 
Subsurface testing would be useful in determining the contents within. No photo 
available.  
 

 
Figure 28: Working shot of interns surveying in a grove of ironwood and guinea grass 

Site #: KHL3 
Feature Letter: A 
Feature Type: Agricultural Berm with irrigation tubing 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚20.763'; Northing 20˚02.891', Accuracy: 13ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: Black irrigation tubing 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Agriculture, irrigation 
Condition: Poor 
Association with Other Features: KHL2 & KHL3B 
Description of Location: Site KHL3A is situated in a grove of ironwood, and primarily 
dominated by guinea grass. The terrain in this area gently slopes down toward the ocean.  
Description of Feature: This feature appears to be an agricultural berm that may have 
been used for irrigation. Long fragments of black irrigation tubing were found embedded 
throughout the berm. The irrigation tubing was in relatively good condition. 
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Figure 29: Site KHL3A with irrigation tubing protruding from berm. Orientation 98˚ 

Site #: KHL3 
Feature Letter: B 
Feature Type: Large boulder 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚20.763'; Northing 20˚02.891', Accuracy: 13ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: None observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Association with Other Features: KHL3A 
Description of Location: Site KHL3B is situated in a grove of ironwood, and primarily 
dominated by guinea grass. The terrain in this area gently slopes down toward the ocean.  
Description of Feature: This feature is a large boulder located adjacent to site KHL3A. 
Smaller stones are found nearby. Possible bulldozer push located on the mauka side of 
boulder. 
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Figure 30: Site KHL3B, large boulder. Orientation 160˚ 

Site #: KHL4 
Feature Letter: n/a 
Feature Type: Stone Alignment with stone scatter 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚20.750'; Northing 20˚02.884', Accuracy: 16ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Habitation 
Condition: Poor 
Association with Other Features: n/a 
Description of Location: Site KHL4 is situated in a grove of ironwood, and primarily 
dominated by guinea grass and other types of smaller grasses (exact species unknown). 
The terrain in this area gently slopes down toward the ocean.  
Description of Feature: This feature appears to be a stone alignment with stone scatter 
around the area. Site is 35m inland from the coast. The length of the alignment measures 
at 8.27m. The width of site is unknowns because the area is covered in thick vegetation. 
Some of the stones are buried in the soil and only the tops visible. Two concrete 
fragments were found along with a dark stone similar to coal.  
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Figure 31: Site KHL4. Stone alignment. Orientation 164˚ 

 
Figure 32: Site KHL4, concrete fragment mixed with basalt partially buried. Orientation 200˚ 

Site #: KHL5 
Feature Letter: n/a 
Feature Type: Partially buried modified stone with indentations 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚20.752; Northing 20˚02.888', Accuracy: 15ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: None Observed  
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
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Condition: Poor 
Association with Other Features: KHL4 
Description of Location: Site KHL5 is situated in a grove of ironwood, and primarily 
dominated by guinea grass and other types of smaller grasses (exact species unknown). 
The terrain in this area gently slopes down toward the ocean.  
Description of Feature: This site appears to be a stone with three long indentations. 
Only the top portion of stone is visible, the rest remains buried in the soil. The length of 
the stone measured at 25cm x 22cm. Subsurface testing would be useful in determining 
the extent and detail of stone. 
 

 
Figure 33: Site KHL5. Top portion of buried stone with three long indentations. Orientation 328˚ 

Site #: KHL6 
Feature Letter: n/a 
Feature Type: Historic material 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚20.753; Northing 20˚02.891, Accuracy: 15ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: None Observed  
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Association with Other Features: KHL5 
Description of Location: Site KHL5 is situated in a grove of ironwood), and primarily 
dominated by guinea grass and other types of smaller grasses (exact species unknown). 
The terrain in this area gently slopes down toward the ocean.  
Description of Feature: This site appears to be a large irregular shaped cement pillar 
mixed with basalt. Stone is in a horizontal position. 
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Figure 34: Site KHL6, large irregular shaped cement pillar. Orientation 176˚ 

Site #: KHL7 
Feature Letter: n/a 
Feature Type: Railroad fragment embedded in berm. 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚20.771; Northing 20˚02.866, Accuracy: 15ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: Yes  
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Transportation, railroad 
Condition: Poor 
Association with Other Features: n/a 
Description of Location: Site KHL5 is situated in a grove of ironwood, and primarily 
dominated by guinea grass and other types of smaller grasses (exact species unknown). 
The terrain in this area gently slopes down toward the ocean.  
Description of Feature: This site consists of one iron railroad fragment embedded in 
berm. Fragments of iron scattered throughout the area. Railroad fragment measures at 
1.1m in length. 
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Figure 35: Site KHL7. Railroad fragment embedded in berm. Orientation 102˚ 

Ahupua‘a of Kūka‘iau 
Kīhāpai ‘Ohe of Waianae (Land Claim Award 10422) 
 
Site #: KOW1 
Feature Letter: A 
Feature Type: Cultigen Survivals; ‘Ohe maoli (Native variety of bamboo) 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚20.598'; Northing 20˚02.328', Accuracy: 25ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Association with Other Features: KOW1B 
Description of Location: Site KOW1A is located along the southeast bank of a tributary 
gulch (name unknown). Groves of ‘ulu, kukui, mai‘a, kope, java plum, common guava 
are found growing in the area. Various types of ferns, yellow ginger, honohono grass, and 
guinea grass are also found growing in abundance in this area. Site KOW1A and 
KOW1B are separated by a small tributary gulch.    
Description of Feature: This site is a patch of ‘ohe maoli, a variety of Hawaiian bamboo 
growing on a slope near a small gulch. This is one of two patches located in this area and 
was noted on the LCA 10422 issued to Waianae. This type of ‘ohe is a clumping variety 
that does not rapidly overtake an area like other varieties of introduced bamboos. The 
‘ohe maoli is identified by its long nodes, thin walls, and long slender leaves. 
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Figure 36: Site KOW1A, patch of ‘ohe maoli with kukui trunk in foreground. Orientation 188˚ 

Site #: KOW1 
Feature Letter: B 
Feature Type: Cultigen Survivals; ‘Ohe maoli (Native variety of bamboo) 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚20.595'; Northing 20˚02.318', Accuracy: 18ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Good 
Association with Other Features: KOW1A  
Description of Location: Site KOW1B is located along the northeast edge of a gulch 
(name unknown). Groves of ‘ulu, kukui, mai‘a, kope, java plum, common guava are 
found growing in the area. Various types of ferns, yellow ginger, honohono grass, and 
guinea grass are also found growing in abundance in this area.    
Description of Feature: This site is a second patch of ‘ohe maoli, a variety of Hawaiian 
bamboo growing on a steep slope near the bank of a small gulch. This is the second of 
two patches noted on LCA 10422 issued to Waianae. This type of ‘ohe is a clumping 
variety that does not rapidly overtake an area like other varieties of introduced bamboos. 
The ‘ohe maoli is identified by its long nodes, thin walls, and long slender leaves. The 
height of this patch was estimated at 10m. 
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Figure 37: Pōlanimakamae Kahakalau (5'6'' height) stands next to site KOW1B. Orientation 81˚ 

 
Figure 38: Close up of site KOW1B ‘ohe maoli internodes. Orientation 60˚ 

Site #: KOW2 
Feature Letter: A, B, C 
Feature Type: Headstone markers 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚20.615'; Northing 20˚02.320', Accuracy: 18ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Burial 
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Condition: Poor 
Association with Other Features: n/a 
Description of Location: Site KOW2 is located along a ridge located to the north of 
KOW1A & B. The area is abundant in a mix of honohono grass, guinea grass, kope, red 
hibiscus and ironwood.    
Description of Feature: This site consists of three features. The feature A is a three-
tiered cement slab that has been turned on its side. No visible markings were noted on the 
surface of cement slab. Feature B is cement mixed with basalt stones. Much of the stone 
has been buried under a thick carpet of ironwood pines needles and soil. Feature C is a 
rectangular shaped cut slab of basalt with either Japanese or Chinese characters 
carved/pecked into the surface. This slab was the most ornate of all the slabs that were 
visible in the area. Several bottles were found scattered near the burial sites. More surface 
clearing needs to be done in order to realize the extent of this burial ground. 
 

 
Figure 39: Plan view photo of site KOW2A, a three-tiered concrete slab turned on its side. 
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Figure 40: Plan view of site KOW2B, a mixture of concrete and basalt stones. 

 
Figure 41: Plan view of site KOW2C. Cut basalt with Chinese or Japanese characters carved into 

the surface. 
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Figure 42: Close up of site KOW2C, note carved characters. 

Ahupua‘a of Kūka‘iau 
Māla ‘Ohi‘a‘ai of Waianae (Land Claim Award 10422) 
 
Site #: KOW3 
Feature Letter: A 
Feature Type: Modified outcrop with stone alignment; cultigen survivals; lā‘ī 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚20.633'; Northing 20˚02.359', Accuracy: 19ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: Yes 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Traditional, Historic 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Association with Other Features: KOW3B 
Description of Location: Site KOW3A is located along the southeast bank of a gulch 
(name unknown). Groves of ‘ulu, kukui, common guava are found growing in the area. 
Various types of ferns, yellow ginger, and honohono grass are also found growing in 
abundance in this area. Growing on the site is an abundance of kī. 
Description of Feature: Site KOW3A appears to be a modified outcrop comprised of 
large boulders and stones. On the west side of site adjacent to the dried gulch, a small 
stone alignment approximately 2m is barely visible and in very poor condition. Most of 
the stones have collapsed into the gulch. Fragments of pottery were found in the site.  
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Figure 43: Plan view of site KOW5A & B 
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Figure 44: Working shot of interns mapping site KOW3A. Orientation 144˚ 

 
Figure 45: Site KOW3A showing the large boulders and ti-leaf growing within the site. 

Orientation 308˚ 
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Figure 46: Profile of stone alignment on west end of site KOW3A, adjacent to tributary gulch. 

Orientation 314˚ 

 
Figure 47: Profile map of site KOW3A 
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Figure 48: Fragments of pottery found at site KOW3A. 

Site #: KOW3 
Feature Letter: B 
Feature Type: Cultigen Survivals; Māla ‘Ohi‘a (mountain apple patch) 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚20.627'; Northing 20˚02.357', Accuracy: 9ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Traditional, Historic 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Poor 
Association with Other Features: KOW3A  
Description of Location: Site KOW3B is located along the west side bank of the small 
tributary gulch (name unknown). Groves of ‘ulu, kukui, common guava are found 
growing in the area. Various types of ferns, yellow ginger, and honohono grass are also 
found growing in this area.  
Description of Feature: Site KOW3B is an agricultural site planted with ‘ohi‘a‘ai. This 
site was noted on the LCA 10422. The site is situated on the riverbank and slopes down 
into the gulch and river. The area has been heavily disturbed by wild pigs and only thick 
mud and a few boulders is seen near the māla ‘ohi‘a. Pig tracks and trails are found all 
throughout this area. Only two-three mature ‘ohi‘a ‘ai trees remain. 
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Figure 49: View of tributary gulch and site KOW3B, māla ‘ohi‘a located to the right of photo. 

Orientation 126˚ 

 
Figure 50: Remaining ‘ohi‘a‘ai plants growing in Waianae's māla ‘ohi‘a. Orientation 82˚ 

Ahupua‘a of Hō‘ea 
Hō‘ea Gulch Survey 
 
Site #: HOE1 
Feature Letter: n/a 
Feature Type: Cultigen Survivals 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚19.031'; Northing 20˚01.709', Accuracy: 22ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: None Observed 
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Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil and Bedrock 
Possible Age: Traditional, Historic 
Possible Function: Agriculture, Agro Forestry 
Condition: Good 
Association with Other Features: n/a 
Description of Location: Site HOE1 is located makai of the old cane haul road culvert. 
Groves of ‘ulu, kukui, ‘ohi‘a‘ai, common guava, lauhala, liliko‘i and kī are found 
growing on the southern embankment of Hō‘ea Gulch. Various types of ferns, yellow 
ginger, and guinea grass, have encroached into the riverbed. The northern embankment 
consists mostly of hala. 
Description of Feature: HOE1 is described as an area used for agro forestry. The mix of 
traditional food plants with historically introduced plants suggests this area was used for 
agriculture. 
 

 
Figure 51: Interns gather makai of the culvert and prepare for the survey. Orientation 290˚ 
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Figure 52: Site HOE1, southern embankment. Area possibly used for agro forestry.  

Orientation 242˚ 
 
Site #: HOE2 
Feature Letter: n/a 
Feature Type: Cultigen Survivals 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚19.042'; Northing 20˚01.741', Accuracy: 22ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil and Bedrock 
Possible Age: Traditional, Historic 
Possible Function: Agriculture, Agro Forestry 
Condition: Good 
Association with Other Features: n/a 
Description of Location: Site HOE2 is located makai of site HOE1. The southern 
embankment is filled with groves of hala, and kī. Guinea grass, and other non-native 
species have encroached into the riverbed. The northern embankment is filled with a mix 
of African tulip, kukui, common guava, and various types of unidentified plants. 
Description of Feature: HOE2 is described as an area used for agro forestry. The mix of 
Polynesian introduced plants with historically introduced plants suggests this area was 
used for agriculture. 
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Figure 53: Site HOE2 shows hala interspersed with kukui and other Polynesian introduced plants. 

Orientation 240˚ 

Site #: HOE3 
Feature Letter: n/a 
Feature Type: Dried Waterfall, Cultigen Survivals 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚19.041'; Northing 20˚01.787', Accuracy: 14ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Bedrock and soil 
Possible Age: Traditional, Historic 
Possible Function: Agriculture, Agro Forestry 
Condition: Good 
Association with Other Features: n/a 
Description of Location: Site HOE3 is a dried waterfall located makai of site HOE2. 
The southern embankment of the gulch is filled with liliko‘i, kī, ‘āwikiwiki, and hala and 
various types of unidentified plants. The northern embankment is filled with a mix of 
kukui, hala and various types of unidentified plants. The waterfall is dried and a few 
standing pools of water are found at the top of waterfall. 
Description of Feature: HOE3 is described as the first waterfall makai of the old cane 
haul road culvert. The waterfall is currently dried with only a few standing pools of 
water. 
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Figure 54: Site HOE3, dried waterfall. Orientation 270˚ 

 
Figure 55: Intern Leilani Waldron (height 5'9'') stands at the base of site HOE3. Orientation 275˚ 

Site #: HOE4 
Feature Letter: n/a 
Feature Type: Dried Waterfall, Agriculture 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚19.051'; Northing 20˚01.838', Accuracy: 23ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Bedrock and soil 
Possible Age: Traditional, Historic 
Possible Function: Agriculture/ Agro Forestry 
Condition: Good 
Association with Other Features: n/a 
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Description of Location: Site HOE4 is the second dried waterfall located makai of site 
HOE3. The southern embankment of the gulch is filled with kukui, kī, common guava, 
‘āwikiwiki, hala and various types of unidentified plants. The northern embankment is 
filled with a mix of hala, ironwood, african tulip and various types of unidentified plants. 
The waterfall is dried and a few standing pools of water are found at the top of waterfall. 
Description of Feature: HOE4 is described as the second waterfall makai of site HOE3. 
The waterfall is currently dried with only a few standing pools of water. 
 

 
Figure 56: Site HOE4, dried waterfall. Orientation 50˚ 

Site #: HOE5 
Feature Letter: A 
Feature Type: Modified outcrop 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚19.039'; Northing 20˚01.839', Accuracy: 20ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: Yes 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Bedrock and soil 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Railroad 
Condition: Good 
Association with Other Features: HOE5B, C, D, E, F 
Description of Location: Site HOE5A is a modified outcrop located on the southern 
embankment of Hō‘ea gulch. 
Description of Feature: Site HOE5 consists of six features, listed at A-F. HOE5A is a 
modified outcrop. Large boulder appears to be cut and various linear markings appear on 
stone. One glass bottle was found near site HOE5A. Underside of glass bottle was 
marked with the AB logo.  
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Figure 57: Plan view of HOE5A, B, C, D, E, F 
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Figure 58: Site HOE5A, modified outcrop with glass bottle in bottom right corner.  

Orientation 153˚ 

 
Figure 59: Close up of Adolphus Busch bottle at site HOE5A 
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Figure 60: Underside of bottle found at site HOE5A shows old Adolphus Busch logo. 

Site #: HOE5 
Feature Letter: B 
Feature Type: Stonewall 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚19.039'; Northing 20˚01.839', Accuracy: 20ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: Yes 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Railroad 
Condition: Good 
Association with Other Features: HOE5A, C, D, E, F 
Description of Location: Site HOE5B is located on the southern embankment of Hō‘ea 
gulch, approximately 5m makai of site HOE5A. 
Description of Feature: HOE5B is an L-shaped stonewall secured with mortar in some 
areas. At its highest point, wall is 4-5 courses high and tapers down to one course high at 
its lowest point. Wall follows the natural slope of the land. The length of wall is 8m. The 
highest point of the wall measures at 1.3m. At its lowest points, the height measures at 
0.2m. Mortar is in poor condition and has begun to crumble from wall. The wall is build 
directly on soil. The wall is overgrown with guinea grass and filled with soil sediment. 
Some stones in wall appear to be chiseled. A large wooden beam was found above 
stonewall. The length of the beam measures at 4.1m x 0.2m in width. 
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Figure 61: Interns clear vegetation around site HOE5B (right) and HOE5C (left) before mapping. 

 
Figure 62: Highest section of site HOE5B. Orientation 115˚ 
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Figure 63: Profile map of site HOE5B. 

 
Figure 64: Portion of wooden beam found near site HOE5B. 

Site #: HOE5 
Feature Letter: C 
Feature Type: Concrete wall 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚19.039'; Northing 20˚01.839', Accuracy: 20ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: Yes 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
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Substrate: Soil and bedrock 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Railroad 
Condition: Good 
Association with Other Features: HOE5A,B, D, E & F 
Description of Location: Site HOE5C is located to the north of site HOE5A & B, and is 
adjacent to the riverbed. 
Description of Feature: HOE5C is a rectangular shaped concrete wall roughly 26m long 
x 2m in width. This wall acts as a retaining wall for the south side of riverbank. Small 
pebbles and cobbles are strewn in some portions of the wall. The wall is wider at its base 
and tapers down on the upper portion. Several railroad fragments were found near site 
HOE5C. No photo available. 
 
Site #: HOE5 
Feature Letter: D 
Feature Type: Stone wall with concrete 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚19.039'; Northing 20˚01.839', Accuracy: 20ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: Yes 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Bedrock 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Railroad 
Condition: Poor 
Association with Other Features: HOE5A,B, C, E & F 
Description of Location: Site HOE5D is located to the north of site HOE5A, B & C and 
is located in the riverbed. 
Description of Feature: HOE5D is a low rectangular shaped stone and concrete wall 
roughly 16m long x 1m in width. This wall is three courses high and topped with 
concrete. The wall is embedded in the riverbed. Several metal rebars are sticking out 
from wall. Several railroad fragments were found near site HOE5D. Photo of wall not 
available. 
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Figure 65: Fragment of railroad found near site HOE5D. 

 
Figure 66: Fragment of railroad found near site HOE5D. 

Site #: HOE5 
Feature Letter: E 
Feature Type: Stone wall with concrete 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚19.039'; Northing 20˚01.839', Accuracy: 20ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: Yes 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Bedrock 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Railroad 
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Condition: Poor 
Association with Other Features: HOE5A, B, C, D & F 
Description of Location: Site HOE5E is located to the north of site HOE5D and is 
located in the riverbed. 
Description of Feature: HOE5E is a low rectangular shaped stone and concrete wall 
roughly 16m long x 1m in width. This feature is similar in construction, style and length 
as feature HOE5D. This wall is two courses high and topped with concrete. Several metal 
rebars are sticking out from wall. The wall is embedded in the riverbed. Several railroad 
fragments were found near site HOE5E. Photo of wall not available. 
 
Site #: HOE5 
Feature Letter: F 
Feature Type: Stone wall with concrete 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚19.039'; Northing 20˚01.839', Accuracy: 20ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: Yes 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Bedrock 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Railroad 
Condition: Poor 
Association with Other Features: HOE5A, B, C, D & E 
Description of Location: Site HOE5F is located to the north of site HOE5E and is 
located on the northern riverbank. 
Description of Feature: HOE5F is a rectangular shaped stone and concrete wall roughly 
14m long x 1m in width. This feature is similar in construction, style and length as 
feature HOE5C. This wall is constructed around the natural rock outcroppings. A portion 
of the wall broke away thus reveling the interior construction style. A wall made of 
stones and cobbles were concreted together, then the exterior of the wall covered over in 
concrete to form a smooth surface. A secondary wall was found parallel to feature 
HOE5F. The wall was covered in thick guinea grass, ironwood and other types of 
vegetation.  
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Figure 67: Site HOE5F. Orientation 310˚ 

 
Figure 68: Interior of HOE5F wall. Orientation 115˚ 

Site #: HOE6 
Feature Letter: n/a 
Feature Type: Sea cliff of Hō‘ea 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚18.970'; Northing 20˚01.923', Accuracy: 10ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Bedrock 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: n/a 
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Condition: Good 
Association with Other Features: HOE5A, B, C, D & E 
Description of Location: Site HOE6 is the sea cliff of Hō‘ea gulch. The vegetation 
consists primarily of hala, ironwood, guinea grass and other types of plant species. 
Description of Feature: HOE6 is the sea cliff of Hō‘ea gulch. At the base of the sea cliff 
is a natural rock formation known as Popoloau.  
 

 
Figure 69: Site HOE6, pali kahakai of Hō‘ea gulch. White wash in the ocean  

shows the location of Popoloau. Orientation 45˚ 
 

 
Figure 70: No‘eau Peralto points out Popoloau to interns. Orientation 45˚ 

Site #: HOE7 
Feature Letter: n/a 
Feature Type: Water worn adze preform 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚19.003'; Northing 20˚01.879', Accuracy: 19ft. 
Artifacts: Yes 
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Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Bedrock 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Tool production 
Condition: Fair 
Association with Other Features: n/a 
Description of Location: Site HOE7 located in the riverbed between sites HOE5 and 
HOE 6. 
Description of Feature: HOE7 is the site of a water worn adze preform. The adze 
preform is roughly 0.07m in length x 0.02m thick. Flake scars visible on surface.  
 

 
Figure 71: Site HOE7, water worn adze preform. 

Ahupua‘a of Koholālele 
Manini Heiau Survey 
 
Site #: MNN1 
Feature Letter: n/a 
Feature Type: Enclosure with Cultigen Survivals 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚21.045'; Northing 20˚02.521', Accuracy: 13ft. 
Artifacts: Yes 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: Yes 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Traditional 
Possible Function: Religious 
Condition: Poor 
Association with Other Features: n/a 
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Description of Location: Site MNN1 is located in a kīpuka located approximately 
0.5miles from the Koholālele coast, amid a plantation of eucalyptus trees surrounded by 
thick guinea grass. A small gulch is found running parallel to the north wall. Juvenile 
noni and kī were found growing in different parts of the survey area. 
Description of Feature: MNN1 is described as a rectangular shaped enclosure that 
measures approximately 47m in length x 14.8m in width. An opening into the structure is 
located on the west side of the structure and measures at 4.5m in length. The site is in 
poor condition and has been overgrown by guinea grass. Berms created from bulldozer 
push forms the exterior walls, with the exception of the opening. A combination of large 
boulders and stones form the exterior wall structure. kukui, kī, java plum and white ash 
are growing within the interior of the enslosure. This site is likely to be the remnants of 
Manini Heiau. A basalt flake was found in the interior of the enclosure along with 
fragments of glass. No additional features were found in the surrounding area. No 
subsurface testing was conducted. 
 

 
Figure 72: Interns and staff work together to clear the site of guinea grass. 
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Figure 73: Site MNN1, view of north facing wall and interior of enclosure. Orientation 185˚ 

 
Figure 74: Southwest corner of interior wall. Orientation 174˚ 
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Figure 75: Interns working together to map Manini heiau. 

 
Figure 76: Interns take a lunch break at Manini heiau. View from NW corner looking makai. 

Orientation 15˚ 
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Figure 77: Basalt flake, with dorsal scars found in site MNN1. 

 
Figure 78: Interns surveying area near Manini Heiau. 
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Figure 79: Example of young noni plant found throughout survey area. 

 
Figure 80: Nohopapa, Millie "Grammie" Bailado visits Manini heiau  

and shares her personal stories about the area . 
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Figure 81: Plan view map of site MNN1. 
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Site #: MNN2 
Feature Letter: n/a 
Feature Type: Cultigen Survivals, Kipuka 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚21.103'; Northing 20˚02.357', Accuracy: 16ft. 
Artifacts: Yes 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Association with Other Features: n/a 
Description of Location: Site MNN2 is located mauka of MNN1. MNN1 is a kīpuka 
with three mature kukui trees surrounded by a plantation of eucalyptus trees and thick 
guinea grass.  
Description of Feature: MNN2 is described as an oval shaped kīpuka that measures 
approximately 13.4m in length x 10.6m in width.  
 

 
Figure 82: Site MNN2, kīpuka with kukui located mauka of site MNN1. 
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Figure 83: Interns return from surveying kīpuka, MNN2. 

Site #: MNN3 
Feature Letter: n/a 
Feature Type: Mound 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚21.066'; Northing 20˚02.442', Accuracy: 22ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Agriculture 
Condition: Fair 
Association with Other Features: n/a 
Description of Location: Site MNN3 is located mauka of MNN2 and is situated in a 
kīpuka surrounded by eucalyptus and guinea grass.  
Description of Feature: MNN3 is described as a small mound stacked roughly two 
courses high. The length of mound is 0.6m. 
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Figure 84: Site MNN3, stacked mound. 

Lepelau Gulch Mapping 
 
On July 29, 2015 alaka‘i, No‘eau Peralto, Lokelani Brandt, and Dominique Cordy lead 
the five Wahi Kupuna Interns to a known site located to the north of Koholālele Landing, 
Hāmākua. No extensive survey was conducted in this area. The following will discuss the 
findings from this mapping expedition. 
 
Site #: LEP1 
Feature Letter: n/a 
Feature Type: Wall 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚21.061'; Northing 20˚02.862', Accuracy: 17ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: None Observed 
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Transportation 
Condition: Fair 
Association with Other Features: n/a 
Description of Location: Site LEP1 is located on the northern boundary of Koholālele, 
near the southeast boundary of Lepelau gulch and Ka Pae Waa O Koholālele. The area is 
filled primarily with guinea grass interspersed with java plaum, common guava, kukui, 
and honohono grass. Site LEP1 is located on the makai side of the old road way. 
Description of Feature: LEP1 is a retaining linear wall stacked 4-6 courses high. The 
wall measures 16m in length x 0.65m width. The wall is oriented at 43˚. The wall is intact 
in most places with the exception of the far ends, which have begun to collapse. This wall 
appears to be a retaining wall for the nearby old road to prevent erosion. 
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Figure 85: West end of site LEP1. Orientation 138˚ 

 
Figure 86: Center portion of LEP1. Orientation 130˚ 
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Figure 87: East end of LEP1. Orientation 126˚ 
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Figure 88: Profile map of site LEP1. 
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Ahupua‘a of Ka‘ohe 
Ka‘ohe/ ‘A‘amanu Gulch Survey 
 
On July 30, 2015 alaka‘i, No‘eau Peralto, Lokelani Brandt, and Dominique Cordy lead 
the five Wahi Kupuna Interns on a pedestrian survey of the Ka‘ohe/ ‘A‘amanu Gulch. 
The following will discuss the findings from this mapping expedition. 
 
Site #: KHE1 
Feature Letter: A 
Feature Type: Mining Trench 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚21.240'; Northing 20˚02.838', Accuracy: 38ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: Yes  
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Railroad 
Condition: Fair 
Association with Other Features: KHE1B, & C 
Description of Location: Site KHE1A is located makai of the old cane haul road and the 
south side of Ka‘ohe Gulch. This site is located on the upper embankments of Ka‘ohe 
gulch. This area has not been planted over in cane or eucalyptus. The area contains plants 
like kope, java plum, mango, kukui, avocado, honohono grass, a variety of ferns, guinea 
grass and a number of unidentified plants.  
Description of Feature: A total of three features are associated with site KHE1. KHE1A 
is a man made trench that was created for the railroad. A small bluff was mined to form 
the groundwork for the railroad tracks. It appears the stones removed from this bluff was 
used to fill in portions of Ka‘ohe gulch and to create features KHE1B, and C. Large 
boulders near the site contain dynamite drill holes and cracked stones. The dynamite hole 
measured at 3cm in diameter x 24cm deep. Fragments of pottery, glass and possibly coal 
were also found in the area. The length of feature KHE1A was measures using GPS. 
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Figure 89: Site KHE1A, historic trench used for railroad. Orientation 266˚ 

 
Figure 90: Large boulder with dynamite holes and cracks. Orientations 86˚ 
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Figure 91: Fragments of pottery found near site KHE1A. 

 
Figure 92: Unknown fragment found near site KHE1A. Possibly coal. 

Site #: KHE1 
Feature Letter: B & C 
Feature Type: 1913 Bridge & Tunnel 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚21.240'; Northing 20˚02.838', Accuracy: 38ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: Yes  
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Railroad 
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Condition: Good 
Association with Other Features: KHE1A 
Description of Location: Site KHE1B & C is located makai of the old cane haul road 
and the south side of Ka‘ohe Gulch. This site is located is located to the northeast of 
KHE1A, and is situated in the middle of Ka‘ohe gulch. This area has not been planted 
over in cane or eucalyptus. The area is overgrown with guinea grass and several 
unidentified plants.  
Description of Feature: KHE1B is a historic bridge constructed in 1913. The bridge 
serves as the passing area for the plantation railroad tracks over Ka‘ohe gulch and is 
connected with feature KHE1A. The bridge is heavily overgrown with guinea grass and 
other types of grasses. A view from the makai side of the tunnel shows backfill used to 
level the bridge with site KHE1A. Below site KHE1B is site KHE1C, which is a historic 
tunnel. The tunnel was measured at 2.8m wide x 3.1m high. The year 1913 has been 
carved into the celling of the makai side of the tunnel. The tunnel is constructed from cut 
slabs of rectangular and square shaped basalt stones. The seams have been filled in with 
cement and form a relatively straight and flat tunnel interior. The celling of tunnel 
appears to be a slab of concrete that is fitted to the tunnel walls. Due to safety concerns, 
no interns or alaka‘i were allowed to enter the tunnel to conduct further investigation. 
 

 
Figure 93: Mauka entrance of site KHE1B & C. Orientation 3˚ 
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Figure 94: Makai entrance of site KHE1B & C. Note the year 1913  

carved onto exterior front tunnel celling. Orientation 180˚ 
 
Site #: KHE2 
Feature Letter: n/a 
Feature Type: Hawaii Consolidate Railroad Track; Cultigen Survivals 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚21.249'; Northing 20˚02.847', Accuracy: 26ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: Yes  
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Railroad 
Condition: Fair 
Association with Other Features: KHE1A, B & C 
Description of Location: Site KHE2 is located makai of the old cane haul road and the 
south side of Ka‘ohe Gulch. This area has not been planted over in cane or eucalyptus. 
The area contains plants like kope, java plum, mango, kukui, avocado, honohono grass, a 
variety of ferns, guinea grass and a number of unidentified plants.  
Description of Feature: KHE2 is a fragment of the Hawai‘i Consolidated Railroad and 
is located mauka of site KHE1 B & C. Fragments of the railroad track were found in the 
area. The railroad fragment is approximately 4m long. The area is relatively flat and 
forms a straight alignment.  
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Figure 95: Site KHE1C, with railroad track fragment. Orientation 3˚ 

Site #: KHE3 
Feature Letter: n/a 
Feature Type: Plantation Railroad Track; Cultigen Survivals 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚21.247'; Northing 20˚02.859', Accuracy: 20ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: Yes  
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Plantation Railroad 
Condition: Fair 
Association with Other Features: KHE1A, B & C 
Description of Location: Site KHE3 is located makai of the old cane haul road and the 
south side of Ka‘ohe Gulch. This site is adjacent to site KHE1C & D. The area contains 
plants like kope, ‘ulu, java plum, mango, kukui, avocado, honohono grass, a variety of 
ferns, guinea grass and a number of unidentified plants. The railroad track area is covered 
in mostly honohono grass and java plum are found on the makai track limits.  
Description of Feature: KHE3 is a plantation railroad fragment that is stone lined and 
passes over the makai side of site KHE1C. This tracks connects the ahupua‘a of Ka‘ohe 
on the south side with the ahupua‘a of ‘A‘amanu on the north side. The far ends of this 
site are overgrown with cane grass and have been planted over in eucalyptus. Site KHE2 
is located mauka of site KHE3. The mauka side of site KHE3 is a small depression that 
contains trees like ‘ulu and avocado. The makai side of site KHE3 slopes abruptly into 
Ka‘ohe gulch. Railroad fragments, including a lever were found on the Ka‘ohe side of the 
site partially buried in guinea and honohonoho grass. The length of the railroad fragment 
was measured at 26m. The width was measure in three different places. The width of the 
track on the Ka‘ohe side was measured at 7.4m, the middle section measured at 4.5m and 
the ‘A‘amanu side measured at 3.4m. 
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Figure 96: Site KHE3. Arrows indicate plantation railroad track area. Orientation 30˚ 

 
Figure 97: Site KHE3, note stone alignment. Intern, Alohilani Maiava stands on flat, leveled area. 
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Figure 98: Site KHE3, mauka side of track with intern Alohilani Maiava. Orientation 258˚ 

 
Figure 99: Ka‘ohe side of site KHE3, showing railroad levers and track fragments. 

Site #: KHE4 
Feature Letter: n/a 
Feature Type: Headstones 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚21.212'; Northing 20˚02.940', Accuracy: 16ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: Yes  
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Burial Grounds 
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Condition: Fair 
Association with Other Features: KHE5 
Description of Location: Site KHE4 is located on the Ka‘ohe side of the gulch at the 
edge of the cliff. The area contains plants like ironwood, grasses and a single red hibiscus 
plant located at the very edge of the pali. The same species of red hibiscus was also noted 
at the gravesite in Kūka‘iau, near the LCA of Waianae. The north side of site is the 
Ka‘ohe.‘A‘amanu gulch, which is filled primarily with hala trees. The southwest side of 
the site is now planted over in eucalyptus an guinea grass. Site KHE5, an old road is 
located to the west of site KHE4. The road area is dotted with java plum trees. The area is 
covered in thick carpet of pine needles from the ironwood trees and also thick grass.  
Description of Feature: Site KHE4 is a potential graveyard with marked gravesites. 
Four marked sites were identified. Each gravesite is uniquely constructed. Some graves 
contain a cement slab with a secondary tier cement slab, which an upright grave marker 
was placed on. At least one grave marker was made from a cut piece of square basalt, 
similar to the material used to construct site KHE1C (tunnel). All upright grave markers 
were no longer standing, however were found buried nearby. Some cement slabs were 
cracked, and some have subsided into the earth. One of the concrete structures appears to 
be a mount for something, and may not be a grave. The presence of cylindrical holes and 
other unique marking suggest it may have been used for something else. Because the area 
in covered over in thick guinea grass, the exact extent of the graveyard was not 
determined.  
 

 
Figure 100: Site OHE4 showing three marked graves sites. Orientation 240˚ 
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Figure 101: Site KHE4, cement slab, possibly a mount. Orientation 170˚ 

Site #: KHE5 
Feature Letter: A & B 
Feature Type: Old Road; Cultigen Survivals 
GPS Coordinates: Westing 155˚21.235'; Northing 20˚02.900', Accuracy: 18ft. 
Artifacts: None Observed 
Midden: None Observed 
Historic Material: None Observed  
Skeletal Remains: None Observed 
Substrate: Soil 
Possible Age: Historic 
Possible Function: Old Road 
Condition: Fair 
Association with Other Features: KHE4 
Description of Location: Site KHE5A is located on the Ka‘ohe side of the gulch 
embankment, adjacent to site KHE4. Java plum trees are growing on both the edges of 
the road. Small patches of guinea grass are beginning to take root on the road.  
Description of Feature: Site KHE5A is a flat area, likely to be an old trail or road. The 
area follows the natural curve of the gulch. Site KHE5A appears to have passed over the 
Ka‘ohe/‘A‘amanu gulch and followed the embankment and cliff on the ‘A‘amanu side of 
the gulch. Cement slabs (KHE5B) are found in the gulch and they align perfectly with the 
curve of the old road. Detailed measurements of the cement slabs were not taken because 
they were located deep in the gulch and were covered in thick vegetation. 
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Figure 102: Site KHE5A, looking mauka. Orientation 204˚ 

 
Figure 103: Site KHE5A, looking makai. Orientation 110˚ 
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Figure 104: Site KHE5B, possible site of old bridge that connected the old road 

between Ka‘ohe and ‘A‘amanu. Orientation 190˚ 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Site Specific Recommendations 
 
Site specific recommendations focus primarily on the future research, both 
ethnohistorical and archaeological, and management practices recommended to further 
understand and care for each site surveyed during the 2015 WKIP.  

Manini Heiau (Koholālele) 
 

Research Recommendations: Much more research is recommended to further 
understand the history, construction, and function of Manini Heiau. The heiau’s 
recent “re-discovery” during the WKIP 2015, after being deemed “completely 
destroyed” for over a century, is historic and necessitates further action. 
Additional ethnohistorical research would help to fill gaps in the historical record 
of Manini’s construction and funtion throughout time. Similarly, oral histories 
with knowledgable kamaʻāina could shed light on changes to and protection of the 
site throughout the sugar plantation era. Furthermore, archeological research 
including possible subsurface testing could reveal a great deal more about the 
site’s history and function. While most of the surface features were preliminarily 
mapped during the WKIP 2015, our observations of the site suggest a strong 
potential for further investigations below the surface, in collaboration of 
knowledgable kamaʻāina of the area, as portions of the site appear to have been 
covered up or altered by surrounding agricultural activities. Documented as both a 
kūʻula and a luakini of large scale, it is likely that other structures and features 
existed and may still exist in the surrounding area. A more extensive survey of the 
heiau site and surrounding area would not only serve to answer many questions 
about the site, but would also help to create a more comprehensive foundation for 
the proper care and management of the site in the present and future. Further 
research initiatives at Manini also present the opportunity for building strong 
community partnerships with kamaʻāina stewards of the area, local schools, and 
ʻŌiwi college students in the fields of cultural and natural resource management, 
archaeology, antrhopology, Hawaiian studies, and Hawaiian language. Research 
at this site has the potential to be a model for communities, land owners, and 
government agencies returning to and reestablishing stewarship responsibilities 
for wahi kūpuna like this, said to have been completely destroyed long ago, in 
Hāmākua and throughout Hawaiʻi. 
 
Management Recommendations: Currently, Manini Heiau is surrounded by acres 
of eucalyptus, which poses a number of management concerns. First, access the to 
site is limited. Beyond the point to which the old canefield road leading towards 
Manini was cleared, a four-wheel drive vehicle can proceed approximately 200 
yards before the road is blocked by a downed eucalyptus tree. From this point, 
access to Manini requires approximately a 200 yard hike through the eucalyptus 
trees and guinea grass. Based on ou observations during the WKIP 2015, it 
appears that there has been little to no human presence at the site for some time 
now. The heiau structure itself appears to have been altered and weathered over 
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time, the extent to which would need further research to determine. Short term 
management recommendations include developing a short term access and 
management plan with kamaʻāina stewards and the current lessee to ensure that 
the site is secure, and properly monitored and cared for. This plan should consider 
and proactively work to prevent potential impacts to the site during and after 
eucalyptus harvesting activities in the area under the current lease. With more 
ethnohistorical and archaeological research conducted at this site, we recommend 
that a long-term management plan be developed in collaboration with kamaʻāina 
stewards of the area. Beyond management and care for the heiau site and structure 
itself, future management plans should also consider care and restoration of the 
surrounding landscape as well—the physical and spiritual context within which 
the heiau was originally constructed. We highly recommend a comprehensive 
study of the site and the surrounding landscape within the ʻUmi Birthplace 
Corridor, and developing a community-engaged appraoch to co-management and 
collaborate stewardship for this extremely important wahi kupuna. 

 
LCA of Kookooku (Koholālele) 
 

Research Recommendations: The areas of primary importance, research interest, 
and management concern for the LCA of Kookooku are the pā hale site (KHL2-7) 
and the Hawaiian Government Survey (HGS) Koholālele Coastal Triangulation 
Station (KHL1). Further ethnohistorical research is recommended for the area to 
determine the chain of title, genealogy, and land tenure of the site. Such 
ethnohistorical research may shed light on the role of the konohiki in this area, as 
Kookooku is documented to have been the konohiki of Koholālele at the time of 
the Mahele. Land tenure research may also shed light on what changes occured to 
the site over time via the construction of Koholālele Landing, the construction of 
the railroad, and the clearing of the area for sugar cane cultivation. As much of 
the pā hale site is overgrown with invasive guinea grass, further archeaological 
work involving vegetation clearing and subsurface testing is recommended to 
better understand the extent to which the structures of the pā hale may have 
remained intact over time. As remnant portions of the pā hale remain in situ, 
further archeaological work at this site has the potential to shed light on more 
general understandings of archeaology and cultural resources in former sugarcane 
lands in the lowlands of Hāmākua. 
 
Management Recommendations: As the area of the pā hale is largely overgrown 
with guinea grass, there is little pedestrain activity beyond the occassional hunter 
or fisherman in the area. No signage is recommended at this time, however, with 
further research and archaeological work, further community engagement is 
highly recommended to further educate local users, visitors, and and the current 
lessee of the area about the site’s significance. The pā hale site is in the immediate 
vicinity of Koholālele Landing, a popular fishing and recreational area for the 
local community, and Hui Mālama i ke Ala ʻŪlili’s Mālama ʻĀina Koholālele 
community garden site. The pā hale is also estimated to have extended into the 
area currently cultivated in euclyptus. The HGS Koholālele Coastal Triangulation 
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Station (KHL1) is approximately 300 feet west of Koholālele Landing, and is 
currently being held in place on the edge of the sea cliff by roots from the 
surrounding ironwood trees. While the site’s location has been documented with a 
GPS point, the site should be monitored and the concrete station marker 
considered for possible relocation as costal erosion occurs in the area. As the area 
is currently fairly isolated, effective management of these sites will need to 
involve local users and kamaʻāina stewards of the area. Both sites are regularly 
accessed and actively cared for by Hui Mālama i ke Ala ʻŪlili. 
 
Additional Koholālele Recommendations: The public access and parking area for 
Koholālele Landing, located adjacent to the pā hale site in the LCA of Kookooku, 
is currently being cared for by Hui Mālama i ke Ala ʻŪlili (huiMAU). huiMAU’s 
Mālama ʻĀina Koholālele community garden site is located at this public access 
area, and they regularly host community mālama ʻāina workdays and ʻāina-based 
education programs at the site. In addition to the community members that visit 
the site for huiMAU workdays and programs, the site is also regularly used by 
local fishermen and hunters. Two management challenges that were brought to 
our attention during the WKIP 2015, and that we highly recommend KSBE work 
in collaboration with kamaʻāina stewards to address, include parking and 
sanitation. The establishment of a designated parking area and sanitation facility 
would significantly help kamaʻāina stewards, like huiMAU, to manage human 
waste and unnesecarry vehicular damage to the landscape in the area, and help to 
increase the area’s capacity for future ʻāina-based educational programs and 
cultural and recreational use. 

 
LCA of Waianae (Kūkaʻiau) 
 

Research Recommendations: The areas of primary importance, research interest, 
and management concern for the LCA of Waianae are the kīhāpai ʻohe, māla 
ʻōhiʻa, and the historic graveyard (KOW2). Further ethnohistorical research is 
recommended for the area to determine the chain of title, genealogy, and land 
tenure of the site. Such ethnohistorical research may shed light on the role of the 
konohiki in this area, as Waianae is documented to have been the konohiki of 
Kūkaʻiau at the time of the Mahele. Land tenure research may also shed light on 
what changes occured to the site over time via the construction of the construction 
of the railroad and the clearing of the area for sugar cane cultivation. Cultigen 
survivals of ʻohe Hawaiʻi (native bamboo) in the kīhāpai ʻohe and ʻōhiʻa ʻai 
(mountain apple) in the māla ʻōhiʻa provide important research opportunities for 
understanding traditional land tneure and agriculatural practices in the area. 
Furthermore, these remnant stands of cultivated plants suggest a strong potential 
for further paleobotanical investigations to further understand pre-plantation 
native vegetation and land cover. As the surrounding landscape has largely been 
altered and cleared of its native vegetation, the kīhāpai ʻohe and māla ʻōhiʻa 
provide import kīpuka for learning and teaching about, as well as restoring, the 
area’s natural and cultural landscape. Further ethnohistorical and archeological 
research is also recommended to determine the full extent of the historic 
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graveyard. Much of the area is overgrown with guinea grass and guava, so some 
vegetation clearing will be necesarry to effectively map the entire site.  
 
Management Recommendations: Currently access to this site is restricted by the 
landowner and lessee. All vehicular access points to this area are controlled with 
locked gates or earthen berms to limit access to landowner, lessee, and permitted 
users only. As such, community access to the site is limited, which contributes to 
the protection of the site while also limiting proper stewardship of the site. The 
site is bound on the ma uka side by an old canefield road that is currently 
overgrown with guinea grass. On the Kohala side it is bound by Kalapahāpuʻu 
gulch, and on the ma kai and Hilo sides it is bound by a steep gulch ridge, which 
abuts the edge of the area currently cultivated in eucalyptus. When eucalyptus 
harvesting is conducted in the area, care should be taken to ensure that the gulch 
bank is not distrubed. Furthermore, we recommend that the historic graveyard be 
documented and protected in perpetuity in accordance with Hawaiʻi state law. 

 
Gulches Surveyed 
 

Hō‘ea Gulch 
 
Research Recommendations: The areas of primary importance, research interest, 
and management concern for Hōʻea Gulch are the ʻUmi-a-Līloa conception site 
(HOE3), the adze fragment (HOE7), and the historic road and bridge (HOE5). 
Site HOE3 is hypothesized to be the site of ʻUmi-a-Līloa’s conception by 
Akahiakuleana and Līloa. Further ethnohistorical research pedestrian survey 
archeological work is recommended to further understand the context of the site 
within the broader natural and cultural landscape of the area. Further 
ethnohistorical research may also reveal more specific data about the sites of 
ʻUmi’s conception and birth. Remembering and caring for this site would 
contribute significantly to our community and lāhui’s sense of identity and 
knowledge of place. The adze fragment located in Hōʻea gulch suggests a 
potential for further such cutlural and historical artifacts to be found in gulches. 
The historic road and bridge site provides an opportunity for further research into 
the area’s history during the early 20th century when the consolidated railroad 
was constructed.  
 
Management Recommendations: Currently access to the surveyed section of 
Hōʻea gulch (ma kai of the cane haul road) is limited to the landowner, current 
lessee, and permitted users. Based on our obersvations during the WKIP 2015, 
little to no human traffic appears to have occurred in the area for some time now. 
Because of the site’s historical significance to the region, and to all of Hawaiʻi, 
we recommend that this gulch be included in a comprehensive managment plan of 
the ʻUmi Birthplace Corridor. Collaboration with kamaʻāina stewards of the area 
not only could enhance management and effective care of the site, but could also 
create extensive learning opportunities for Kānaka and local kamaʻāina students 
of all ages about the moʻolelo of ʻUmi and the history of the area. Short term 
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management actions would need to address access to the site along the cane haul 
road, which has not been maintained, and is often blocked by fallen trees. Over 
the last few years, Hui Mālama i ke Ala ʻŪlili has been occasionally accessing the 
site for community research and educational huakaʻi.  

 
Lepelau Gulch 
 
Research Recommendations: The areas of primary importance, research interest, 
and management concern for Lepelau Gulch (Koholālele) are the historic 
road/trail/railroad site and the “awa pae waʻa o Koholālele.” Of the gulches 
surveyed during WKIP 2015, Lepelau provides the most clear example of an 
intact portion of a historic trail/roadway. Further ethnohistorical and archeological 
research could provide important insight about the site’s history and age. Of 
particular interest is the sites proximity to the “ala loa kahiko” documented in a 
nearby LCA (see research paper by Leilani Waldron). At the ma kai mouth of 
Lepelau gulch is another site of historical and cultural significance referred to in 
one historical record as “ke awa pae waʻa o Koholālele,” the canoe landing place 
of Koholālele. In the moʻolelo of Kalaunuiohua, according to Kalākaua, the kaula 
wahine of Kalaunuiohua, Waahia, landed here with the akua Kūkāʻilimoku, 
before placing the akua at Manini heiau. A more through ethnohistorical study of 
this site and in context within region of the ʻUmi Birthplace Corridor would 
contribute significantly to the community’s and lāhui’s knowledge of these 
important wahi kupuna.  
 
Management Recommendations: Access to the surveyed area in Lepelau Gulch 
is currently limited. While two old canefield roads to the site exist, they are both 
currenly overgrown with guinea grass and blocked by downed trees. Human 
traffic in the area in recent times has been limited to Hui Mālama i ke Ala ʻŪlili 
members and occasionally local fishermen and hunters. Because of the site’s 
historical significance to the region, and to Manini heiau, we recommend that this 
gulch be included in a comprehensive managment plan of the ʻUmi Birthplace 
Corridor. Collaboration with kamaʻāina stewards of the area not only could 
enhance management and effective care of the site, but could also create extensive 
learning opportunities for Kānaka and local kamaʻāina students of all ages about 
the moʻolelo of ʻUmi, the moʻolelo of Kalaunuiohua, and the history of the area. 

 
Kaʻohe Gulch 
 
Research Recommendations: While Kaʻohe Gulch was not comprehensively 
surved or mapped during WKIP, the ma kai section of the gulch was preliminarily 
inventoried. Recommendations here are based on our field observations while 
conducting a pedestrian survey of the area. The areas of primary importance, 
research interest, and management concern for Kaʻohe Gulch are the historic 
railroad complex and the historic graveyard. The historic road and bridge complex 
provides an opportunity for further research into the area’s history during the 
early 20th century when the consolidated railroad was constructed. Furthermore, 
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ethnohistorical and archaeological research in this area could shed light on older 
ancestral pathways and trail systems that the railroad may have followed and/or 
been built upon. Further research is also necesarry to determine the age, history, 
and extent of the historic graveyard located near the mouth of the gulch on the 
Kaʻohe side pali.  
 
Management Recommendations: Access to the surveyed area in Kaʻohe Gulch is 
currently limited. Though the area can readily be accessed directly from the 
portion of the cane haul road that is open to the public, access to the ma kai 
portions of the gulch is limited by an overgrowth of guinea grass and invasive 
bamboo. Based on our observations during the WKIP 2015, it appears that there 
has been little to no human traffic in the area in recent times. Of greatest concern 
for management of the area is the documentation and protection of the historic 
graveyard site. Further ethnohistorical and archeological research is 
recommended to determine the full extent of the historic graveyard. Much of the 
area is overgrown with guinea grass, so some vegetation clearing will be 
necesarry to effectively map the entire site. 

 
Additional Gulch Recommendations: The adze fragment located in Hōʻea gulch 
and a lūheʻe located in a Kaʻohe gulch (not surveyed during WKIP 2015, but 
dicussed briefly in next section) suggest a potential for further such cutlural and 
historical artifacts to be found in gulches. Not only do gulches in the area serve as 
important kīpuka of the natural and cultural landscapes, where little disturbance 
occurred as a result of sugar cultivation, gulches also remain as the repository of 
many of the cultural remains that may have been pushed by plantation tractors 
from the kula tablelands into the gulches. A more thorough archaeological 
investigation of the area’s gulches would provide important information about the 
region’s past. Similary, natural resource managers and researchers could derive 
important information about the pre-plantation natural landscape of the region 
through a more thorough survey of gulches in the area. 

Future Research 

Site Specific Archaeological Research 
 
Due to the time restrains of the 2015 WKIP, only a small portion of the cultural 
landscape in the ʻUmi Birthplace Corridor was surveyed. This Corridor deserves much 
greater attention and care through community-engaged research and management 
strategies. The following are two particular sites in the Corridor, visited during the 2015 
WKIP, but not surveyed or documented. As such, brief recommendations for further 
research and archaeological work at these sites are provided here. 
 
LCA of Koolau (Kaʻohe) 
 

During preliminary site visits by program leaders during the planning phase of 
2015 WKIP the Land Commission Award of Koolau (LCA 3705 B) was visited. 
Of particular interest in this LCA was mention of an ʻauwai in the LCA survey, 
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suggesting the potential of irrigated kalo cultivation in the area historically. When 
program leaders, Noʻeau Peralto and Lokelani Brandt visited the site of the 
ʻauwai on June 23, 2015, a lūheʻe stone was located on the ground among a 
number of scattered stones. The lūheʻe was photographed (See photos below) and 
left in situ.  

 

 
Figure 105: Lūheʻe stone, flat 

surface of bottom. 

 
Figure 106: Profile view of 

lūheʻe stone showing pecked 
central groove for lashing. 

 
Figure 107: Lūheʻe stone, top 
view showing pecked central 

groove for lashing. 

 
This lūheʻe stone is located in a small kīpuka that appears to have not been 
cleared during the period of sugar cultivation. In this kīpuka, native trees, such as 
kukui, ʻōhiʻa ʻai, and hala still remain, and the existence of the lūheʻe stone here 
suggests the potential for further findings. We recommend that a comprehensive 
ethnohistorical study of the ʻUmi Birthplace Corridor include further 
archaeological investigations in this kīpuka of LCA 3705 B. Further research on 
this lūheʻe alone could provide some important information about the history of 
land tenure and fishing practices in the area. 

 
Kaʻohe Gulch (Ma uka of Cane Haul Road) 
 

During preliminary site visits by program leaders during the planning phase of 
2015 WKIP the Land Commission Award (LCA 3700 B) and Royal Patent Grant 
(RPG 1074) of Keomalu were visited, located on the Aʻamanu bank of Kaʻohe 
Gulch. Of particular interest in this LCA and RPG was mention of loʻi kalo in the 
Native Testimonies (NT 3700 B). When program leaders, Noʻeau Peralto and 
Lokelani Brandt visited the site of this LCA and RPG (both adjacent to eachother) 
on June 23, 2015, a few loʻi-like terraces were located along the banks of Kaʻohe 
Gulch ma uka of the cane haul road. Further ethnohistorical research and 
archaeological investigation could provide important insights into the pre-
plantation forms of ʻŌiwi agriculture in the area. This historical information, to 
present undocumented, would contribute significantly to the historical record of 
the region and island, and could contribute significantly ʻāina restoration and 
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agricultural efforts in the area. We recommend that a comprehensive 
ethnohistorical study of the ʻUmi Birthplace Corridor include further 
archaeological investigations in Kaʻohe Gulch. 
 

Koholālele Landing 
 

During the ʻUmi Birthplace Corridor Huakaʻi led by program leader Noʻeau 
Peralto, the WKIP 2015 visited Koholālele Landing. Koholālele Landing is 
currently a popular local fishing spot, regularly utilized by local fisherman and 
visited by the occasional malihini. According to preliminary ethnohistorical 
research conducted by Hui Mālama i ke Ala ʻŪlili, Koholālele Landing was one 
of the first government landings constructed on the Hāmākua coast in the 1860s, 
commissioned by the Hawaiian Kingdom government. The site’s unique nature 
and important role in the area’s history throughout the mid nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries warrants documentation, and its current value to the local 
community compels us to recommend further consideration for its protection and 
preservation. Further ethnohistorical and archaeological investigations of the site 
could provide important information about the area’s Kingdom period history. 
Furthermore, archeological documentation could contribute significantly to the 
proper care and management of the site. Changes in the area’s climate and land 
tenure have increased the impacts of erosion and degradation on the site’s 
strutural integrity. We recommend completely mapping the site and determing a 
path forward for management and presevation of the site in collaboration with 
kamaʻāina stewards and local fishermen of the area.  
 

Koapāpaʻa & Pōhaku o Keōua 
 

During preliminary site visits by program leaders during the planning phase of 
2015 WKIP the general locations of the battle of Koapāpaʻa (Kūkaʻiau) and 
Pōhaku o Keōua (Kalapahāpuʻu Gulch, Kainehe) were visited. However, due to 
time constraints, we were not able to include these sites in our surveys during the 
WKIP. Further ethnohistorical research and archaeological work would 
significantly contribute to the longer term care and management of these 
important historical sites. We highly recommend that archeological work with 
locate, identify, and document these sites be included in a comprehensive 
ethnohistorical study of the ʻUmi Birthplace Corridor. Preliminary research by 
program leader Noʻeau Peralto provides guidance as to the general locations of 
each site, the first being a Hawaiian Government Survey Triangulation Station 
(like the coastal benchmark in Koholālele) at Koapāpaʻa, and the second being a 
large stone in Kalapahāpuʻu Gulch, ma kai of Kainehe. As the last battle fought 
on Hawaiʻi Island by Kamehameha, these sites played a significant role in the 
history of the region and island. Properly locating and documenting these sites 
would present a number of educational and stewardship opportunities for 
kamaʻāina stewards, local community members, and students of all ages on the 
island. 
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Future Ethnohistorical Research 
 
ʻUmi Birthplace Corridor 
 
The preliminary ethnohistorical and archaeological conducted during the 2015 WKIP has 
established a strong foundation for further ethnohistorical research in the ʻUmi Birthplace 
Corridor. Our findings over the five weeks of the WKIP 2015 were significant and 
ground breaking, to a degree, in that they serve as evidence for the continued existence of 
cultural sites in the lowland regions of Hāmākua, which have long been considered and 
managed as devoid of any cultural resources. For all practical purposes, our surveys 
during the WKIP were the first conducted in this region, and our findings during this 
short period of time compel us to recommend further research and cultural resource 
management in the ʻUmi Birthplace Corridor. We highly recommend a comprehensive 
ethnohistorical study of the ʻUmi Birthplace Corridor, including particular 
attention to the sites described in the previous sections. A comprehsenive 
ethnohistorical study of the Corridor would contribute significantly to filling large gaps 
in the historical record of the region, island, and Pae ʻĀina; help to establish an 
unprecedented baseline foundation for future management and care of the cultural and 
natural resources in the region; and increase opportunities for ʻāina-based educational 
programs in the region, which would significantly contribute to the cultivation of a strong 
Native Hawaiian identity in Kānaka of the local community, island, and across the Pae 
ʻĀina, all of whom are ancestrally connected to ʻUmi-a-Līloa and the ʻāina of his birth. 
We also highly recommend developing a cultural resource management plan (CRMP) 
and procedures for the ʻUmi Birthplace Corridor, and all of KSBE’s landholdings in 
Hāmākua Hikina. 

Cultural Resource Management Plan and Procedures 
 
Our initial findings through ethnohistorical and archeaological research, suggest that the 
ʻāina within the ʻUmi Birthplace Corridor was well-populated by Kānaka prior to the 
emergence of industrial sugar cultivation in the area, and that physical, spiritual, and  
cultural remnants of these ancestral communities have persisted on the landscape, in 
living descendant communities, and in the historical record. The few Archaeological 
Inventory Surveys (AIS) that have been conducted in this region of Hāmākua have failed 
to account for the persistence of these cultural resources, assumming, like many have in 
the past, that the area’s cultural landscape has been completely erased by over a century 
of sugar cultivation. As the majority of KSBE’s landholdings in the Corridor and the 
district is currently being utilized for agricultural purposes, the time is now to establish an 
inventory of cutlural resources and to develop a comprehensive cultural resource 
managment plan (CRMP) for the region. The CRMP should include a resource inventory, 
management recommendations and protocols, and procedures to prevent the distrubance 
cultural resources in the area. Furthermore, the CRMP should include procedures for the 
proper care of newly discovered cultural sites and artifacts, as are highly likely to be 
found in the area. The recommendations and procedures of the CRMP should be 
developed in partnership with the kamaʻāina stewards and other knowledgeble 
community members of the area. 
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Educational Opportunities 
 
As has been demonstrated by the success of the 2015 WKIP, the wahi kupuna of the 
ʻUmi Birthplace Corridor provide an excellent space for a range of educational 
opportunities. As personal benefactors of this learning landscape and community, we 
highly recommend that KS increase its support for existing ʻāina-based educational 
programs in the area and expand its partnerships with kamaʻāina stewards and 
community organizations to support the establishment of new educational programs in 
the region. Existing educational programs and partnerships established by WKIP 2015 
community partners, huiMAU, include: the Mālama ʻĀina Koholālele Community Māla 
Program near Koholālele Landing; the Paʻauilo Elem. & Middle School ʻUmi-a-Līloa 
Mural and Curriculum Project; Koholālele service-learning partnership with the Kohala 
Center High School Farmer Training Program; Paʻauilo Community Garden and Youth 
Leadership Development Project partnership with the Paʻauilo Boys and Girls Club; and 
Koholālele service-learning and haʻi moʻolelo partnership with Ka Haka ʻUla o 
Keʻelikōlani School of Hawaiian Language at UH Hilo. KS’ increased support of these 
programs will both significantly benefit the Hāmākua and Hawaiʻi Island community, but 
will also serve to help fulfill goals of KS’ Strategic Plan 2015-2020, including improving 
our educational systems for Native Hawaiian learners and cultivating a strong Native 
Hawaiian identity for the improvement of the Lāhui.  
 
In addition to these existing educational programs, we also highly recommend that KS 
support the establishment of new ʻāina-based educational and engaged stewardship 
programs in the region, led by community organizations and kamaʻāina stewards. Future 
educational programs that could flourish with KS’ support include pipeline training 
programs in cultural and natural resource management and agriculture with local high 
schools (KS-Hawaiʻi, Honokaʻa HS, Laupāhoehoe Charter School, and Kanu o Ka ʻĀina 
Hawaiian Charter School); research and experimental educational programs in traditional 
agricultural practices of Hāmākua Hikina in partnership with the Kohala Center; the 
development of place-based educational curriculum for the Corridor and K-12 teacher 
training programs with local school teachers; internship programs for UHH and HCC 
students in cultural and natural resource management, heritage management, and 
agriculture in partnership with NHERC and the Hāmākua Heritage Center; and 
community-based research partnerships with graduate students and professors at UH Hilo 
and UH Mānoa. Being that the ʻUmi Birthplace Corridor extends into both the West 
and East Hawaiʻi Regions for KS, the Corridor presents the opportunity to serve as a 
piko and puʻuhonua—a site of convergence and new emergence for both regions, 
bridging educational programs developed in the Corridor with other KSBE sites and 
programs across the island, and particularly those associated with ʻUmi-a-Līloa, 
including Ahu-a-ʻUmi, Keauhou, Kahaluʻu, and Waipiʻo Valley. 
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APPENDIX A- SITE DESCRIPTION TABLE 
 
 



Site # Feature 
Letter 

GPS 
Coordinates 

GPS 
Accuracy Condition Possible 

Age 
Possible 
Function Dimensions  

Association 
with other 

sites 

Modern 
Debris 

Historic 
Material 

Human 
Remains Artifacts 

KHL1  W 155˚ 20.792' 9ft. Fair Historic Triangulatio
n station 

L- 90cm 
W- 80.6cm 
H- 20.6cm. 
D- 22cm 

Manini 
Heiau 

None Yes None None 
N 20˚ 02.892' 

KHL2  W 155˚ 20.774' 16 ft. Poor Historic Agriculture   None None None None 
N 20˚ 02.886' 

KHL3 A W 155˚ 20.763' 13 ft. Poor Historic Agriculture  KHL2 None Irrigation 
tubing 

None None 
N 20˚ 02.891' 

KHL3 B W 155˚ 20.763' 13ft. Good Historic Agriculture  KHL3A None None None None 
N 20˚ 02.891' 

KHL4  W 155˚ 20.750' 16ft. Poor Historic Habitation L- 8.27m  None None None None 
N 20˚ 02.884' 

KHL5  W 155˚ 20.752' 15ft. Poor Historic Agriculture L- 25cm 
W- 22cm 

KHL4 None None None None 
N 20˚ 02.888' 

KHL6  W 155˚ 20.753' 15ft. Poor Historic Agriculture L- 44cm  
W- 16cm 

KHL5 None None None None 
N 20˚ 02.891' 

KHL7  W 155˚ 20.771' 15ft. Poor Historic Railroad L- 1.1m  None Yes None None 
N 20˚ 02.866' 

KOW1 A W 155˚ 20.598' 25ft. Good Traditional Agriculture  KOW1B Yes None None None 
N 20˚ 02.328' 

KOW1 B W 155˚ 20.595' 18ft. Good Traditional Agriculture  KOW1A None None None None 
N 20˚ 02.318' 

KOW2 A, B, C W 155˚ 20.615 18ft. Poor Historic Burial   None Yes None None 
N 20˚ 02.320' 

KOW3 A W 155˚ 20.633' 19ft. Poor Traditional
/ Historic 

Agriculture  KOW3B None Yes None None 
N 20˚ 02.359' 

KOW3 B W 155˚ 20.627 9ft. Poor Traditional
/ Historic 

Agriculture  KOW3A Yes Yes None None 
N 20˚ 02.357' 

HOE1  W 155˚ 19.031' 22ft. Good Traditional
/ Historic 

Agriculture   None None None None 
N 20˚ 01.709' 



 
HOE2  W 155˚ 19.042' 22ft. Good Traditional/ 

Historic 
Agriculture    None None None None 

N 20˚ 01.741' 
HOE3  W 155˚ 19.041' 14ft. Good Traditional/ 

Historic 
Agriculture   None None None None 

N 20˚ 01.787' 
HOE4  W 155˚ 19.051' 23ft. Good Traditional/ 

Historic 
Agriculture   None None None None 

N 20˚ 01.838' 
HOE5 A W 155˚ 19.039' 20ft. Good Historic Railroad  HOE5 B, C, 

D, E, F 
None Yes None None 

N 20˚ 01.839' 
HOE5 B W 155˚ 19.039' 20 ft. Good Historic Railroad L- 8m 

H- 0.2-
1.3m  

HOE5 A, 
C, D, E, F 

None Yes None None 
N 20˚ 01.839' 

HOE5 C W 155˚ 09.039' 20ft. Good Historic Railroad L- 26m 
W- 2m 

HOE5 A, 
B, D, E, F  

None Yes None None 
N 20˚ 01.839' 

HOE5 D W 155˚ 19.039' 20ft. Good Historic Railroad L- 16m 
W-1m 

HOE5 A, 
B, C, E, F 

None Yes None None 
N 20˚ 01.839' 

HOE5 E W 155˚ 19.039' 20ft. Good  Historic Railroad L- 16m 
W- 1m 

HOE5 A, 
B, C, D, F 

None Yes None None 
N 20˚ 01.839' 

HOE5 F W 155˚ 19.039' 20ft. Poor Historic Railroad L- 14m 
W- 1m 

HOE5 A, 
B, C, D, E 

None Yes None None 
N 20˚ 01.839' 

HOE6  W 155˚ 18.970' 10ft. Good Traditional Sea cliff   None None None None 
N 20˚ 01.923' 

HOE7  W 155˚ 01.897' 19ft. Fair Traditional Tool 
production 

L- 0.07m 
T- 0.02m 

 None None None Yes 
N 20˚ 01.897' 

MNN1  W155˚ 21.045' 13ft. Poor Traditional Religious L- 47m 
W- 14.8m 

 None Yes None Yes 
N 20˚ 02.521' 

MNN2  W 155˚ 21.103' 16ft. Fair Historic Agriculture L- 13.4m 
W- 10.6m 

 None None None None 
N 20˚ 02.357' 

MNN3  W 155˚ 21.066' 22ft. Fair Historic Agriculture L- 0.6m  None None None None 
N 20˚ 02.442' 

LEP1  W 155˚ 21.061' 17ft. Fair Historic Transportation L- 16m 
W- 0.65m 

 None None None None 
N 20˚ 02.862' 

KHE1 A W 155˚ 21.240' 38ft. Fair Historic Railroad  KHE1 B, C None Yes None None 
N 20˚ 02.838' 

 



KHE1 B, C W 155˚ 21.240' 38 ft. Good Historic 1913 Bridge & 
Tunnel 

W- 2.8m 
H- 3.1m 

KHE1A None Yes None None 
N 20˚ 02.838' 

KHE2  W 155˚ 21.249' 26ft. Fair Historic Railroad  KHE1A, B, 
C 

None Yes None None 
N 20˚ 02.847' 

KHE3  W 155˚ 21.427' 20ft. Fair Historic Railroad L- 26m 
W1- 7.4 
W2- 4.5m 
W3- 3.4m 

KHE1A, B, 
C 

None Yes None None 
N 20˚ 02.859' 

KHE4  W 155˚ 21.212' 16ft. Fair Historic Burial  KHE5 None Yes None None 
N 20˚ 02.940' 

KHE5 A W 155˚ 21.235' 18ft. Fair Historic Old Road/Trail  KHE5B None None None None 
N 20˚ 02.900' 

 B W 155˚ 21.235' 18ft. Poor Historic Bridge  KHE5A None None None None 
N 20˚ 02.900' 

 
 



APPENDIX B- GLOSSARY TO PLANT NAMES 
 

Hawaiian Name Common Name Scientific Name 
 Buttercup vine Allamanda cathartica 
 Eucalyptus  
 Guinea Grass Megathyrsus maximus 
 Iron wood Casuarina equisetifolia 
 Java plum Syzygium cumini 
 African tulip Spathodea campanulata 
 Gunpowder tree Trema orientalis 
 Red hibiscus Hibiscus rosa-sinensis 
 White ash Fraxinus americana 
‘Awa Kava Piper methystichum 
‘Awapuhi melemele Yellow ginger Hedychium flavescens 
‘Āwikiwiki Maunaloa vine Canavalia hawaiiensis 
‘Ohe maoli Hawaiian Bamboo Schizostachyum glaucifolium 
‘Ohi‘a ‘ai Mountain apple Syzygium malaccense 
‘Ulu Breadfruit Artocarpus altilis 
Hala Pandanus Pandanus tectorius 
He‘e  Octopus tree Brassaia actinophylla 
Honohono  Honohono Grass Commelina communis 
Kalo Taro Colocasia esculenta 
Kī Ti Cordyline fruticosa 
Kō Sugarcane Saccharum officinarum 
Kope Coffee Coffea arabica 
Kou  Cordia subcordata 
Kuawa Common Guava Psidium guajava 
Kukui Candlenut  Aleurites moluccana 
Liliko‘i Passion fruit Passiflora edulis 
Neneleau or Neleau Saddle Tree Rhus sandwicensis 
Noni  Morinda citrifolia 
Pea Avocado Persea americana 
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APPENDIX C- INTERN RESEARCH PAPERS 
 

 
 

  
 
 
 

 
  



Inoa ‘Āina: 
Researching Place Names within  

the ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor 
 

Abstract 
The focus of my research was to create an analysis geared towards understanding the names of 
ten ahupua‘a (land divisions) within the ‘Umi birthplace corridor located in Hāmākua, Hawai‘i. I 
structured my research findings around a method called Papakū Makawalu. This is a systematic 
approach in organizing the intelligence of our ancestors to develop a holistic perspective of how 
lifestyle, history, and environment were connected. Part of this process was to search many 
different resources from mo‘olelo (historical accounts), oli (poetic systematic structure), literal 
translation, and oral traditions to provide an in depth context to the knowledge carried by these 
place names. The purpose is to pull all that defines these ten place names given by our 
ancestors—Koholālele, Kainehe, Kūka‘iau, Ka‘ao, Kekualele, Ka‘āwikiwiki, Manowaikohau, 
Hō‘ea, Ka‘ala, and Kealakaha—and directly link it to the area's function, purpose and attributes. 
This is a part of the foundation to archeological research in Hawai‘i because language is a critical 
tool to further understand the relationship of sustainability between place and people.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sara Pūlama Long 
Wahi Kūpuna Internship Program 2015- Hāmākua Hikina 

University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa 
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 Introduction  
  Language is the breath that carries a people’s knowledge, solidifying their connection to 

place. The breath of our ancestor’s intellect is a record of history, a documentation of the cycles 

of our environment that provides guidance through the ever-changing future. Joseph Mokuohai 

Poepoe, a Territorial legislator and profound scholar of the early twentieth century, was an editor 

of the Hawaiian language newspaper, Ka Na‘i Aupuni. He wrote an article called “Mai Haʻalele i 

Kau ʻŌlelo Makuahine". This piece, published in 1906, speaks to the drastic decline of Hawaiian 

language being spoken by the younger generation. He writes, “Ua ho‘opau maoli ‘ia nā po‘owai 

nui e loa‘a mai ai nā auwai o ka ‘ike ma ia ‘ōlelo i nā ‘ōpio o Hawai‘i nei.” (Poepoe et al. 1906).  

The “po‘owai” or source of knowledge will indeed fall from the youth by taking away the 

“auwai” or the source’s path of intelligence that is distributed through language. This quote 

suggests that if we lose the language then as a people we will be disconnected from the collective 

experiences of our kūpuna (ancestors) as those who have come before are the source for the 

continual growth of the lāhui (nation, people) like water is to land. 

 The focus of my research is to study the names of ten ahupua‘a (Hawaiian land division) 

and some selected ‘ili located between Kealakaha and Koholālele in Hāmākua, Hawai‘i. All 

these places hold relevance to the story of ‘Umi-a-Līloa. I will also argue that knowing 

traditional place names and the stories connected to them are a critical component to our Ea (life, 

breath, sovereignty) as they are the link to the remembrance of our history, our relationship to 

our lands, and the future of how our land will be managed.  

 

Inoa ‘Āina & Ea 

 Traditional place names gives insight into the ‘ike (knowledge, experience) of our land 

and the ea (breath, life, independence) of our people. One example of this is the ahupua‘a named 
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Hō‘ea within the ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor, where Līloa met Akahiakuleana and where their son 

‘Umialīloa was conceived. A word’s connection to place can be better understood when 

acknowledging all the meanings associated with it. In A Nation Rising: Hawaiian Movements for 

Life, Land and Sovereignty, Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua writes, “The word “ea” has several 

meanings. As Hawaiian language and political scholar Leilani Basham argues, each utterance of 

the word carries all these meanings at once even when one meaning may be emphasized.” 

(Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua et al. 2014: 3) If we look at what defines the word “hō‘ea” we can better 

understand the extent of knowledge it carries; “hō” is to give transfer and “ea” is sovereignty, 

rule, life, breath, and to rise or go up. The meanings behind Hō‘ea are directly linked to 

Umialīloa’s life. Hō‘ea is the place where his life began and Hāmākua being the area to where he 

was raised. Hō‘ea reflects the historic political accounts of his rise to rule and how he provided 

life back into the land and people by his generosity, and the politics of strategic planning in 

defeating his half-brother Hakau.  

 All meanings of the word “ea” contribute to a collective knowledge of our people’s 

history. Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua further explains the philosophy of “ea” stating, “Unlike Euro-

American philosophical notions of sovereignty, ea is based on the experiences of people on the 

land, relationships forged through the process of remembering and caring for wahi pana, storied 

places.” This quote identifies that the meaning of “ea” is not equivalent to one definition but is 

defined by a relationship built from experience and care for the land. Hō‘ea is not just a place 

name based on a origin but is also tied to the mo‘olelo of ‘Umi, and his path as a ruler towards 

rising up, sovereignty, and independence. This example is what builds the re-remembering of the 

‘ike and mo‘olelo of our kupuna. It is knowing the ancestral intelligence of a place that as a 
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people we can rise and stand firm in our beliefs towards land, caring for that land through 

practice, and assert authority over how land is being managed. 

 

Setting 

 Hāmākua is a land moku located on Hawai‘i Island. This is a massive land division 

spanning from the ocean ridges to Mauna a Wākea and up to the summit of Mauna Loa. Standing 

in one of the ahupua‘a called Koholālele I look towards the ocean swaying as the white wash 

breaks against rocky embankments at the bottom of the high carved out cliff. The native birds, 

Koa‘e (Tropic bird) and Iwa (Frigate bird) appear from the land’s edge and soar along the coast.  

The winds Aʻeloa and Koholālele travel through this ahupuaʻa bringing a cool breeze. The rain of 

Hāmākua is called “pupū-hale,” translated literally as “rain standing near house.” (Kent et al. 

1998)  The ten ahupuaʻa I will be researching was given the name the ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor’ 

by No‘eau Peralto. One function that this name ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor provides is returning 

the recognition of knowledge back into the name of a place in a way that emphasizes how this 

place is connected to the rooted genealogy of our people.     

 
Methodology 
 
 I used both toponymy and the Papakū Makawalu methodology to analyze my research to 

integrate what defines a place name. Toponymy studies the origin of a place name but does not 

account for the depth of knowledge constructed through different realms of understanding people 

and environment. Dr. Pulalani Kanaka‘ole Kanahele, a cultural practitioner and scholar explains 

the function of this method; “Papakū Makawalu is designed to convey intelligence and 

knowledge of the Hawaiian universe and everything within it, to the attention of Hawaiian 

practitioners, educators, and eventually to the greater public whose interest lies in studying and 
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maintaining Hawaiian dogma.” (Kanahele et al. 2009: 33). When looking at place names I am 

drawing from different areas of knowledge within the Hawaiian universe; historic events, chants, 

‘ōlelo no‘eau (Hawaiian proverbs), oral stories, and environmental surroundings. This allows me 

to create a holistic conceptualization of the knowledge pertaining to a particular place. It is the 

multiple layers of definitions created by our ancestors that gives context to the importance, 

function, and significance this place has to our people. 

 The table below breaks down the definitions of ten ahupua‘a place names as well as 

selected ‘ili that are within the ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor. In the left column are the place names, 

and the column on the right gives literal translations followed by a break down of the word with 

and without diacritical markings. The meanings are clearly laid out to account for all that defines 

a word. 
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Toponymy 
 

Inoa ʻĀina Definition  & Interpretation 

Kealakaha 
(Ahupuaʻa) 

Ke-ala-kaha Land Section and stream, Hāmākua qd., Hawai‘i, The 
birthplace of ‘Umi, son of Līloa by ‘Akahi -a-kuleana (Fornander 
:124) Lit., the turning road. (Pukui et al. 1974) 
KE-ALA-KAHA 
ke. 1. definite article, same as ka, often translated as “the”.   
ala.1. Path, Road, Trail. 2. To waken, stay awake; awake. 3. To rise 
up, arise, get up, come forward.  
kaha. 1. nvt. To scratch, mark. 2. vi.  Soar, as a bird; to go by, pass 
by, to turn and go on.   
KE-‘ALA-KAHA 
ke. See above. 
‘ala. 1.vs. Fragrant, sweet-smelling, perfumed; fragrance, perfume. 
kaha. See above.  
(Pukui et al. 2003) 
Interpretation: A path that turns and moves in the direction of 
rising up and moving forward.  
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Kaala  
(Ka’alawaikini) 
(Ahupuaʻa) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kaalawaikini 
(Ahupuaʻa) 

KA-ALA 
ka. 1. Before words beginning with a, e, o, and k, and before some 
words beginning with the glottal stop. 
ala.1.Path, Road, Trail. 2. Awake. 3. To rise up, come forward.  
(Pukui et al. 2003) 
KĀ‘A-LĀ 
kāʻalā. 1. A form of fighting anciently taught among the chiefs. 
(Pukui et al. 2003) 
KA-‘ALA 
ka. 1. See above. 
ʻala. 1.vs. Fragrant, sweet-smelling, perfumed; fragrance, perfume. 
(Pukui et al. 2003) 
 
 
 
KA-ALA-WAI-KINI 
ka. 1. Before words beginning with a, e, o, and k, and before some 
words beginning with the glottal stop. 
ala.1.Path, Road, Trail. 2. To waken, stay awake; awake. 3. To rise 
up, arise, get up, come forward.  
wai. 1. nvs. Water, liquid 2. n. Place names beginning with Wai-, 
river, stream. 3. n. Grain in stone. 4. vi. leave. 
kini. 1. num. Multitude, many; forty thousand. 
(Pukui et al. 2003) 
KA-ʻALA-WAI-KINI 
ka. 1. See above. 
ʻala. 1.vs. Fragrant, sweet-smelling, perfumed; fragrance, perfume. 
wai. See above. 
kini.See above. 
(Pukui et al. 2003) 
Interpretation: The path of many waters that create stream flow 
reaching the ocean. 
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Hoea 
(Ahupuaʻa) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Popoloau 
( Kahakai in Hoea) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
UmiKeiki 
(Stream in Niupea 
near Kealakaha) 

Hō-ea. vi. To arrive. (Pukui et al. 1974) 
HŌ-EA 
hō. 1. vt. To give, transfer, go.  
ea. 1. n. Sovereignty, rule, independence. 2. n. Life, air, breath. 3. 
vi. To rise, rising sea. 3. vi. to smell. 
HO-EA 
ho. 1. Before words beginning with the glottal stop followed by a 
long vowel. 
ea. 1.See above. 
(Pukui et al. 2003) 
Moʻolelo 
The chief Liloa travels to Hoea, “While at the place, he one day 
went out to bathe in the Hoea stream, which is located next to 
Kealakaha. When he arrived at the place he saw a very beautiful 
woman, Akahiakuleana, coming out of the stream, without 
clothing.” (Fornander et al. 1917) 
Interpretation: To transfer rule of sovereignty and life of land. This 
could be specifically pertaining to Umi who was conceived in 
Hoea.   
 
PŌPOLO-AU 
pōpolo. 1. n. The black nightshade. 
au. nvi. 1. Period of time, age, era. 2. nvi. Current. 3. nvi. 
Movement, tide, motion. 
(Pukui et al. 2003) 
PŌ-POLO-AU 
pō. v. 1. To be dark; to darken. 
polo. vs. Large. 2. vt. To stab. 3. n. Special prayer offered to the 
spirits of the dead.  
au. See above. 
(Pukui et al. 2003) 
Interpretation: The brackish water that flows in motion. 
 
 
UMI-KEIKI 
 ʻumi.1.vt. To strangle, suppress; to repress, as desire. 
keiki. 1. nvi. Child, offspring, descendant. 
(Pukui et al. 2003) 
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Umikeiki 
Interpretation: Referring to a stream close to where Umi grew up. 
This was a stream close to where he was raised as a child. 

Manowaikohau 
Manowaikohaulʻu. hau sluice. Land scetion, Hamakua, Hawaii.  
(Pukui et al. 1974) 
MANO-WAI-KO-HAU 
mano. 1. num. Many, numerous. 2. vt. To throw. 
wai. 1. nvs. Water. 2. n. Place names beginning with Wai-, river, 
stream. 3. vi. To retain place. 
ko. 1. nvi. dragged. 2. vi. To fulfill. 
 hau. 1. n. A lowland tree. 2. cool, a cool breeze.  
(Pukui et al. 2003) 
MANŌ-WAI-KOHAU 
manō. 1. Shark (general name). 
wai. See above. 
ko. See above.  
hau. See above. 
 (Pukui et al. 2003) 
Interpretation: The many waters that flow in the cool breeze. 
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Kaawikiwiki 
(Ahupuaʻa) 

Ka-awikiwiki Land section and stream, aqd., Hawaiʻi. Lit,. the 
kaʻāaa kaaka vine.   
kaʻawikiwiki-roll quickly. Land section, H, a cool breeze. 
 (Pukui et al. 1974) 
KA-ʻĀA 
ka. 1. Definite singular article replaced by ke before words 
beginning with a, e, o, and k, and before some words beginning 
with the glottal stop. 
ʻāʻa. 1. n. a vine, native to Hawaiʻi, related to the maunaloa, but 
with narrower pods; used for small, temporary fish traps. 3. Same 
as k ʻeleʻele, a seaweed. 
KAʻA-WIKIWIKI 
kaʻa. 1. vi. To roll, turn, twist, wind, move along, as clouds. 2. vi. 
To go past, pass by, reach. 3. vi. To manage, run, be in charge of. 
wikiwiki.1. n. Star name. 3. v. To hasten. 
(Pukui et al. 2003) 
Moʻolelo 
Liloa staid in Kaawikiwiki. “After the ceremonies pertaining to the 
dedication of the temple were ended he journeyed over to 
Kaawikiwiki, where he staid for some days.”  
(Fornander et al. 1917) 
Interpretation: The fast moving twisting winds. 

Kekualele 
(ʻIli) 

Ke-kua-lele Land Section, hill, stream. The flying god. Stone god 
between Kau-na-mano and Honokanm in Kaʻū tried of this location 
flew to Kekualele. Lit. flying god. 
(Pukui et al. 1974) 
KE-KUA-LELE 
ke. 1. definite article.  
kua. 1. nvi. back, windward. 2. nvt. chop. 3. Var. of akua, god, 
image. 
lele.1. nvi. To fly, jump, leap, hop, skip, burst forth. 
(Pukui et al. 2003) 
Interpretation: A sacred place for akua. 
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Kaao  
(Ahupuaʻa) 

KA-AO 
ka. 1. Before words beginning with a, e, o, and k, and before some 
words beginning with the glottal stop. 
ao. 1. light, day, daylight; to regain consciousness. 
ka-ao. 1. A multitude. 
(Pukui et al. 2003) 
KA-ʻAO 
ka. 1.See above. 
ʻao. 1. n. A new shoot, leaf, or bud, especially of taro. 2. Dried 
baked taro. 
kaʻao. 1. Legend, tale.  
K OʻAO 
Ko. 1. nvt. To hit, strike. 2. n. Incoming, of a current (au).  
ʻao. 1. See above. 
ʻao. 1. nvi. Ripe, of pandanus fruit; ripe pandanus. 2.To blow- 
gusty. 
(Pukui et al. 2003) 
Interpretation: The multitude of day light.  
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Kukaiau  
(Ahupuaʻa) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Koapapaa 

(Wahi pana) 

Kukaʻi-au Village, ranch, gulch, and land section near Paʻa-loa, 
Hawaiʻi. Lit., current appearing. 
(Pukui et al. 1974) 
KUKAʻI-AU 
kukaʻi. 1. vi. To appear.  
au. nvi 1. Period of time. 2. nvi. Current; to flow, as a current.  
ku. 1.vs. To stand, stop, to rise, as dust; to hit. 2. vi. To appear. 3. 
vt. to rule or reign as a land.  
kai. 1. nvs. Sea, sea water; tide, current in the sea. 
au. See above. 
(Pukui et al. 2003) 
Interpretation: The rising waters of the ocean. 
 
KOA-PA-PAʻA 
koa. 1. nvs. Brave, fearless. 2. nvs. Soldier. 
pa. 1. nvi. Fence. 2. nvi. To touch.  
paʻa. 1. nvs. Firm, solid, tight, solidified. 
KOA-PAPAʻA 
koa. See above. 
papaʻa. 1. Redup. of paʻa 1; tight, secure. 
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Koapapaa 
(Wahi pana) 

KOA-PĀPAʻA 
papaʻa. See above. 
pāpaʻa. 1. nvs. overdone, burned. 
Moʻolelo 
The battle of Kamehameha and Keoua at Kealakaha. “While 
Kamehameha was talking to Hema, the enemies were perparing to 
take Kamehamehaʻs life, but Hem fearlessly leapt forward and slew 
the warriors of Keoua. By this work of Hema in peaping forward to 
repulse the enemies, Kamehameha was victoious that day, and his 
life was saved, and Keoua defeated. Hence the name 
 Koapapaa until this day, which means that the warriors became a 
storehouse of death and the lance and the spear the pathway, here 
and there. The warriors were left there in that valley, a pile of 
earth.” “Ua lilo na koa i papaa na ka make” 
Koa-papaʻa (Interpretive translation: tight (clustered) koa trees [warriors]) 
(kent) 
“Ka-Miki called to Koapapaʻa “ you are secured, bound by one of 
greater knowledge in lua, tied up like a little bundle of to be carried 
away” 
Interpretation: Pāpaʻa suggest the shift of control and victory. In 
the moʻolelo of Kahemahema being victorious against Keoua. As 
well as Ka-Miki defeating the charactor name Koapapaa calling 
him out as being bound (papaʻa) and carried away. 
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Kainehe 
(Ahupuaʻa) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pohakuokeoua 
(Wahi pana in Kainehe) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Umiwai 
(Stream in Kainehe) 

Kai-nehe. Gulch and stream, Hāmākua qd., Hawaiʻi. Ke-ō-ua is 
said to have hidden here behind a rock called Pōhaku-o-Keōua 
during his battle with Ka-mehameha. Lit., whispering sea. 
(Pukui et al. 1974) 
KAI-NEHE 
kai 1. nvs. Sea, sea water. 
nehe. 1 vi. Rumbling. 
(Pukui et al. 2003) 
Kamaʻāina Oral History 
The ʻohana shared a story of their kupuna living in Kainehe 
listening to the ocean to tell them if they should go holoholo or not. 
Interpretation: The rumbling ocean. 
 
POHAKU-O-KEOUA 
pohaku. 1. nvs. Rock, stone, mineral, tablet, sinker; thunder; 
rocky, stony.  
o. 1. prep. Of. 
Keoua. 1Chief. 
(Pukui et al. 2003) 
Interpretation: A stone that the chief Keoua hid behind during 
battle. 
 
UMI-WAI 
ʻumi.1.vt. To strangle, suppress; to repress, as desire. 
wai. 1. nvs. Water. 2. n. Place names beginning with Wai-, river, 
stream. 3. vi. To retain place, leave, remain, earn deposit. 
Interpretation: A stream named after Umi-a-Liloa. 
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Koholalele 
(Ahupuaʻa) 

Koholā-lele. Land division and landing, Hāmākua and Mauna Kea 
qds., Hawaiʻi. Lit., leaping whale 
(Pukui et al. 1974) 
koholalele. 1. leaping whale. Village, Hāmākua, Hawaii. 
Koholā. Humpback whale, so called from its spouting, forcing up 
the water like waves hitting a reef. (kent) 
KOHOLA-LELE 
kohola. 1.n. Reef flats, bare reef. 
lele. 1. nvi. To fly, jump. 
KOHOLĀ-LELE 
koholā. 1. n. Humpbacked whale. 
lele. 1. nvi. To fly, jump. 
Moʻolelo 
Liloa travels to Koholalele. “Liloa started out from Waipio and 
journeyed to Koholalele, a place at the east end of Hamakua, close 
on to Hilo. (Fornander 178) 
ʻŌlelo Noʻeau 
-He lā makani ka hoʻi kēia o Koholālele, ke lele nei ka huna o ke 
kai i lunao ka pali, pali kahakō a ke koaʻe e lele ai i ka hoʻoulu ʻia e 
ka Ulumano ka makani hoʻoulu-a o nā makalae. 
- This is indeed a stormy day at Koholālele, the sea spray leaps 

above the cliff- it is indeed a steep cliff from which the tropic 
bird leaps, to be lifted upon the Uluman wind, the wind chich 
rises from the shores.” (Ka-Miki) 

Interpretation: There are numerous references to the movement of 
the leaping and jumping of a whale. The leaping whale could also 
compare the oceanʻs reaction when crashing against the ridge of the 
cliffs. The ʻōlelo noʻeau speaks to the sea spray leaping above the 
cliffs.    
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Conclusion 

 If we do not understand a place name's connection to land the way that our ancestors did 

then we are jeopardizing the existence of our identity as a people. We are compromising how we 

see our environment in relation to culture and language. Ngugi Wa Thiong’o, author of 

Decolonizing the Mind: The Politics of Language in African Literature, speaks to the colonial 

discourse that perpetuates the extinction of a people’s culture. “When done right, the native 

comes to elevate and mimic his master’s ways, to see his own culture as inferior, and to look 

down on his past as a wasteland of non-achievement” (Thiong’o 1997: 9). This passage points 

out that the shifting of power (ea) away from the Natives of the land promotes complete 

disconnect from culturally enriched places and rather evokes the negative perception that the 

knowledge of the past or place is a “wasteland”. It is the personal relationship embedded in our 

genealogy as ka po‘e aloha ‘āina (the care givers of the land) and as a Lāhui to exercise our ea 

and stand against foreign agendas that put our ancestral memory of these places at risk of 

erasure. ʻŌiwi Noenoe Silva writes, “The restoration of our well-being as Kānaka is enhanced by 

recovering the knowledge of our kūpuna as intellectuals and literary artists, and treating their 

works of literature as literature to be appreciated and studied.” (Silva 2010, 237.)  Place names 

are apart of the knowledge of our kūpuna which in an avenue that uplifts our well-being as 

Kānaka.  

 The intellect of our ancestors is the key in reviving the health of the people and it is put 

on us to make sure that these place names are being used. Author Linda Tuhiwai Smith of 

Decolonizing Methodologies, Research and Indigenous Peoples; sheds light on the power of re-

naming as a colonial tool that supports the erasing of our ‘ike  to place. She writes, “These names 
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and the landmarks associated with them were inscribed on maps and charts and thus entered into 

the West's archive as the spoils of discovery. The renaming of the world has never stopped.” 

(Smith al et. 2012: 83.) Renaming goes both ways in either helping or hindering a place 

connected to a people, for example the ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor as an act of asserting the 

assurance of knowledge to a place and the sovereignty to our land. Renaming can act like Smith 

states, as an agent to archive the spoils of their own discoveries and burry the names of the 

Native intellect that had already been established. Place names are a apart of the identity of a 

people and a indicator of who holds sovereignty over land. Today we are using the knowledge 

that formulates our identity to continue to demonstrate ea as our right in regards for our aloha 

‘āina (love for the land). 
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E Ho‘olale ā Manini(ni) 
Returning to Manini(ni) Heiau, Koholālele, Hāmākua, 

Hawai‘i 
Abstract 
The mo‘olelo of ‘Umi-a-Liloa was the theme for the 2015 Wahi Kupuna Internship 
Program. The mo‘olelo begins with Liloa, ‘Umi’s father, traveling to Koholālele to re-
consecrate Manini heiau. Manini heiau is mentioned in several other mo‘olelo, including 
the mo‘olelo of Kamehameha and the mo‘olelo of Kalaunuiohua. Very little research 
has been done regarding Manini heiau. During his early 1900’s survey of heiau on 
Hawai‘i Island, John F. Stokes wrote that Manini heiau was completely destroyed. 
However, while surveying the area during the WKIP, we were privileged to have Manini 
revealed to us. Through the analysis of mo‘olelo, ethnography, and archaeological 
methods, this project aims to revisit Manini heiau, addressing the following questions: 
(1) What is the estimated age of Manini heiau? (2) What were the probable/possible 
functions of Manini heiau? (3) Where is Manini heiau located? And (4) what condition 
is the heiau (site) in today? 
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Introduction 

The mo‘olelo of ‘Umi-a-Liloa is one of the most significant mo‘olelo of Hawai‘i. 

The mo‘olelo begins with Liloa, the father of ‘Umi, traveling to Koholālele to re-

consecrate Manini heiau. The heiau is also mentioned in several other mo‘olelo, 

including the mo‘olelo of Kamehameha and the mo‘olelo of Kalaunuiohua. Manini 

heiau is located in the ahupua‘a of Koholālele within the ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor in 

Hāmākua.  

Very little archaeological research has taken place at Manini heiau. Stokes 

(1991:159) provides a brief description of the Manini heiau: “Heiau of Manini, land of 

Hāmākua. Koholālele Coast benchmark bears 200⁰17’, 2703 feet. The heiau has been 

entirely destroyed and the area planted in cane.” Like Manini heiau, many of the other 

heiau within the region of Hāmākua have received very little research attention, and 

many have had their condition described as “destroyed”. According to Hudson’s 

(1932:184) archaeological survey of East Hawaii, “the cultivation of sugar cane has 

destroyed nearly all former sites.” Hudson (1932) classifies many of the heiau between 

Waipi‘o and Hilo as destroyed, or as having a location that could not be determined. 

Many of the heiau were abandoned in 1819, when the kapu system was abolished 

(Stokes 1991:23). Stokes (1991:21) goes on to state:  

“At many of the sites examined, the stone foundations and walls were gone, 
taken for public or private uses. At most of the others, the lines of the pavements 
have been destroyed by cattle or by other agencies such as earthquakes, which 
have shaken down the walls, leaving only stone mounds.” 

In regards to Manini heiau, many have relied on earlier research on the site, rather than 

reanalyzing information, and gathering new data. In Archaeology of East Hawai‘i, 
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Hudson’s (1932:195) only description of Manini heiau covers a rather short paragraph, 

primarily made up of a summary of Thrum’s (1908) writing on the heiau:  

“A famous heiau named Manini was located at Koholalele. The period of its 
original construction is unknown but Thrum… says that it was rebuilt and 
consecrated by Liloa in the fifteenth century with twenty-four human sacrifices. 
Laeanui was the priest of the temple in the time of Liloa and Kaoleioku later 
occupied the office under Umi.” 

 The focus on this project is to take a closer look at Manini heiau, and to provide 

answers to the following questions: (1) What is the estimated age of Manini heiau? (2) 

What were the probable/possible functions of Manini heiau? (3) Where was/is Manini 

heiau located? And (4) what condition is the heiau (site) now in? 

Mo‘olelo 

 Manini heiau shows up in several significant mo‘olelo. In order of chronology, 

Manini heiau first appears in Kalākaua’s (1888) Iron Knife, in which Waahia 

accompanies her hanai son, Kualu, on Kalanuiohua’s conquest of the Hawaiian Islands. 

Kalanuiohua is successful in conquering Maui, Moloka‘i, and O‘ahu. Waahia, however, 

does not foresee success for Kalaunuiohua on Kaua‘i, and leaves, with the “akuapaao”  

(Kūkā‘ilimoku) to return to Hawai‘i Island. Upon returning to Hawai‘i, Waahia, along 

with Kūkā‘ilimoku, gets caught in a storm and is washed up “on the beach at 

Koholalele… Not far off was the old heiau of Manini” (Kalākaua 1888:190). 

Kūkā‘ilimoku was placed at Manini heiau, and remained there until “it was taken from 

the heiau by the giant Makualeoleo, and carried at the head of the victorious army of 

Umi…” on their way to overthrow Hakau in Waipiʻo (Kalākaua 1888:190). 

 Manini heiau again appears in the mo‘olelo of ‘Umi-a-Liloa. Shortly after the 

birth of Hakau, Liloa leaves Waipi‘o to journey to Koholālele to consecrate Manini 
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heiau, which had recently been restored and enlarged. It was on this journey, after the re-

consecration of Manini heiau, that Liloa met Akahiakuleana at Hōʻea, and ‘Umi was 

conceived. Further in the mo‘olelo of ‘Umi-a-Liloa, Kaoleioku, the very trusted 

counselor of ʻUmi, was also the “high-priest of the temple of Manini, at Koholalele...” 

(Kalākaua 1888:291). 

 Manini heiau later appears in the mo‘olelo of Kamehameha (Kamakau 1865; 

Poepoe 1906a, 1906b). Kamehameha travels to Manini before the battle of Koapapa‘a – 

this battle between Kamehameha and Keoua was the last battle in Kamehameha’s efforts 

to unite Hawai‘i Island (Poepoe 1906a). Poepoe (1906b) writes that Manini heiau was a 

kū‘ula. Manini heiau was where the “konohiki of old in Koholālele and Kūka‘iau… 

[became] versed in the traditions of fishing” (Poepoe 1906b). It functioned as a ho‘oūlu 

‘ai heiau to “increase the bounty of fish… to insure the well-being of the natives of these 

communities” (Poepoe 1906b). In Kamakau’s (1865) ”Ka Hoomana Kahiko” series the 

whole ahupua‘a of Koholālele was dedicated to Kūkā‘ilimoku, and was designated as a 

pu‘uhonua (see Table 1 for a list of moʻolelo in which Manini heiau appears).  

Table 1: Moʻolelo in which Manini heiau appears. Events listed in chronological order. 

Mo‘olelo Pg. Text 
Iron Knife. 
(Kalākaua 1888). 

p. 
190 

“Waahia returned to Hawaii 
from Oahu with the war god 
of Paao, and was held in 
great reverence by the 
priesthood. Borne over the 
waters by unseen forces, the 
canoe of Waahia was 
stranded on the beach at 
Koholalele, on the island of 
Hawaii. Not far off was the 
old heiau of Manini, and 
thither the god was 
conveyed, and placed in the 
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custody of the high priest of 
the temple, with the 
injunction that it was never to 
be removed from the inner 
court, or sanctuary unless the 
kingdom was in peril. Six 
generations after it was taken 
from the heiau by the giant 
Makualeoleo, and carried at 
the head of the victorious 
army of Umi...” 

Umi, the Peasant 
Prince of Hawaii. 
(Kalākaua 1888). 

p. 
300 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
p. 
265 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“The temple of Manini, 
dedicated by Liloa just before 
his meeting with the mother 
of Umi, and of which 
Kaoleioku was the high-
priest, was a reconstruction 
of an old heiau which was in 
existence certainly as early as 
the time of the warlike 
Kalaunuiohua, who reigned 
between the years of 1260 
and 1300.” 
 
“Near the close of the year 
1460, before the annual 
festival of Lono, which 
inaugurated the beginning of 
a new year, Liloa went with a 
large and brilliant party, in 
gaily-decked double canoes 
carrying the royal colors, 
from Waipio to Koholalele, 
in Hamakua, to assist in the 
reconsecration of the old 
temple of Manini, the 
restoration and enlargement 
of which had just been 
completed. He took with him 
the high priest Laeanui, and 
band of musicians and 
dancers, and his chief 
navigator and astrologer, and 
the heiau was consecrated 
with unusual display. 
Laeanui recited the kuawili – 
the long prayer of 
consecration – and twenty-
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p. 
290, 
291 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
p. 
293  

four human victims were laid 
upon the altar.” 
 
“Such a warrior priest of 
goodly possessions was 
Kaoleioku, of Waipunalei. 
He was the high-priest of the 
temple of Manini, at 
Koholalele, which was 
consecrated, as before 
related, in the time of Liloa. 
Although for some years he 
had seldom officiated except 
on important occasions–
preferring the quieter life on 
his estate at Waipunalei–he 
was greatly respected by the 
people of the district, and his 
influence proved a tower of 
strength to Umi.” 
 
[Hakau in conversation with 
Nunu and Kakohe, after they 
returned from meeting with 
ʻUmi and Kaleioku] “’What!’ 
he exclaimed, with assumed 
astonishment, ‘shall this be 
done because Umi lives, and 
you have seen him with the 
high priest of Manini?’” 

The Story of Umi: 
One of the Most 
Noted Hawaiian 
Kings. (Fornander 
1917). 
Text in Hawaiian, and then 
in English. 

p. 
179  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
p. 
178  
 

“A hanau o Hakau, ke keiki 
mua o Liloa me kana wahine 
hoao me Piena, hele aku la o 
Liloa mai Waipio aku a hiki i 
Koholalele, me ka hikinia o 
Hamakua, e pili ana me Hilo. 
O ke kumu o keia hele ana o 
Liloa, he kapu heiau nana i 
laila, o Manini ka inoa o ua 
heiau la.” 
 
“Some time after the birth of 
Hakau, the first son of Liloa 
by his wife Piena, Liloa 
started out from Waipio and 
journeyed to Koholalele, a 
place at the east end of 
Hamakua, close to Hilo. The 
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cause of this journey by Liloa 
was to dedicate a temple 
which was at this place. The 
name of the temple was 
Manini." 

Hero Tales Primarily 
of Hawaii– Umi. 
(Beckwith 1919). 

p. 
649 

“The great chief of Hawaii, 
Liloa, has a son by Piena, 
named Hakau. On a journey 
to dedicate the temple of 
Manini at Koholalele, Liloa 
sees Akahiakuleana bathing 
in Hoea stream at 
Kaawikiwiki and falls in love 
with her.” 

Ruling Chiefs of 
Hawai‘i: The Story 
of ‘Umi (Kamakau 
1961) 

p. 2 “This was something much 
practiced in the time of Liloa, 
the worship of the god and 
also the building of the 
places of worship (luakini, 
waihau, unu, koʻa) and the 
erecting of stones of Kane. 
The ruler who did all this was 
Liloa, a religious chief. He 
kept the peace in his 
kingdom and his people 
contented and prosperous. 
 
At one time Liloa desired to 
build several heiaus in 
Hamakua from Kukuihaele to 
Kowanaʻe and the vicinity 
about Kealakaha. When a 
house for the god was 
completed, Liloa, the 
kahunas, the favorite god, 
Ku-kaʻili-moku, the chiefs, 
and the servants went up 
from Waipiʻo to the pro-
eating feast for the dedication 
of the chief’s heiau. The 
procession was made a tabu 
one, from Kukuihaele to 
Wai-koʻekoʻe and to 
Kapulena, Kaela, and 
Paʻauhau. Games for 
strengthening of the body 
were played, such as disk 
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rolling (maika), dart gliding 
(paheʻe), boxing 
(mokomoko), and spear 
hurling (pahuakala). At 
Koholalele, the tabu for [the 
heiau of ] Maninini was 
observed. Then they went on 
the lower side of Kowaluna 
and Koapapaʻa. They 
encamped at Koapapaʻa and 
at Kaʻawikiwiki.” 

Ke Kapu o ke ‘Kua. 
From Ka Hoomana 
Kahiko Series. Ka 
Nuepepa Kuokoa, 
Dec. 2, 1865. 
(HuiMAU website). 
In Hawaiian, and translated 
in English. 

N/A “ʻO Kūkāʻilimoku ke [akua] 
o nā [aliʻi] mai ka wā kahiko 
loa mai a hiki mai i ka wā o 
Kamehameha I. Eia ka inoa o 
kekahi akua: ʻO Kūkeoloewa. 
He kapu ka iʻa a 
Kūkāʻilimoku, ʻaʻoke e 
poholalo ʻia mai e ka lawaiʻa 
ma lalo mai o ka lemu, aia nō 
a hāʻawi maikaʻi ʻia mai...  
Ua hāʻawi nō ʻo 
Kamehameha I i mau ʻāina 
no kona [akua], no Kāʻili. Eia 
hoʻi nā ʻāina i hāʻawi ai; No 
Hawaiʻi, ʻo Koholālele; No 
Maui, ʻo Makaliua; no ʻo 
Oʻahu, ʻo Wailupe; ʻo 
Waimea ko Kauaʻi. Ma kēia 
mau ʻāina, ua kapu loa ka 
poʻe i holo a noho ma laila, 
no ka makaʻu i ka pepehi ʻia, 
ua malu nō hoʻi lākou, ʻaʻole 
e pepehi wale ʻia. Noho nō 
lākou ma laila a make ka 
ʻenemi.” 
 
“Kūkāʻilimoku was the akua 
of the chiefs from times long 
past until the time of 
Kamehameha I. Here is also 
the name of another [of 
these] akua: Kūkeoloewa. 
The fish of Kūkāʻilimoku 
were kapu. They were not 
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deceitfully hidden beneath 
the buttocks by fishermen. 
They were rightfully given... 
Kamehameha I dedicated a 
number of lands to his akua, 
Kāʻili (Kūkāʻilimoku). Here 
are the lands that he 
dedicated: For Hawaiʻi, [it 
was] Koholālele; for Maui, 
[it was] Makaliua; for Oʻahu 
[it was] Wailupe; Waimea 
was for Kauaʻi. On these 
lands the people who ran and 
stay upon them were kapu. In 
fear of being killed, they 
were protected and not killed. 
Thet would stay there until 
the enemy died.” 

He Moolelo no 
Kamehameha I. 
From Ka Nai 
Aupuni, Jun. 8, 1906. 
(HuiMAU website) 
In Hawaiian. 

N/A “Ua oleloia, mamua o Ko 
Kamehameha hoonee ana i 
ke kaua me Keoua Keaaheela 
ma Koapapaa, ka hoouka 
kaua hope loa i hooukaia ai 
mawaena o ua mau Moi nei 
elua o Hawaii, ko ka Akau 
ame ko ka Hema, ua ku mua 
iho la oia i ka alana heiau 
maloko o ka heiau o Manini, 
ma Koholalele.” 

He Moolelo no 
Kamehameha I. 
From Ka Nai 
Aupuni, Jun. 9, 1906. 
(HuiMAU website) 
In Hawaiian, and 
translated in English. 

N/A “O keia heiau “kuula” i 
hoikeia ae la, e kiei pono iho 
ana ia i ke awa pae-waa o 
Koholalele; a oia nohoi ka 
heiau “kuula” i lilo i piko e 
hoopaa aua i na pono lawaia 
konohiki kahiko o na 
ahupuaa o Koholalele ame 
Kukaiau. O ka heiau keia e 
hooulu ai ka iʻa o ua mau kai 
lawaia nei, ke panoanoa ka 
maaloalo ana a ka iʻa e ola ai 
na kupa oia mau kaiaulu. Aia 
mawaho pono aku o keia 
kuula, he koʻa opelu. Ma keia 
koʻa e ike mua ia ai keiaʻno 
iʻa mamua o ko lakou ikeia 
ana ma na wahi e ae o ka 
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mokupuni o Hawaii. O keia 
ka olelo a na kamaaina o 
Hamakua.” 
 
“This aforementioned heiau 
“kūʻula,” peers down directly 
upon the canoe landing place 
of Koholālele; and that is the 
heiau “kūʻula” that became a 
central place for the konohiki 
of old in Koholālele and 
Kūkaʻiau to become well-
versed in the traditions of 
fishing. This was the heiau 
utilized to increase the 
bounty of fish in these 
fisheries whenever the fish 
were scarce, to insure the 
well-being of the natives of 
these communities. Located 
directly outside of this kūʻula 
is a koʻa ʻōpelu (ʻōpelu 
fishing ground). At this koʻa 
this kind of fish is seen first, 
before they are seen 
anywhere else on the island 
of Hawaiʻi. These of the 
words of the kamaʻāina of 
Hāmākua.” 

 

 

Estimated Age 

 Manini heiau is a very ancient heiau and was utilized long before the time of 

‘Umi. In Kalākaua’s (1888:265) The Legends and Myths of Hawaii: The Fables and 

Folk-Lore of a Strange People, in the moʻolelo of “The Peasant Prince” (ʻUmi), 

Kalākaua writes of Liloa journeying to Koholālele “to assist in the re-consecration of the 

old temple of Manini, the restoration and enlargement of which had just been 
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completed.” Liloa re-consecrated Manini heiau just before his meeting Akahiakuleana, 

and their conception of ʻUmi. Kalākaua (1888:265) puts this event at “near the close of 

the year 1460.” At the time of its re-consecration by Liloa, Manini heiau was already 

considered “an old temple” (Kalākaua 1888:300).  

 Manini heiau appears in even older moʻolelo – to the reign of Kalaunuiohua. 

During Kalaunuiohua’s reign, Waahia brought Akuapaao back to Hawaiʻi Island. Upon 

returning, Waahia and Akuapaao were “stranded on the beach at Koholalele… not far 

off was the old heiau of Manini, and thither the god was conveyed, and placed in the 

custody of the high-priest of the temple…” (Kalākaua 1888:190). The reign of 

Kalaunuiohua was “between the years of 1260 and 1300,” and even at this time, 

Kalākaua (1888:190) addresses Manini heiau as being “old.” All the aforementioned 

moʻolelo would suggest that Manini heiau was a very ancient heiau, which was utilized 

long before 1260.  

Possible/Probable Functions of Manini Heiau 

 “Heiau is the general term for a religious site. If we broke the down into two 
phrases ‘hei’ and ‘au’ it would allow a more comprehensive understanding of the 
functions of these structures and man’s affiliation with religious objects. The 
definition of ‘hei’ is to snare, to enrapture, and ‘au’ means to flow, to drift, to stir 
as of thought, trend or essence.”  

(Kanahele et al. 2009:14). 

 There are many different types of heiau. As Kirch (1997:258) writes: “The term 

heiau is a broad one, encompassing all kinds and sizes of temples and shrines, from 

upright stones (pōhaku a Kāne) up to the massive temples of human sacrifice (luakini).” 

It is estimated that there were “several thousand functioning temples and shrines” in 
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Hawaiʻi before the kapu system was abolished in 1819 (Kirch 1997:258). Stokes (1991) 

outlines several different types of heiau, along with their functions (outlined in Table 2). 

Table 2: Stokes description of heiau types and their function. 
Type of Heiau Function 

Luakini poʻo 
kanaka 

“These important temples were built only by independent 
rulers. The lesser chiefs and commoners were not 
permitted to build them, as that would signify rebellion. 
They were called ʻōhiʻako and haku ʻōhiʻa. If ʻōhiʻa were 
chosen for the royal luakini, then it would be known that 
the heiau would be for severe service, for human 
sacrifice.” (Stokes 1991:30) 

Waihau, ipu o 
Lono 

“These were mild temples. They were built by the kings 
first and later the commoners, for the benefit of the land 
and the people. The offerings were mild.” (Stokes 1991:30) 

Waihau, hale o 
Papa 

“These were mild temples which belonged to the 
princesses of the highest rank. The temples were for the 
good of women and children, and the offerings were mild.” 
(Stokes 1991:30) 

Kūʻula “These temples were koʻa. The king would first build a 
kūʻula, and after it had been consecrated, others would be 
built by chiefs and the people. They were to increase the 
supply of fish, and the kapu were mild.” (Stokes 1991:30) 

Pōhaku o Kāne “This was a single stone set up in remembrance of Kāne in 
localities where people dwelt. Stones of Kāne were set up 
by every family, at which the head of the household would 
ask forgiveness for his sins and for the sins of his family 
and would offer sacrifice.” (Stokes 1991:30) 

Hale o Lono, 
ipu o Lono 

“These were temples to procure rain when the land was 
parched... The commoners built unu hoʻoūluulu ua to 
produce abundance of rain in preparation for cultivation.” 
(Stokes 1991:30) 

 

 Heiau were strategically built and placed. This was especially the case in heiau 

belonging to the aliʻi. Stokes (1991:3) notes:  
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“Specialists in heiau architecture, kahuna kuhikuhipu’uone, combined a study of 
Hawaiian political history, especially the careers of successful chiefs, with a 
knowledge of variations in heiau plans through the ages. On the basis they 
formulated theories about the ability of particular heiau features to aid specific 
chiefly ambitions.” 

 According to the mo‘olelo, Manini heiau served as a heiau for several different 

functions. Several of the mo‘olelo suggest that Manini heiau was a luakini. In the Iron 

Knife (Kalakaua 1888:190), Kalākaua states that the “war god of Paao” or the Akuapaao 

(Kūkāʻilimoku) was placed at Manini heiau. Kalākaua (1888) continues in ‘Umi, the 

Peasant Prince of Hawaii. There, he writes that the “Laeanui recited the kuawili – the 

long prayer of consecration – and twenty-four human victims were laid upon the altar” 

(Kalākaua 1888:265). The kuawili is the “long repetitious prayer said at luakini 

dedication ceremonies” (Pukui & Elbert 2003:172). Manini heiau was also referred to as 

a kūʻula (Poepoe 1906b). It was here that the konohiki were trained “in the traditions of 

fishing.” Manini heiau was used to hoʻoūlu ʻai to “increase the bounty of fish” (Poepoe 

1906b). 

 It is completely possible that the function of Manini heiau may have changed 

over time, being restored, and re-consecrated to achieve different goals. Manini heiau 

may have earlier been a kūʻula, and later re-consecrated as a luakini. Kamakau 

(1976:134) writes that luakini, a type of heiau poʻokanaka, could only be built “where 

heiaus had formally been built.” 

 It is also possible that Manini heiau was multifunctional, and it was used to 

achieve several goals at one time. This may have especially been the case with Manini 

heiau functioning as both a luakini and a kūʻula, since both of these heiau types were 

associated with the god Kū. Valeri (1985:186) writes that “fishing rites... are similar to 
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the luakini temple tires...” and that “fishing and war are closely related.” Valeri 

(1985:186) further writes: “...the yearly rituals for the aku fish are performed in the main 

luakini temples... which therefore function at that time as koʻa.”  

 In regards to the function of Manini heiau, it is of interest to look at the meaning 

of the name Manini and Maninini – as the heiau is referred to by Kamakau (1961) (see 

Table 3). The verb form of both Manini and Maninini mean to “overflow”, “spillover”, 

or “run over” (Andrews 1865; Pukui & Elbert 2003). Both give the connotation of 

abundance. This could support the idea of Manini heiau functioning as a hoʻoūlu ʻai – to 

make the quantity of food within the region bountiful, in effect “spill[ing] over”. 

Table 3: Definitions of Manini as found in various Hawaiian language dictionaries. 

Hawaiian Dictionary (Pukui & Elbert 2003) 

Name Definition 

Manini n. Very common reef surgeonfish (Acanthurus triostegus), 
also called convict tang, in the adult stage. In legends 
manini ʻele kuhō. For younger stages see ʻōhualiko, ōhua 
kāniʻo, palapōhaku, and kākala manini, and maninini. 
(PPN manini.) 

vs. Stingy. Cf. Fijian manini-taka, to hoard up like a miser. 

n. A kind of banana generally eaten cooked; leaves and 
fruits green and white striped. Also aʻeaʻe, koaʻe. (Neal 
249.) 

n. A variety of sugar cane, named for the fish. Also 
laukona. 

n. A variety of dryland taro with striped petiole. The name 
may be qualified by the terms ʻeleʻele, hā kikokiko, hā 
uliuli, kākau, kea, lau kikokiko, uliuli. 

n. A variety of sweet potato. 
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nvs. Wrath, anger; angry. 

vi. To pour, spill; irrigated. Manini aku a manini mai nā 
ʻōlelo ʻino, evil words poured out, poured back and forth. 

(Cap.) n. Hawaiian name of a well-known Spanish 
immigrant, Francisco de Paula Marin, who knew Ka-
mehameha for more than 25 years (Kuykendall 429.) 

Maninini n. Stage of manini, a fish, said to be larger than ʻōhua and 
smaller than manini. 

Redup. of manini, to pour. 
Andrews Dictionary (Andrews 1865) 

Name Definition 

Manini v. Ma and nini, to spill over. To spill or spatter out, as 
water in carrying. 

v. To overflow; to run over, as water. 

v. Hoo. To pour out water by little and little. 

v. To be dashed, as water against the sides of a container 
by carrying it unsteadily. 

s. Name of species of fish caught by diving down after it. 

s. Name of a species of kalo. 

adj. Spilling; overflowing, as water. 

Maninini v. Freq. of manini. To overflow; to spill over; to run over, 
as water. 

adj. Overflowing. 

s. The name of a species of fish. 

 

Location of Manini Heiau 

 In our efforts to locate Manini we referenced several historical accounts and 

resources. Such a historical account was provided by Stokes (1991). John Stokes is 

credited as being the first western archaeologist in Hawai‘i, and was employed at the 
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Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum. Under the direction of the museum’s director – 

William T. Brigham – Stokes traveled to Hawaiʻi Island to conduct an island wide 

survey of heiau. The survey was conducted over a period of five months, spanning from 

1906 to 1907. Hāmākua was one of the last moku Stokes covered. In Heiau of Hawaiʻi 

Island (Stokes 1991:159), he provides a brief excerpt regarding Manini heiau which 

provide clues as to its location: “Heiau of Manini, land of Hāmākua. Koholālele Coast 

benchmark bears 200⁰17’, 2703 feet… The site is on a broad knoll overlooking the sea, 

which is half a mile distant.” 

 An ʻili named Maninini is also mentioned in two Land Commission Award 

(L.C.A.) documents. The first is the Native Register for L.C.A. 8297 – which was a 

claim made by Kookooku. In his claim, Kookooku wrote:  

“Ke hai aku nei au i koʻu hapakolu o ka aina, hookah mile mai ke kai aku a ka 
laau i ka mauna. Ma ke Hikina o Maninini, ma ke Komohana o Lepelau…”  

“I am declaring my one third of the ʻāina, one mile from the sea to the forest on 
the mountain. On the East Maninini on the West, Lepelau…” 

Maninini is also mentioned in a Native Testimony on behalf of Nuumalolo (L.C.A. 

10546). The testimony was given by Pumanamana. There, he writes:  

“Ua ike au aia i ka iliaina i Maninini Ahupuaa Koholalele 7 Apana.” 

“I have seen, in the ʻIli ʻāina at Maninini, Ahupuaʻa Koholalele, 7 parcels.” 

 While looking at an 1881 map (see Figure 1) of Koholālele, which outlined the 

estimated positions of the different L.C.A. plots, we found a marking which indicated 

the location of the Koholālele coastal benchmark, which Stokes (1991) mentions in his 

brief description of Manini heiau. During a survey of Kookooku’s L.C.A. we located the 

Koholālele coastal benchmark. We took a GPS point of the coastal benchmark, and used 
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Google Earth Pro, and an aerial photo from 1964 (see Figure 3) to locate an area that 

where we believed there was a high possibility that Manini heiau might be located (see 

Figure 4 for compiled maps, and area covered). The data was also later analyzed using 

GIS software to ensure precision and accuracy. We conducted a pedestrian survey 

through thick guinea grass (Megathyrsus maximus) and eucalyptus – covering an area of 

approximately four acres. During the survey, we came across several features, including 

a wall, a stone mound, and a kīpuka kukui. While surveying, a large stone structure (see 

Figure 5) was also revealed to us. We cleared vegetation on and around the stone 

structure, and mapped the area (see Figure 6). After spending time working in the area, 

cross-referencing historic accounts and resources, and talking with kamaʻāina of the 

area, we have come to believe that this stone structure is Manini heiau. Our work at 

Manini heiau would indicate that it has not been “entirely destroyed” as Stokes 

(1991:159) suggests.  
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Figure 1: Historic Hawai‘i Government Survey map from 1881. 
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Figure 2: Koholālele Coastal Benchmark 
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Figure 3: Aerial photo 1964. 
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Figure 4: Aerial photo 1964 compiled with L.C.A. map, Koholālele coastal benchmark, and survey area. 
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Figure 4: Plan view of heiau structure. 
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Figure 5: GIS aerial image complied with L.C.A. outlines, Koholālele coastal benchmark, and survey area.. 
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Recommendations 

 The research we conducted during the five-week Wahi Kupuna Internship 

Program is just scratching the surface in regards to Manini heiau. There is still an 

enormous amount of work that needs to be done, and there is a great amount of potential 

for research as well as community outreach.  

 It would be of great benefit to review Stokes’s work. Following the 5-week Wahi 

Kūpuna Internship Program, Noʻeau Peralto and I visited the Bernice Pauahi Bishop 

Museum Archives; there we looked at Stokes’ field notes from his 1906-1907 survey of 

Hawaiʻi Island heiau, and also looked at his manuscripts for Heiau of Hawaiʻi Island. It 

is interesting to note that any mention of Manini heiau is missing from Stokes’ 1906-

1907 field notes, and only appears in Stokes’ later manuscript for Heiau of Hawaii 

Island. Stokes’ detailed account of the location of Manini heiau would imply that he did 

visit the area, but it is possible that Stokes did not visit during his initial 1906-1907 

survey – which is suggested by his book Heiau of Hawaii Island. There should also be a 

review of other heiau Stokes wrote off as destroyed – to see what condition they are in 

today, as well as a check for any heiau that might be missing from Stokes’ lists. In a 

letter to Stokes, John Reinecke (letter to Stokes, August 6, 1930) writes that a kamaʻāina 

took him to several heiau in Kona that are missing from Stokes’ list. Further in this 

investigation, it would be beneficial to look at Stokes’ sources. By the time Stokes came 

to Hāmākua, he had already dismissed his interpreter, Meinecke, and was relying 

heavily on Haole plantation workers for information. It is unknown whether or not this 

was by choice. Early in his survey, Stokes “offended native Hawaiian religious 

practitioners by asking to pasture his mules inside the heiau…” (Stokes 1991:11, 12). It 
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is entirely possible that Stokes’ had difficulty finding informants, especially towards the 

end of his survey.  

 With our knowledge of Manini heiau – and its location – comes a very great 

kuleana. It is our job to hoʻomana, and to reconnect the community with this wahi pana. 

As was brought out earlier, Manini heiau appears in several significant moʻolelo – which 

would support the notion that Manini heiau was a very sacred and important wahi. 

Manini heiau should be cleared and maintained so as to not further disturb the remaining 

structure. It would also be of interest to clear and maintain the surrounding area as well 

– in order to gain a better understanding of this wahi within the broader landscape. On 

the lines of preservation, restoration is an idea that should definitely be considered. As a 

place to hoʻoūlu ʻai, it could be of great benefit to the community. It would be of much 

value to continue research at Manini heiau, beginning with talking with more kamaʻāina, 

to see if a local history can be obtained. Manini heiau is not only a physical kīpuka, but 

also a cultural one. It is an excellent place for ʻāina based education, and further research 

at Manini heiau would provide an opportunity for kamaʻāina to receive hands on training 

in research, protocol, care, and the restoration and stewardship of wahi kūpuna. 

Reflection 

 Our hui had several meaningful discussions while working at Manini heiau. One 

important discussion we had was – what does it mean for something to be destroyed? 

What sort of scale and qualifications are used? Stokes wrote (1991:159) that Manini 

heiau had been “entirely destroyed”, however, Manini heiau is still very much alive and 

intact.  
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 We also had a discussion about what is sacred. Is it the structure alone that is 

sacred? Or is it the place itself? The structure is sacred and important because it is the 

physical footprint of the kūpuna who have walked this ʻāina before us. They hoʻomana 

by building these structures. However, it is the place itself that is equally, if not more, 

sacred. The kūpuna chose to build in these places for specific reasons. “ʻO ke kahua ma 

mua, ma hope ke kūkulu.” (Pukui 1983:268) 
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Ancestral Hawaiian Ecosystems of Hāmākua Hikina 

Abstract 

 The natural environment of Hāmākua Hikina (East Hāmākua) has been highly 
altered over the past hundred years due to the area's use for sugar plantations and 
presently the mono-cropping of eucalyptus trees.  Due to these heavy alterations there are 
few remnants left of the ancestral native ecosystems of Hāmākua Hikina’s coastal region.  
The primary objectives of this project were to reconstruct the characteristics of the native 
coastal ecosystems of the ʻUmi Birth Place Corridor (between Koholālele and Kealakaha, 
Hāmākua, Hawai‘i), and to research the natural resources available in this area prior to 
the sugar plantation era (pre-1880).  Māhele era documents, historical maps, historical 
photos and historical accounts were analyzed to determine main characteristics of the 
area’s natural environment.  Field surveys and observations were used to assess the 
present day condition of the, 1) kula (table-top lands), 2) kahawai / awāwa (gulches), and 
3)pali kahakai (sea cliffs). Although there are currently very few remnants of the 
ancestral ecosystems in this area, evidence derived from historical documents and maps 
provide us with a glimpse into the abundance of natural resources that once blanketed 
these ‘āina.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Alohilani Maiava 
Wahi Kupuna Internship Program 2015- Hāmākua Hikina 

University of Hawai‘i Hilo 
Anthropology Department 
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Historical Native and Natural Resources in Hāmākua Hikina 
 

Introduction 

 The purpose of this project is to investigate the native coastal ecosystems of the 

Hāmākua Hikina region through a Hawaiian cultural and anthropological lens. This 

research identifies the natural resources in the project area based on analysis of both 

primary and secondary resources associated with the ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor in 

Hāmākua Hikina.  This research also document the remnants of these ancestral 

ecosystems to conserve what is remaining and to restore characteristics that are 

hypothesized to be a part of the ancestral ecosystem based on this research. 

The ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor consists of ten ahupua‘a: Kealakaha, Ka‘ala, 

Hō‘ea, Manowaikohau, Ka‘āwikiwiki, Kekualele, Ka‘ao, Kūka‘iau, Kainehe, and 

Koholālele.  In order to conduct a detailed analysis of the native ecosystems of the ‘Umi 

Birth Corridor, the focus area was divided into three environmental zones, 1. kula (table 

top lands). 2. kahawai/awāwa (gulches) 3. pali kahakai (coastal cliffs).  Each zone 

consists of different characteristics and natural resources. 

The kula zone consists of the gradually sloping tabletop lands that lie above the 

steep coastal cliffs and gulches. This area may have extended up to the historical forest 

line, which is hypothesized to have been at approximately the same elevation as the Old 

Government Road, based on historical maps of Hāmākua Hikina that locate the forest 

right ma uka (inland) of the Old Government Road (Low 1862).  William Ellis, a 

missionary that traveled through Hāmākua in 1823 described the forest to be left of him 

as he was traveling from the district of Hilo into Hāmākua. This suggest that the trail that 
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Ellis took was located below the forest line and ma kai (seaward) of him would have 

been the kula zone.  Ellis described this region as followed: 

The wide-extended prospect which our morning walk afforded, of the ocean, and 
the shores of Hamakua on our right, was agreeably diversified by the occasional 
appearance of the snow-capt peak of Mouna-Kea, seen through the openings in 
the trees on our left.  The body of the mountain was hid by the wood... (Ellis 
2004: 352). 
 

For the purposes of this project, the kula zone was confined to the area extending from 

below the Old Government Road to the top edge of the sea cliffs and to the top edge of 

the gulches located within the ‘Umi Birth Corridor.  The Old Government Road was 

chosen as a reference point instead of  the present Māmalahoa Highway because it can be 

easily identified on the historical maps of this region. This topic and geographical area 

was choosen to be the focus because sugar plantations have heavily altered the land over 

the past hundred years, and limited research has been done on this area and particular 

topic. 

The kahawai/awāwa zone is defined as the gulches and ravines that were created 

by the once flowing streams that intersect the kula zone. Kahawai are defined here as 

perennial streams, and awāwa as intermittent streams, but they were both used for the 

same purposes and provide very similar environments. These gulches can extend far past 

the cloud line and onto the northeastern slopes of Mauna Kea.  For the purposes of this 

project, though, this zone is confined to the sections of the gulches that are ma kai of the 

Old Government Road in the ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor.  This zone was focused on 

because it contributes to the movement of freshwater resources and to organisms that are 

found in freshwater environments.  This zone was also not as heavily altered during the 

sugar plantation days, and therefore holds many remnants of the ancestral ecosystems of 
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this region.  These areas were not as severely altered because the steep and dangerous 

terrain of this zone did not allow for heavy equipment to clear the land and for it to be 

used for the plantations. However, evidence from archaeological surveys indicates people 

were continuously utilizing these areas, primarily for cultivation.  

The pali kahakai zone is defined as the steep coastal cliff areas of the Hāmākua 

district.  The steep coastal cliffs are a defining characteristic of Hāmakua because it is 

unlike the terrain of other five districts, which have sandy and flat areas where the land 

meets the ocean.  There are many references to the coastal cliffs within traditional chants 

and ʻōlelo noʻeau about Hāmākua. This suggests that the kamaʻāina and visitors to that 

area could easily recognize Hāmākua because of these cliffs.  "Hāmākua ʻāina pali loa." 

meaning "Hāmākua, land of tall cliffs," is one of the many sayings of this region that 

describe this zone (Pukui 1983: 53). Understanding the ancestral ecosystems in this area 

is important because it influenced the accessibility to marine resources and how and 

when these resources were gathered and utilized. 

 

Background 

Geography 

 The soil of Hāmākua Hikina, according to the online soil atlas of Hawai‘i by the 

University of Hawai‘i Geography Department, is described as: 

 wet, volcanic-ash soil extends across the lowlands of the Hamakua and Hilo 
coasts on Hawai‘i island. Historically important for sugarcane production, this 
soil now supports eucalyptus tree plantations and pasture lands. 
   

The soil structure in the area is described as being of "weak physical structure,” which 

“provides fluffy texture, making cultivation easy, but provides unsuitable conditions for 
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engineering and construction."  This is a main reason why the kula zone was heavily used 

for agricultural purposes.  The soil’s ability to hold water is described as having a "high 

water holding capacity. Fast permeability. Soil is moist for majority of the year. Little 

chance for runoff and erosion, but both increase as slope increases in steepness."  This 

adds to the reasons the kula zone was used for agricultural purposes because the water 

easily permeated the soil.  The atlas also describes the fertility of the soil as: 

Naturally infertile (Fertility Class=Infertile Andisols). Low nutrient holding 
capacity. Often deficient in calcium, magnesium, and potassium. However, with 
proper nutrient amendment, it can be productive. Surface layers are rich in 
organic matter. 

This suggests that it is an area where some vegetation cannot grow easily without some 

additional input into the soil, unless such plants have adapted to this soil type. .  

Vegetation of these zones needed to be propagated and cultivated in order to thrive.  

General Climate 

Rainfall in this area according to the online Hawai‘i Rain Atlas average 2000 mm 

per year.  The climate of this type of environment is describes as "warm to hot, with 

seasonal drought" (Juvik, Paradise and Juvik 1998: 57).  Ellis took temperature 

measurements on his journey through Hāmākua and also described the climate he 

observed,  

rain is frequent in this and the adjoining division of Hamakua, which form the 
centre of the windward coast, and is doubtless the source of their abundant 
fertility.  The climate is warm.  Our thermometer was usually 71° at sunrise; 74° 
at noon; and 72° or 73° at sun-set.  (Ellis 2004: 355) 

  

 The ancestral name of the rain of Hāmākua is Pupūhale, it is described as a rain 

that moves slowly through the land (Alameida 1997). Kīnehe lehua is another rain that is 

said to help in the production of the lehua (Pukui 1983: 169).  This area is frequented by 
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the prevailing windward trade winds.  The ancestral names of the winds of the Hāmākua 

region is A‘eloa, which is the north-east strong trade wind, and Koholālele, which is 

described as a wind that is gentler than the A‘eloa and blows from east to west (Nakuina 

2001: 132-134)  

Primary Vegetation 

 According to the Atlas of Hawai‘i, the native ecosystems before human settlement 

of the focus area is described as a lowland dry and mesic forest, woodland, and shrub 

land mesic.  In other words, that this environment was mostly vegetated in trees and low-

lying plants. This environment supports grasslands which can include pili (Heteropogon 

contortus) (refer to appendix A for plant glossary) and kāwelu (Eragrostis variabilis).  

Shrubs may include ‘ākia (Wikstrowmia spp.), naupaka kahakai (Scaevola taccada), 

ko‘oko‘olau (Bidens species), ‘a‘ali‘i (Dodonaea viscosa) and many other low-lying 

shrubs that can survive in a windy dry environments and also highly resistant to salt 

spray. Trees can include hau  (Hibiscus tiliaceus), kou (Cordia subcordata), ‘ōhi‘a ‘ai 

(Syzygium malaccense), kukui (Aleurites moluccana), and wauke (Broussonetia 

papyrifera) (Juvik, Paradise and Juvik 1998:127-128). 

Stream Environment 

 The freshwater stream environment of this area is very rigid and has many large 

waterfalls that cascade from higher to lower elevations until it reaches the ocean.  The 

mouth of the kahawai/awāwa zone creates waterfalls that flow down into the ocean.  

Native biota that can be found in this environment are types of freshwater invertebrates 

and fishes.  Invertebrates include various forms of native freshwater shrimp, such as the 

native freshwater snails, along with the different types native goby fish.   Freshwater 
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shrimps include ‘ōpae kolo (Atyoida bisculcata) (refer to appendix B for animal 

glossary), ‘ōpae ‘oeha‘a (Macrobrachium grandimanus), ‘ōpae‘ula (Halocardina rubra). 

Freshwater fish include ‘o‘opu alamo‘o (Lentipes concolor),‘o‘opu nōpili (Sicyopterus 

stimpsoni), and the ‘o‘opu nākea (Awaous guamensis).  Freshwater snails include hīhīwai 

(Neritina granosa) and types of Lymnaeid snails (Yamamoto and Tagawa 2000).   

Natural Resources  

The kula zone is suggested to have provided resources that can be used to build 

houses and buildings for storage, medicinal herb production, and agriculture based on the 

type of environment and climate provided.  Grasslands and shrubs were used for 

thatching for buildings and creating rope (Krauss 1993).  This zone was suggested to be a 

large food production area based on Royal Patent grant No. 2494. a claim made by 

Kunane and Pouelua in Ka‘ao in the year 1855. The survey map by Henry Young shows 

that it was “broken land” below the Old Government Road.  Based on information 

provided from this map, it could be theorized that this “broken land” was used for 

agricultural purposes.  Ellis also describes this area as being highly cultivated "Shortly 

after four in the afternoon we left Manienie and travelled over a well-cultivated tract of 

country, until we reached Toumoarii [Kaumoali]," (Ellis 2004: 356) 

The kahawai/awāwa zone provided suitable conditions for agriculture.  It was the 

main source for fresh water and springs.  Springs and freshwater resources are used for 

irrigation, agriculture, and daily survival.  This area was seen culturally as life giving 

because water was one of the most valuable natural resources in traditional and modern 

Hawaiian society. (Handy et al. 1972).   
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 Pali Kahakai resources consist of access to marine resources and a diverse seabird 

population.   Sea birds were caught and eaten using hooks, and nets, very similar to how 

fish were caught.  Sea bird feathers, such as the tail feather of the koa‘e were also used 

for kāhili and adorning images (Handy et al. 1972). The pali kahakai also held a special 

environment for specific cliff clinging plants, that were sea spray and wind resistant.  

Mele (poetic chants) describes the cliffs being covered in hinahina (Heliotropum 

argenteum). A line from a chant in Nā Mele ‘Aimoku, "Koʻolaukaikapalihinahina i 

koholalele..." named the cliffs of Koholālele the pali hinahina, which means the gray 

cliffs, based of the silvery gray color of the hinahina that grows on these vertical cliffs 

(Kalākaua 2001: 27). 

Explanation of Wao 

Traditionally lands were divided horizontally according to different environments 

and its inhabitants. The term wao is used to describe these horizontal land and ocean 

divisions. Specific names were given to each wao. These names are used to 

systematically organize resources of a given area.  There are differentiations between 

each wao, such as resources available or environmental characteristics. David Malo gives 

a list of different wao in descending order and can be interpreted as followed:   

a. kuahiwi: highest point on the island   

b. mauna: the mountain  

c. kua hea: where trees are sparse  

d. waonahele: where it is thickly wooded and encircles around the mountain   

e. wao maukele: tall trees are associated with this area   

f. wao akua: is where new growth begins and smaller shrubs grow  
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g. wao kanaka is where the most of the human population reside and the area 

that is cultivated   

h. ‘āpa‘a, ‘ilima, pahe‘e, kula: these are areas below the wao kanaka and 

each hold a different resources   

i. kahakai: which is the beach  

j. ‘ae kai is the water edge  

k. kai heleku, kua‘au, kai uli, kai kiaku, kai kohola, kai kakaka, and lastly 

moana:  each one of these ocean divisions also hold different resources 

(Malo 1987).   

Each one of these wao hold a certain type of natural resource and are sometimes 

named after these resources that are available.  This system of wao divisions was used to 

properly manage natural resources.  

The focus area falls within the wao kula until the ‘ae kai. This wao Kula defined 

by Malo is not to be confused with the zone named kula for purposes of this project. 

However both area do share similar characteristics, the wao kula can be bigger and 

emcompasses more resources than the project zone kula. Wao kula encompasses the kula 

and kahawai/awāwa zones.  The ‘ae kai encompasses the pali kahakai zone. 

Land Tenure Timeline 

Below is a timeline of land tenure and general vegetation transformation in Hāmākua 

Hikina. 

A. First contact by Polynesian voyagers: it is highly theorized and debated when the 

first ‘ōiwi were said to arrive in Hawai‘i, since their arrival they brought different 

types of biota with them that altered the ecosystem (Handy et al. 1972).   
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B. Traditional Kālai‘āina and Konohiki System until Kamehameha III: land was 

solely under the jurisdiction of the Mō‘ī (paramount ruling chief) and was 

managed by the konohiki (headman of an ahupua‘a).  The konohiki worked with 

other highly esteemed community members to determine where and how the land 

was cultivated. The Mō‘ī and Konohiki kept track of natural resources; a well-

balanced ecosystem was a mark of a successful Konohiki (Kame‘elehiwa 2003). 

C. Māhele:  A land division process that started in 1845. Land was divided amongst 

the Mō‘ī, Konohiki, and government. Then kama‘āina could make claims to 

portions of land through the Kuleana Act.  These claims were made to Land 

Commission Awards, and Royal Patent Grants.  During this time, the area was 

inhabited and highly cultivated with various sorts of agriculture goods 

(Kame‘elehiwa 2003).  

D. Sugar Plantation Era:  The first sugar plantation in the Hāmākua region was the 

Honoka‘a Sugar Company, which started in 1876.  The last company to closein 

Hāmākua was the Hāmākua Sugar compant in 1994 (Bouvet 2001: 10).  Twenty-

one plantations opened for business in the Hāmākua region.  Various companies 

purchased much of the land of this area. When sugar plantations became sole 

owners of whole tracks of land, which were bulldozed and planted in sugar cane.  

The specific plantation companies that resided in the focus area, was Kukaiau 

Plantation, Kaiwiki Sugar Company, J.N Wright, and Soper Wright and 

Company (Dorrance and Morgan 2000). 

E. Present:  The focus area is now owned by Kamehameha Schools, and it is 

currently being used as a eucalyptus plantation. 
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Methods 

 Research was conducted using primary sources and secondary sources.  

Māhele era documents were gathered and analyzed.  Royal Patent Grants, Land 

Commission Awards, Native Register and Native Testimony documents of this time 

period were used to provide a snapshot of what the environment looked like during the 

period of time prior to the era when sugar plantations took over.  These documents were 

used in the Māhele process by kamaʻāina of the focus area to make land claims and to 

provide boundary and vegetation information to the government.  The documents were 

then analyzed in order to provide background information before field surveys were 

conducted. Other primary sources utilized include historical accounts. Some accounts 

were made by the kama‘āina of the area, as well as visitors to the area, such as William 

Ellis. Ellis was a missionary who was invited by the Hawaiian government to circuit the 

island and teach the new religion of the time, Christianity, to the Hawaiian population.  

Mele, oli, traditional songs and chants, and ‘ōlelo no‘eau (Hawaiian proverbs) were also 

analyzed because it provided a great source for what decriptions of defining 

characteristics of the focus areas.  Historical maps of the focus area and outside the focus 

area were also used to identify the natural resources of each zone.  Sources from outside 

the focus area, but within Hāmākua Hikina region were also gathered and analyzed due to 

similarity of the environments.  This provided information that was unavailable for focus 

area. 
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 Secondary resources were used in order to fill in the blanks that could not be 

provided by the primary documents.  These were also used to provide scientific names, 

plant identification, and information about the sugar plantation era.  

 Field research was also conducted within the focus area in order to observe the 

current state of these zones and document remnants of the ancestral ecosystems.  

Observations and notes were documented while out in the field about the vegetation that 

grew in these zones.  Photos were also taken in the field to document the zones’ current 

condition and bio diversity. 

 

Results 

Kula Zone 

"Niniu Hāmākua ō i ka makani"  

(He mele halelu no ka Lani Wm.C. Lunalilo, Hawaii Ponoi Sept. 3, 1873) 

 

According to descriptions and maps provided in Land Commission Awards and 

Royal Patent Grants, these zones were used for pāhale (house enclosure) and residential 

areas.  Royal Patent Grant no. 1879 made by Kahalau and Koapaki in the year 1853 

indicates where a house was located in Kealakaha.  Land Commission Award no. 8297 

made by Kookooku in the year 1852 in Koholālele indicates a pāhale in the area he was 

awarded. Pāhale can be translated as an enclosure around a house includes gardens 

surrounding the house for personal food production.  Since the focus area was inhabited 

this suggest that these areas were used for livestock production and agriculture.  Some 

livestock include chickens, dogs, and pigs (Handy et al. 1972).  In order to have used this 
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area for agriculture and livestock production, the kula zone needed to be a cleared shrub 

land.  This would also follow settlement patterns.  In Waipi‘o  the flat valley floor was 

clear, settled, and highly cultivated, while the woods were managed in a separate higher 

elevated area from settlement areas, according to kama‘āina (local informant) of Waipi'o 

that was spoken to in July 2015.  According to Native Testimony no. 8298, this area in 

Koholālele was cultivated in kalo (Colocasia esculenta), mai‘a (Musa xpardisiaca), kope 

(Coffea arabica), and baka [tobacco] (Nicotiana tabacum). 

After analyzing the vegetation markings and other markings that were noted on 

maps created for Land Commission Awards and Royal Patent Grants there is a general 

pattern that this zone was used for settlement and agriculture areas.  This indicates that 

this zone was generally open and had an environment that was suitable for living and 

cultivation.  The woodlands and tall trees were reported to be at a higher elevation above 

the old government road.   The only tall trees reported below the Old Government Road 

in this zone were landmark trees used to indicate boundaries on these maps.  RPG 

no.1878 shows an ‘ōhi‘a ‘ai tree as a boundary marker that is near the pali kahakai.  

Another Royal Patent Grant documents a kukui tree as boundary marker (RPG 1563).  It 

can be suggested that tall trees were used as boundaries makers because they would have 

had to stand out on the landscape.  Thus since there would have been no forest in this 

zone, it suggest that the landscape was highly cultivated in personal gardens, low-lying 

shrubs, and grass.    

Currently the kula zone is planted in a mono crop forest of eucalyptus trees with 

guinea grass (Pancium Maximum) growing in the understory.  There were no remnants of 

the ancestral ecosystems of this zone observed in our field surveys during the WKIP, .  
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The kula zone has been highly altered by the first sugar plantation that cleared and 

burned this zone to eliminate vegetation so that it could be used for sugar cane production 

(Dorrance and Morgan 2000). 

 

Kahawai/awāwa Zone 

"Hāmākua i ka wakawaka." 

"Praise of Hāmākua, a district of gulches and valleys"  (Pukui 1983: 53) 

   

In Native Register 10601 created in 1857, it describes the Kainehe stream east of 

the land parcel in Koholālele. According to the NR 10601, the stream was used to 

cultivate a lo‘i, an irrigated terrace used for cultivation of kalo.  This zone was indicated 

to be a source of freshwater, and the banks of the kahawai/awāwa were heavily cultivated 

with woody and fruit trees. In the Land Commission Award 10601, it also list an awāwa 

kukui on the survey map.   In Land Commission Grant 10422 the map reports groves of 

‘ōhi‘a ‘ai, ‘ohe (Schizostachyum glaucifolium) ‘ulu (Artocarpus altilis), and hala 

(Pandanus tectorius) growing within and above the kahawai/awāwa zone.  

 Ellis describes the kahawai/awāwa zone as steep rigid ravines, "...we were 

considerably fatigued with our day's journey, having crossed nearly twenty ravines, some 

of which were from 300 to 400 feet deep." (Ellis 2004: 271).  He highlighted that in this 

region he had to traverse over many dangerous gulches in order to access the population 

of this area. 

Historical maps show that this zone was lined with trees and was highly 

cultivated.  Some historical maps indicated freshwater resources such as springs and 
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waterfalls in this zone.  A map of Paauhau made by J.S Low in 1862 (Figure 1), indicates 

a few springs along this zone, and also shows trees growing in the gulches rather than 

above in the kula zone. 

 

The archaeological surveys included the Ka‘ohe gulch in Kaʻohe, Hō‘ea gulch in 

Hoʻea, an awāwā that was listed in Land Commission Award 10422 in Kūkaʻiau, and 

Lepelau gulch in Koholālele, in order to assess the current condition of this zone (refer to 

appendix C and D).  The flowing streams that ran through these areas are now dry.  Since 

the streams no longer run, there is no environment for stream animals.  There is no 

definite answer to why the streams of this region are no longer flowing.  The banks of the 

Figure 1: Map of Pa‘auhau made by S.J. Low, 1862. 
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streams are still flourishing with a diversity of vegetation compared to the mono cropping 

of eucalyptus trees that are in the kula zone.  There is a mix of invasive and native 

vegetation along the banks of the streams and rim of the gulches.  The dominant natives 

were ‘ulu, hala, ‘ōhi‘a ‘ai, kī (Cordyline terminalis), kukui, and mai‘a. Dominating 

invasive were java plum (Syzygium cumini), iron wood (Casuarina equisetifolia), guava 

(Psidium guajava), coffee,  lilikoi (Passiflora edulis), guinea grass, and honohono grass 

(Commelina Diffusa).  According to informal discussions with kama‘āina of this region, 

‘ōpae‘ula were gathered for food from the stream and springs.  They are no longer able to 

gather these resources because there is no remaining stream environment. 

 

Pali Kahakai Zone 

"Hāmākua i ke ala ‘ūlili 

"Hāmākua of the steep trails. Praise of Hāmākua, a land of precipices and gulches 

where the old trails were often steep and difficult to travel on." (Pukui 1983: 53).  The ala 

ʻulili is a metaphor to describe the rigid environment of the Pali Kahakai zone that the 

kamaʻāina had to coexist and adapt with. 

Some historical maps show the coast lined with trees, and other maps show hala 

groves growing near the edge of the cliffs, such as in Royal Patent Grant no. 1879.  This 

may indicate that these trees were planted there as a source for windbreakers, due to the 

windy environment.  It also was a resource for building and crafting material (Handy et 

al. 1972).  It can also be theorized that the hala was planted along side cliffs to create an 

easier passage since the long aerial roots of the hala make a great aid in climbing up and 

down the steep banks of where the kahawai/awāwa meets the pali kahakai.  On the 
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contrary, it could have made the cliffs more difficult to traverse since the fallen and dried 

leaves of the hala can create a slippery and dangerous path along the cliffs.  

Ellis describes this area as followed:  "The coast is bold and steep, and the cliffs, 

from three to five hundred feet high, partially covered with shrubs and herbage, 

intersected by numerous deep ravines and valleys." (Ellis 2004: 385) 
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Presently the cliffs are still home to many types of seabirds, the most common 

bird that was observed in this zone was the koaʻe kea (Paethon lepturus doroteae).  Other 

Figure 2: Map from RPG no. 1879 highlights natural resources. Note hala at the sea's edge. 
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birds seen were ʻiwa (Fregata minor palerstoni) and noio (Anous minutus melanogenys).  

The cliffs are also still home to the endemic hinahina as discussed prior.  Along the edges 

of the cliff there is also hala, ironwood, guinea grass, various types of invasive ferns and 

honohono grass.   It is still heavily used to access marine resources.  Kamaʻāina of this 

region need to climb down these vertical cliffs in order to be able to fish and gather other 

marine resources.  Even though there is no easy access to the ocean, kamaʻāina have 

adapted and figured out a way to work with the environment in order to gather resources 

that are needed. 

 

Figure 3: Hinahina picked from the sea cliffs of Koholālele. 
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Discussion 

The kahawai/awāwa zone and pali kahakai zone can be considered a kīpuka of the 

traditional native ecosystem of the Hāmākua Hikina region.  A kīpuka for this project is 

defined as an area where remnants of the ancestral ecosystem can still be found, although 

it is translated into an area of forest that was not destroyed by lava.   The kahawai/awāwa 

zone and pali kahakai zone was not utilized for sugar plantations and eucalyptus mono 

cropping suggesting that the banks of the kahawai/awāwa and pali kahakai were 

determined to be too steep for cultivation by both plantation company leadership and now 

Kamehameha Schools.  This allowed for remnants and offspring of the biota of the 

traditional ecosystems to thrive in these zones.  Although these zones do house non-

native species, there are remnants that can still be observed amongst the non-native 

species.  The survey area in Kuka‘iau. This of Waianae’s Land Commission Award can 

be seen when the native bamboo and mountain apple grove was found at these sites and 

also within the Waianae Land Commission Award and noted on the survey map created 

for that survey area in Kuka‘iau.  

There has been heavy alteration to the project area.  The mono cropping of 

sugarcane and eucalyptus during the last hundred years may have done damage to the 

ecosystem has heavily depleted the soil of its nutrients.  It is now deemed as infertile soil 

but able to yield product with amendments, according to the soil atlas of Hawai‘i.  This 

mono cropping of eucalyptus may also be a contributing factor as why the streams no 

longer run year round. It is not the main or only factor but it may play a role based on this 

research:  

"Most forests, no matter what type, reduce greatly peak flood flows and buffer the 
influence of flood flows by increasing dry season flows and decreasing wet 
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season flows. Forested catchments yield less water than grassed catchments, 
because trees normally use more water than grass." (White 1993). 
 
"Eucalyptus is an efficient biomass producer, it can produce more biomass than 
many other tree species. It also consumes less water per unit biomass produced 
than many other species of trees; but as a result of its fast growth and high 
biomass production Eucalyptus species consume more water than other, less 
productive species. Growing Eucalyptus in low rainfall areas may cause adverse 
environmental impacts due to competition for water with other species and an 
increased incidence of allelopathy" (White 1993) 
 
It can be concluded that in each zone, very unique ecosystems and natural 

resources were available and highly utilized by the maka‘āinana of that area in the past 

suggesting why it was appealing to sugarcane companies and now the eucalyptus industry 

because of the ability to be heavily cultivated and abundance in natural resources. 

 

Recommendations 

Soil sample surveys can be done in different test areas of each zone to collect 

trapped pollen within the soil to accurately determine what type of plants were growing 

during ancestral times.  Another recommendation is to create conservation zones, and to 

begin restoration of the ancestral ecosystems.  By doing this it can benefit the 

environment by being covered in a diversity of native vegetation, this creates biodiversity 

and may bring balance back to the ecosystem. Restoring balance to the ecosystem could 

restore natural processes such as water flow, and aslo revive the lost stream environment 

and biota 
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Conclusion 

 In the present time, the ancestral ecosystems of the ‘Umi Birthplace Corridor that 

have been heavily altered remain only in small kīpuka. By having an abundance in 

natural resources and the ecosystem could easily support the population of that area 

because it was properly managed by the kama‘āina of the area.  The kula zone was highly 

cultivated and an area that could support human settlement.  The kahawai/awāwa zone 

was a wealth in freshwater resources that were used to support daily life, and agriculture.  

The pali kahakai zone is a dominant feature of this district and provided access to marine 

resources and the ocean.  .  Although most of the ancestral ecosystem is lost, there are a 

few areas that serve as kīpuka within the kahawai/awāwa and pali kahakai zone.  These 

kīpuka house hope for the future so that the native ecosystems can be restored and healed.  

The kīpuka can be used as a model for what type of plants that should be once again 

cultivated in order to bring back the landscape and environment that once supported the 

thriving population of this region.   
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Appendix A- Glossary of Plant Names 

Hawaiian Name Common Name Scientific Name 

ʻākia  Wikistriemia species  

ʻaʻaliʻi   Dodonaea Viscosa  

baka tobacco Nicotiana tabacum 

kuawa guava psidium guajava 

 guinea grass Pancium maximum 

hala pandanus tree Pandanus tectorius 

hau  Hibiscus tiliaceus 

hinahina  Heliotropum argenteum 

 Honohono grass Commelina diffusa 

 iron wood Casuarina cumini 

 java plum Syzygium cumini 

kāwelu  Eragrostis variabilis  

kalo taro Colocasia esulenta 

kope coffee Coffea arabica 

koʻokoʻolau  Bidens species 

kou  Cordia subcordata 

kī  Cordyline terminalis 

lilikoi passion fruit passiflora edulis 

maiʻa banna Musa xparadisaca 

naupaka kahakai  Scaevota taccada 

ʻohe bamboo Schizostachyum glaucifolium 

pili  Heteropogon contortus 

ʻulu breadfruit Artocarpus altilis 

wauke  Broussonetia papyrifera 
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Appendix B- Glossary of Animal Names 

Hawaiian Name Common Name Scientific Name 

Hīhīwai  Neritina granosa 

iwa frigate bird Fregata minor palerstoni 

koaʻe kea white-tailed tropic 
bird 

paethon lepturus doroteae 

 Lymnaeid snails  

noio Hawaiian tern Anous minutus melanogenys 

ʻōpae kolo mountain shrimp Atyoida bisculcata 

ʻōpae ʻoehaʻa  Macrobrachium grandimanus 

ʻōpae ʻula  Halocardina rubra 

ʻoʻopu ʻalamoʻo  Lentipes concolor 

ʻoʻopu nākea  Awaous guamensis 

ʻoʻopu nōpili  Sicyopterus stimpsoni 
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Appendix C- Hō‘ea Gulch Vegetation Map 
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Appendix D- Kūka‘iau Vegetation Map 

 

 



I luna no ka ua, wehe e ke pulu o lalo: 
Ancestral Agricultural practice and Cultural Resurgence  

in Hāmākua, Hawaiʻi 
 
Abstract 
Through archaeological field work and employing indigenous research methodologies, our hui, 
the Wahi Kupuna Internship 2015 were able to uncover and document remnants of agricultural 
plots and methods within the district of Hāmākua, specifically within the ahupuaʻa of ʻAʻamanu, 
Kaʻohe, Koholālele, Kainehe, and Kūkaʻiau. Using the information gathered from primary 
sources originating in the Māhele which was initiated in 1848 and ran throughout the latter half 
of the 1800’s, we were able to begin mapping the tenure of the land during  that era. This 
information proved to be valuable in that it gave us a glimpse into what agriculture was like prior 
to the sugar plantation and more recently, eucalyptus. We would like to share our research and 
experiences on this ʻāina as a means to begin the process of returning the moʻolelo and mana of 
our ancestors back to these ancestral lands. As we begin to share other pieces of history about 
this place with its deeply rooted community, we will be able to help them build an even stronger 
foundation. After said foundation has been established the sovereignty and sustainability which 
can only be achieved with an intimate knowledge of the ʻāina in which we reside will begin to 
find its way back to the surface. However, we will need to continue to practice these methods 
that were perfected by our ancestors. The goal of this research is to provide a preliminary look 
into what other agricultural and archaeological study and practices could be implemented in the 
area of focus in order to create a more sustainable, educational, and overall beneficial experience 
and life style for the present community and the future generations of Hāmākua drawing upon 
the knowledge and practices of our ancestors.  
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Introduction & Background 

Whenever any legislative appropriation is provided for the preservation for any phase of 
native culture our “powers that be” see to it that it is used if possible to import from the 
mainland some literary or scientifically educated stranger with the magic sesame of a 
university degree, no matter how deeply ignorant he may be of everything native 
Hawaiian. And not only is it our Hawaiian people who are disregarded. It is also our 
local white people of Hawaiian mind, who have lived amongst the natives for many 
years, gained considerable knowledge of their language and culture, and striven unaided 
to save all possible of the vanishing native lore of their Islands that year after year is left 
to perish little heeded. (Kekahuna ) 

Historically, there has been disconnect between Indigenous peoples and those of 

Anthropology. The misrepresentation and misappropriation of knowledge and resources has lead 

to a cultural erasure which has left many people of Hawaiʻi unaware of our cultural identity and 

unable to express themselves in our native language though the intimate knowledge of the 

practices still remain. This paper serves to not only bridge the gap between the Indigenous and 

Western European knowledge systems, but to also return mana and mo‘olelo to these ʻāina that 

have been laying silent and dormant for generations.  

Through the perspective of an ‘Ōiwi using the tools of Western science in an attempt to 

quantify indigenous knowledge utilizing a western medium, this paper will be focusing on the 

agricultural practices of kamaʻāina in the the ahupuaʻa of: ʻAʻamanu, Kainehe, Kaʻohe, 

Koholālele, and Kūkaʻiau in the district of Hāmākua, on the island of Hawaiʻi. Using original 

documents from the time of the Māhele as a means of providing a glimpse into some of the 

horticulture at the time of the mid to late 19th century we attempt to compose a “snapshot” of 

what land tenure was like for kanaka in the time during the Māhele. These different crops and 

methods also serve as a framework and foundation to the practices that will be employed in the 

present and near future as the resurgence of ʻike kupuna and ʻōiwi concisousness becomes more 

prominent in currently western dominated fields and entities.  As we were finding the crops that 
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were being planted at the time, the next question was how were they cultivating them? We 

looked to Handy and Handy for some clues as to how limited technologies supplemented with an 

intimate knowledge of agriculture might be described and recorded. 

The actual methods of cultivation were in one sense relatively primitive in that the 
Hawaiian planter used only the digging stick, and his hands and feet to till the soil, 
However, the variety of plants he cultivated, the animals he raised for food, and the 
ingenuity and diversity of his methods, such as elaborate irrigation and terracing of 
lowlands and hillsides, dry farming, mulching, green manuring, and a very intelligent 
production of many varieties by selection of those best suited to a wide range of 
environmental conditions and valued most for size, quality, and flavor, justify our 
calling the native Hawaiian’s gardening a highly advanced type of horticulture with the 
aid of primitive tools. The whole list of plants and animals that the native planters were 
raising at the time of discovery in the late 18th century is in itself sufficient to indicate 
that the subsistence economy was not primitive at all. (Handy  1972:42)   

As stated above, though the methods were “relatively primitive,” they were perhaps the 

most efficient and least disruptive in that they used mainly if not only natural materials and 

mainly small tools, but were able to yield a vast crop with many different varieties and 

methods that were specifically tailored to the geographical location and climate. This also 

illustrates a sort of intimacy and thorough knowledge of the land, conditions, along with 

flora and fauna, which is arguably unparalleled within the Pacific.  

With sources originating from a vast spectrum between native and foreign, tangible and 

intangible, and incorporating knowledge that is place-based, this type of research is perhaps 

the most comprehensive and first of its kind to emerge in regards to the area of Hāmākua. It 

is with the knowledge entrusted that this research will serve to further educate and empower 

our lāhui kanaka to rise up and retell the stories of our kūpuna, and return the lands from 

which they originate to ensure that they will be as fruitful with not only the crops they 

cultivate, but the specific knowledge that can only be gathered from having an intimate 

relationship with place.  
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Methods  

The methods and resources that were used during the course of this study varied in 

discipline, yet proved to be compatible using culture as the guide and archaeology as the tool. 

The primary documents used to collect information about land tenure in the area of focus were 

archival documents, particularly Native Registers, Native Testimonies, and Land Commission 

Awards. These sources were instrumental in the collection of data that pertained particularly to 

creating an inventory of crops that people were cultivating in that time period. After looking 

through the Māhele documents we looked to maps which included but were not limited to: Land 

Commission Awards, historical maps which spanned a time period from before and throughout 

the historical era and maps that we ourselves had drawn up. These various maps would help us to 

learn more about the general location and layout of the different claims and awards that we were 

researching.  

None of this work would be relevant or as rewarding without input from the community 

in which we aim to serve. After being introduced to the Bailado ʻohana, founders of Hui Mālama 

i ke Ala ʻŪlili, whose roots trace back generations in Hāmākua, we were able to get an idea of 

how life was during the time of the sugar plantations. The agricultural history of the sugar 

plantation is important in the community of Hāmākua in that, though it erased a lot of physical 

evidence of agriculture that existed before that time, the rich history and connections that were 

made between the people of the time were preserved.  

After looking at the historical documents and consulting some of the community 

members, we descended into the gulches to map and survey the areas which had been identified 

as possible agricultural areas and significant historical and cultural sites.  The main types of 
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maps that we produced were created using the tape and compass method recording the vegetation 

that was present within the gulches. These vegetation maps surveyed the gulch areas in lieu of 

the lowland and field areas because of over a century of mono cropping in cane and more 

recently, eucalyptus.  

From the Hawaiian cultural aspect of the history, we turned to the version of the moʻolelo 

of Umi a Līloa that was collected by Abraham Fornander. The information gathered from the 

moʻolelo provided us with information about the area that is best portrayed in Hawaiian 

Language. Nogelmeier expresses the importance of language as a part of historic preservation: 

Historic preservation most often deals with tangible, physical aspects of culture, such as 
sites, architecture, and artifacts. In many cases it would be easier to recreate sites, duplicate 
architecture or recreate artifacts rather than go through the processes of restoring and 
preserving them. However, the value of preservation is in the maintenance of form as well as 
in the continuity of cultural and historical significance. The same value of historic 
preservation applies to a less tangible cultural aspect: language. (Nogelmeier 1996: 33) 

Not only do the Hawaiian language resources provide us with a direct link to our past 

and opportunity to honor and perpetuate our culture through language, but we are also 

provided with a story whose context is much more comprehensive as it is delivered in the 

language of our people and through an ʻōiwi Hawaiʻi cultural lens. English translations have 

proven to be inaccurate and do little to no justice in uncovering the different ideas and 

meanings that have been so carefully inserted into the moʻolelo in that the native and foreign 

perspectives differ fundamentally in their overall ideology and delivery.   

Kekuewa Kikiloi also writes about preserving the integrity of and ensuring proper 

interpretation of Hawaiian Language resources.  

There are some important conditions that should be considered when investigating and 
interpreting Hawaiian oral traditions. The researcher should have (a) an emic (insider) 
understanding of cultural context, meaning, and metaphor; (b) a level of fluency in the 
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native language or ʻōlelo Hawaiʻi (Hawaiian Language); and (c) a familiarity with ʻāina 
(environment) as a critical point of reference to orient and position oneself to have 
legitimacy in interpretation. Also, to keep the integrity of accounts, preference should be 
given whenever possible to testimonies in the ethno-historic record that were (a) recorded 
first in the Hawaiian language, and (b) written by native Hawaiian people or recorded first 
hand from their testimony. The end result is a corpus of reliable accounts from a Hawaiian 
perspective and worldview as the basis of understanding the traditions of our own ancestors.  

With these conditions in mind, we as a new generation of upcoming researchers and 

keepers and caretakers of Hawaiian knowledge should take into account the perspectives of 

our ancestors and take the extra time and measures to make sure that we are using the 

correct sources and moreover, interpreting them correctly. 

Results 

Though the overall length of the project was relatively short, the yield of data was great 

in terms of gathering information about the agriculture that was happening in the area throughout 

history. The historical documents proved to be the most interesting in that we were able to find a 

plethora of different crops that were being cultivated by the residents of the area.  In surveying 

and mapping the two gulches, we were able to make a few hypotheses about the areas in which 

we found to be cultivated. There was one type of plot that came up within the Native Registers 

and Native Testimonies which gave us a look into what seemed to be the most common form of 

garden in the area. For a table of the findings, see Appendix A.  

The main form of plot in which the crops were described was the kīhāpai.   

Kihapai was a piece of land (other than loʻi) cultivated by a tenant- that is, his 
plantation. The kihapai comprised the plots within the ʻili that a family of planters 
cultivated for their own use, as distinguished from the koele and haku one cultivated for 
the aliʻi and the konohiki, respectively...It is not a term referring to area or right, 
however, but is simply a designation equivalent to “farm” or “plantation.” Lyons 
defines it as “a dry land patch demarked by ridges of small stones, earth or weeds.” 
(Handy 1972: 50) 
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Within the five ahupuaʻa that were researched (From North to South: ʻAʻamanu, Kaʻohe, 

Koholālele, Kainehe, Kūkaʻiau) there were a total of 109 kihapai that were in Native 

Testimonies of Land Commission Awardees in these ahupuaʻa.  There were a total of 11 

native tenants that were identified and made claim to these areas of cultivation and although 

they were not all awarded, the claims and testimonies serve as evidence as to how many 

crops were being cultivated at the time. Overall, there were a total of 15 different plants that 

were being cultivated within the area.  During the course of our research we were amazed to 

find that there were kanaka who were living in ahupuaʻa and cultivating kīhāpai in another.  

Although the majority of plots were dryland, there were two distinct accounts of 

irrigated agriculture within the area of focus, one of which mentions an ‘auwai, or irrigation 

ditch found in the ahupuaʻa of Kaʻohe, in the LCA of a kanaka named Koolau (LCA 3075B). 

This tells us that although Hāmākua was mainly cultivated in the dryland method of 

agriculture there was in fact, evidence of irrigated agriculture which might suggest that the 

streams were flowing perennially.  

Aina Kanaka Helu Native Register Native Testimony 
Aamanu Keomalu 3700  1. 1 Kihapai Kalo  

2. 2 Kihapai Kalo  
3. 3 Kihapai Kalo  
4. 1 Kihapai Kalo  
5. 1 Kihapai Kalo  
6. 3 Loi  
7. 1 Kihapai Kope  
8. 1 Kihapai Lauhala  
9. 1 Kihapai Wauke  
10. 1 Kihapai Wauke  
11. 2 Kihapai Uwala   
 

Kainehe Kauahi 3703  1. 1 Kihapai Maia  
2. 1 Kihapai Mamaki  
3. 1 Kihapai Kalo  
4. 1 Kihapai Kalo  
5. 2 Kihapai Kalo/ Uwala 
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6. 2 Kihapai Kalo  
7. 1 Kihapai Kalo  
8. 1 Kihapai Kope/Maia  
 

Kaohe Koolau 3075B  1. 1 Kihapai Kalo  
2. 1 Kihapai Kalo  
3. 1 Kihapai Uwala  
4. 1 Kihapai Maia/Kope  
 
Aia i ke Ahupuaa i 
Koholalele,  
1. 2 Kihapai Maia  
2. 1 Kihapai Kope  
3. 1 Kihapai Pia  
4. 1 Kihapai Pia  
5. 1 Kihapai Pia  
 

Koholalele Kaaiawaawa 9844  1. 1 Kihapai Wauke  
2. 1 Kihapai Wauke  
3. 2 Kihapai Uwala  
 
Aia i ke Ahupuaa i 
Kainehe  
1. 1 Kihapai Kalo  
2. 2 Kihapai Kalo  
3. 1 Kihapai Mamaki  
4. 1 Kihapai Maia 
 

 Kookooku 8297  1. 1 Kihapai Maia  
2. 1 Kihapai  
3. 4 Kihapai Kalo  
4. 1 Kihapai Kalo  
5. 2 Kihapai Baka  
6. 2 Kihapai Cofe  
  
Aia i ke Ahupuaa i Kaohe 
1. 1 Kihapai Uwala 
 

 Moano 10174 Awawa Kukui  1. 1 Kihapai Kalo  
2. 1 Kihapai Ko  
3. 1 Kihapai  
4. 1 Kihapai Kalo  
5. 1 Kihapai  
6. 1 Kihapai Uwala  
7. 1 Kihapai Kope  
8. 1 Kihapai Maia 
 

 Nuumalolo 10546 Awawa Kukui ,  
Awawa Kukui  

1. 1 Kihapai Kalo  
2. 1 Kihapai Kalo  
3. 1 Kihapai Kalo.  
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4. 1 Kihapai Uwala  
5. 1 Kihapai Mamaki  
 
Aia i ke Ahupuaa i Kaohe 
1. 1 Kihapai Kalo  
2. 1 Kihapai Uwala  
 

 Puahewa 9843  1. 1 Kihapai Wauke  
2. 1 Kihapai Uwala  
3. 1 Kihapai Kalo  
4. 1 Kihapai Kalo 
5. 1 Kihapai Mamaki 
 

 Pumanamana 10601 Loi kukui, 
kahawai 

1. 1 Kipahai Kalo.  
2. 1 Kipahai Kalo  
3. 2 Mala Kope  
4. 1 Kihapai Uwala  
5. 1 Kihapai  
6. 1 Kihapai Uwala  
7. 1 Kihapai  
8. 1 Kihapai Kalo 
9. 1 Kihapai  
 

Kukaiau Kaualoha 8281  1. 2 Kihapai Kalo 
2. 1 Kihapai Pia  
3. 1 Kihapai Uwala  
4. 1 Kihapai Kope  
 
Aia i Koholalele  
1. 1 Kihapai  
2. 1 Kihapai  
 

 Waianae 10422  1. 1 Kihapai he Alani, he 
Kope, he Niu  
2. 1 Kihapai Uala  
3. 1 Kihapai Pia  
4. 2 Kihapai Kalo 
5. 1 Kihapai Kalo, 2 
Kihapai Kalo  
6. 1 Kihapai Uwala  
7. 1 Kihapai Ipu  
8. 1 Kihapai Uwala  
9. 1 Kihapai Kalo I kuaiia 
 

In the case of Koolau (LCA: 3075B), although the Land Commission Award is located 

in Kaʻohe, there is a claim to two kihapai maiʻa (banana patches) in the ahupuaʻa of 

Koholālele. This comes directly from the Native Testimony of Koolau.  
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Transcription Aia i ke Ahupuaa i Koholalele. No ke konohiki na palena a puni. 2 

kihapai maia. Ua mahiia. 
Translation Located within the Ahupuaʻa of Koholālele. The konohiki owns all 

bordering lands. Two banana patches. They are cultivated.  
 

 

As was the case with Kaaiawaawa (LCA 9844) who was residing in Koholālele, but 

claimed to have been cultivating a kihapai kalo (taro garden) in Kainehe. This image is 

taken from the Native Testimony of Kaaiawaawa 

 
Transcription Aia i ke Ahupuaa i Kainehe. No ke konohiki na palena a puni. 1 

Kihapai Kalo. Ua Mahiia 
 

Translation Located within the Ahupuaʻa of Kainehe. The konohiki owns all 
bordering lands. One taro garden. It is cultivated. 
 

 

Koʻokoʻokū (LCA 8297) and Nuumalolo (10546) who were also living in Koholālele, 

claimed a kihapai ʻuala (sweet potato plot) and one kihapai kalo (taro garden) in Kaʻohe. 

Taken from the Native Testimony. 
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Transcription Aia i ke Ahupuaa i Kaohe. No ke konohiki na palena a puni. 1 

Kihapai Uwala. Ua mahiia. He aina kahiko mai na makua mai i ka 
wa o K2. Aole mea keakea. 

Translation Located within the ahupuaʻa of Kaʻohe. The konohiki owns all 
bordering lands. One sweet potato patch. It is cultivated. This is an 
old ancestral land from the time of our parents in the time of 
Kamehameha II. There are no objections. 
 

 

 

 

Transcription Aia i ke Ahupuaa i Kaohe. Mauka no ke konohiki, ma Kohala o ko 
Koolau aina. Makai no ke konohiki. Ma Hilo no ke konohiki no. 1 
Kihapai Kalo. Ua mahiia 
 

Translation Located within the ahupuaʻa of Kaʻohe. The upland boundary 
belongs to the konohiki, on the Kohala (North) boundary is the 
parcel that belongs to Koʻolau. The ocean side boundary belongs to 
the konohiki. The Hilo (South) boundary also belongs to the 
konohiki. One taro garden. It has been cultivated.  

 
 

Kaualoha (8281) was living in Kūkaʻiau and claimed a kihapai in Koholālele. Taken 

form the Native Testimony. 
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Transcription Aia i ke Ahupuaa i Koholalele. Penei na palena. Mauka no ke 

konohiki, ma Kohala o ko Opunui aina, Makai o ko Pumanamana 
aina, ma Hilo o ko Nuumalolo aina. 1 kihapai. Ua mahiia. 
 

Translation Located within the ahupuaʻa of Koholālele. The boundaries are as 
follows: the uplands belong to the konohiki, the Kohala (North) 
bordering land belongs to Opunui, the ocean side is bordered by 
Pumanamanaʻs land, on the Hilo (South) is Nuʻumalolo’s land. 1 
plot (unclassified). It is cultivated.  
 

 

Through these testimonies we have learned that the claimants were not only 

cultivating different crops in various methods, but were also tending to various plots that 

were located in different ahupuaʻa.  

After studying the primary documents, we took to the gulches as they were the 

primary remaining areas that had not been affected by the sugar cane and eucalyptus 

cultivations. The first map featured surveyed was a tributary of Kalapahāpuʻu gulch in 

Kūkaʻiau, the name of which has yet to be identified pending further research. The 

Kalapahāpuʻu gulch is the boundary on the North Eastern end of Kūkaʻiau adjoining the 

ahupuaʻa of Kainehe. This is a vegetation map that was taken in the tributary and includes 

some of the features and remnant plots that were mentioned in the Land Commission Award 

received by Waianae (LCA 10422) specifically the ʻohe, bamboo, see figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Vegetation map of the Waianae LCA (10422) located in Kūka‘iau, Hāmākua, Hawai‘i. 

 

As portrayed in the vegetation map above, there were an abundance of native plants that 

were still growing in the gulch. In the Land Commission Award, there is a section of the 

tributary that is noted and within it are three distinct features that could be classified as cultivated 
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areas. There is a kihapai ‘ohe (bamboo patch), a māla ‘ōhi’a [ ʻai] (mountain apple patch), and an 

ulu hala (Pandanus odoratissimus grove). There were also ulu (breadfruit), kī (ti), and coffee 

plants growing on the banks of the gulch in the tributary. As all of these plants need to be 

cultivated, these descendants of ancestral crops prove that there was in fact some sort of 

agriculture happening within the LCA and although the sites may have been disturbed by natural 

alteration by the elements or ungulates, this is evidence nonetheless that these ancestral 

agricultural plots still remain to this day. Our observations and fieldwork can also teach us about 

how these kinds of systems and plots functioned. 

 

 

 After looking into the Native Testimonies and Land Commission Awards there were a 

number of different plants that were being cultivated, which included but were not limited to: 

ʻālani (orange), kope (coffee), niu (coconut), ʻuala (sweet potato), pia (arrowroot), kalo (taro), 

and ipu (gourd). These were some of the main crops that were recorded in the Native 

Testimonies.  

Figure 2: Waianae, LCA 10422, Kūka‘iau, 
Hāmākua, Hawai‘i notes kihapai ‘ohe, māla ‘ōhi‘a 
and ulu hala. 
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In Koholālele, there were four interesting features found in the Native registerʻs of 

Moano (LCA 10174), Nuumalolo (LCA 10546), and Pumanamana (LCA 10601) that mention 

two “awāwa kukui,”a “loʻi kukui,” and a “kahawai.” Although we are not certain of what the true 

purpose of these different kukui features were, we hypothesize that they might be in some 

relation to what Handy describes as a “pā kukui” or a variation of this method of cultivation.  

There were vast groves of kukui before the forest was razed for sugar cane 
fields…There, in closed clearings (pā) in the kukui groves of the lower forest zone taro 
was cultivated in the old days. These were known as pā kukui. Taro flourished in these 
patches with great luxuriance, it is said fertilized by the decaying leaves, trunks, and 
branches of the felled trees.  (1972:51)  

 As mentioned earlier there was also mention of a kahawai, or river in Koʻolau’s 

parcel located within Kaʻohe. After further review of the Land Commission Award, we 

found that there is also mention of an “‘auwai liʻiliʻi,” or small irrigation ditch. This further 

proves that there was in fact irrigated agriculture within the area and speaks to the diversity 

of not only crops but the practices that were perfected and implemented by the native 

tenants.  

 

Discussion and Reflection  

 Though this project has uncovered an astounding amount of evidence and information it 

only provides us with a basic look into what sorts of agriculture were being employed within the 

areas between ʻAʻamanu to Kūkaʻiau. This serves as a foundation for the great things that could 

come out of further study of the practices of our ancestors on our lands. As we have always 

looked to our ancestors for the answers, we must now look to them more than ever as we see 

ourselves in a multitude of issues that have plagued our people and more importantly our land for 
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generations. The economic dependence is a byproduct of our lack of independence on ʻāina and 

its ability to feed. We must reincorporate aspects of a subsistence lifestyle in order to begin the 

steps of reclaiming our identity. Simple methods of farming are the ones that require more 

attention and stewardship along with an intimate knowledge of place and self that yields an 

abundant crop and in turn, a healthy community. Kirch gives praise and provides testament to the 

practice and ritual of our ancestors. 

The Hawaiian planter commanded a sophisticated knowledge of his plants and their 
varieties (several hundred varieties of taro and sweet potato were named and 
recognized), of planting, tending, and harvesting methods, and of food preparation. His 
system of agriculture-along with an intricate web of social, religious, and political 
relationships-tied him to the land, to his chiefs, and to his gods, especially Lono, deity 
of fertility and production, to whom the annual makahiki harvest festival was dedicated. 
(Kirch 1997:216)  

 This excerpt is but a small fraction of the literature and materials that attest to the 

practices of our ancestors with many more that have yet to be uncovered and reviewed. However 

the question now is, what do we have to show and compare to the great works and achievements 

of our ancestors? Are our achievements comparable to those of our ancestors’ in the context of 

being pono, or righteous and conscious about our decisions and actions? If so, how? If not, then 

how can we make them to be as they should--as they were carried out and perpetuated by our 

ancestors? 

 Though our findings during the course of the project were breathtaking and awe-

inspiring, there were things that we saw that invoked feelings that slightly differed. We saw what 

was and is now the result of generations of erasure which is accurately portrayed by Noʻeau 

Peralto, a resident historian, scholar, and descendant of kānaka who trace their roots to Hāmākua.  

 On the ground, as acres of ʻāina, cultivated and cared for by ʻŌiwi for generations, 
were clear-cut and planted over in cane, it was as if a rubber eraser had been taken to a 
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significant number of pages in the book of Hawaiʻi Island’s history. Erasure-the process 
of completely removing something from existence or memory-however, does not occur 
instantly. It occurs over generations, on the ʻāina and in the minds of a people, as 
communities or nations are dismembered, and as people and their moʻolelo are 
displaced from the ʻāina of their origins. (Peralto 2014: 76) 

 As we saw the products of erasure on the ʻāina, it weighed heavily upon us to see how it 

had been altered and how those alterations had effects on the families that are there. After we 

shared our findings we were able to add a new set of information to what the kamaʻāina knew 

about the area from long before and what those areas were used for by their ancestors.  Although 

kamaʻāina knew that agriculture and other crops existed there, they were able to get a different 

perspective. Through the reciprocation of stories and knowledge, we were able to learn about 

what life was like during the times of the plantation and feel the great love that those families 

had for that place. 

 It was that love that we felt that compelled us to push on with our projects and commit 

ourselves even further to the places that we were surveying and working in. Those areas that are 

still intact and contain remnants of the work of our ancestors in those areas prove that these 

practices and the knowledge that they require stand the test of time. We saw firsthand the 

evidence of what was done in the past and we must now look to the future if we plan to become a 

sustainable, independent people.  

Hui Mālama I Ke Ala ʻŪlili is a community based and operated group that is devoted to 

the return of the moʻolelo and mana of Hāmākua back to the ʻāina and its people as a means to 

create even stronger community ties and encourage and inspire people to learn more about our 

culture and in turn, themselves. We saw how their commitment and devotion to this place can 

truly invoke change in people, namely ourselves as the native people of Hawaiʻi.  
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Through the stories and research we saw what great feats our ancestors have 

accomplished throughout generations and it was through the physical work, the familial 

connections we established, and spiritual experiences that helped us to truly understand what it 

was like to belong to a place. The moments in which we cannot describe are the ones that we felt 

to be the same ones our ancestors felt at times such as those and had passed on to us. Those were 

moments that truly touched us and taught us the most about the place, ourselves, and each other.  

As lineal descendants of this ʻāina, we have kuleana to it; its well-being, its physical 

condition, and its spiritual integrity. It is our responsibility to defend this place until the very end 

and even further past to ensure that our future generations can thrive and live to see the day that 

we connect back to one of our eldest ancestors, the ʻāina. These experiences were what we saw 

as a cultural resurgence in which a process of revival has begun again after a period of little 

activity, popularity, or occurrence. After all of these experiences we came up with a few different 

ideas that we thought might aid in the progress of returning the ʻāina of Hāmākua to the 

community. 

Our recommendation is that studies, such as the ones conducted during the course of this 

internship, be continued, and more research conducted as a means to create a foundation for our 

future generations to become educated about their cultural identity and their place in their 

families and on their land. If such an investment is made in the land and the people, they will 

both thrive and grow together. The land will receive the care that it deserves by right, and we, the 

people will earn the right to once again thrive, represent, and defend our respective ʻāina.  

We have seen the power of the community and their commitment to their birthplace and 

the place in which their families have resided for generations upon generations to ancient times. 
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It is their lineage that gives them the kuleana to care for and manage their lands and have control 

over what happens to it. We were but guests and as such, it is only right that anything that we do 

to or for that place is strictly for the benefit of the land and its people. Our people have lived only 

to serve the land and we have strayed from that which has come with a wide variety of 

stipulations mainly to our detriment. If we plan to create a sustainable future, we must invest in 

the people and land in a way that provides us with sustenance. We must not focus so heavily on 

economic profit; that will come in time.  

Time is also one of the most important resources that we as a people need to heal the land 

and ourselves. If the families and supporters of the overall health of the land had more time on 

the land and could find a way to make a living off of it in a positive way, this could prove to be a 

model for creating a true sense of sustainability, cultural identity integrity, and food security. If 

our people had more time to learn about what truly lies beneath their feet, they would not need to 

look anywhere else because of the sheer amount of things there are to be learned. Which brings 

us to yet another resource, an arguably more powerful resource: education. 

Education is key when connecting a people to their identity and it is that same education 

that can disconnect and dismember them as well. Therefore, we should focus on more place-

based educational influences in Hāmākua due to the simple fact that there are integral parts of  

our genealogy, and Kamehameha himself, that took place there. Kamakau writes, “There is no 

commoner of Hawaiʻi who can say that Umi-a-Liloa is not an ancestor of theirs. And if there is 

someone who disagrees, it is because they simply do not know of their ancestors” (Ke Au Okoa, 

Dec. 1, 1870). If we plan to raise a more intelligent future, we ourselves also need to become 

more familiar with the stories and history of our own places, so that we will be able to properly 

devise and employ a viable management strategy.  
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He leo mahalo hoi keia na ka poe a me ka aina i malama maila ia makou, ka poe malihini 

i kipa akula i kekahi aina hanau o ko kakou poe kupuna i ola i ka aina me ona momona a 

kuaaina, a kupaaina, a nohopapa. Ku wale mai no kakou i ke Aeloa i ka wakawaka, aiki aela na 

maka i na pali o ke Koae e lewa ai i ka lewa, i luna lilo. Piei ihola, nana mai, o Koholalele no ia. 

Lelele wale ae o loko i ke aloha aina e wena ai kakou na kupuna. Kulia hoi i ka nuu i ka Paepae 

Kapu o Liloa kapeau io ke lii, ka aina, ke kanaka. Kunou aku hoi nei poo i na hiialo papa e aho 

mai nei ka ha makua. I poe kahuna haha no ka aina, papa aku no a ola hou mai ke ea e lalelale 

nei Hawaii. E kupaa mau a haalele i ka mahana o ka la no ka hale koekoe o ka po a ulele me ka 

Makukoae.  
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Ke Ala Loa Kahiko ma Hāmākua Hikina 
  
Abstract 
The Ala Loa Kahiko or old coastal trail system of Hawai‘i island was a primary means of coastal 
travel amongst ali‘i and maka‘āinana alike being utilized for Makahiki procession, distribution of 
resources and inter-ahupua‘a exchange, in the area of Hāmākua Hikina (eastern Hāmākua) on 
Hawai'i island's northern coast. Physical evidence of the Ala Loa Kahiko is difficult to find due 
to disturbance from years of sugar plantation and eucalyptus agriculture. However evidence of 
the Ala Loa Kahiko's existence in Hāmākua can be found in mo‘olelo, Land Commission 
Awards from the Māhele, historical maps, and Hawaiian language newspapers. An analysis of 
archival resources and an archaeological survey of the coastal regions of Ka‘ohe and Lepelau 
gulches in the ahupua‘a of Koholālele, revealed patterns in historic roads and railroads that may 
shed light on the location of the Ala Loa Kahiko in this area, and help us understand its function 
in the interconnectivity of ahupua‘a in Hāmākua Hikina. 
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Introduction: Ala Loa Kahiko and Background 

Coastal trails existed throughout the island of Hawai‘i as inter-district, inter-ahupua‘a 

trade routes, and basic travel routes. Ahupua‘a or small divisions of land within a moku (district)  

lie within a moku like wedges of a pie, typically running from lower coastal regions upward into 

the mountains. Maka‘āinana (citizens) as well as ali‘i (chiefs) lived in ahupua‘a. The aliʻi ʻai 

ahupuaʻa (chief of ahupuaʻa) oversaw the production of resources to ensure that the makaʻāinana 

were well-supplied and that there was an abundance of resources to give during tax collection 

and offerings for Lono during Makahiki, a time and celebration signifying the arrival of the god 

Lono. The Makahiki, a procession would follow a counterclockwise circuit of the island along 

the Ala Loa Kahiko (old, long trail), to collect taxes from each ahupuaʻa. (Malo 1951: 146).  It 

was the primary route for the circuit. (Mills 2002: 150). 

  After the hoʻokupu (offerings) were collected for Lono, Makahiki was a time of 

relaxation from the work and the kapu (taboo) was relaxed. (Malo 1951:145).  

Aside from the Makahiki procession, the existence of ahupua‘a on the coast allowed for 

easy access to areas of settlement, freshwater and marine resources, and canoe transit. The Ala 

Loa Kahiko coastal trail was no exception. It too allowed ali‘i and maka‘āinana to travel between 

ahupua‘a and for inter-ahupua‘a exchange as they lived in settlements along the coast. (Mills 

2002: 150, 153). 
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1901 Hawaii Territory Survey Map  
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While resources were distributed along the Ala Loa Kahiko, their sourcing occurred 

throughout an ahupuaʻa, not just coastally. The distribution of adzes which were sourced locally 

on Mauna Kea provides evidence of lithic sourcing within an ahupuaʻa and their distribution 

throughout ahupuaʻa, moku and even islands.The  Mauna Kea adze quarry lies in the ahupua‘a of 

Ka‘ohe in the moku of Hāmākua. Ka‘ohe, being the largest ahupua‘a on Hawai‘i island, starts off 

as a small sliver of ‘āina (land) starting at the coast and widens significantly as it moves into the 

interior of the island, encompassing Mauna Kea's summit region and a portion of the summit of 

Mauna Loa. The large quantity of quarry exploitation was such that the output exceeded the 

needs for one local ahupua‘a. Barbara Lass’ petrographic analysis of Hawaiian adze production 

attempted to source 155 fragments found from the mokus of Ka‘ū, Kona and Kohala. 102 of the 

fragments were found to have been made of basalt similar to the geochemical signature of the 

Mauna Kea adze quarry, signifying a large movement of resources between not only ahupua‘a 

but moku as well. (Mills 2002: 152).   

Dr. Peter Mills of University of Hawaiʻi Hilo has conducted extensive research of the Ala 

Loa in moku of Kona on the west side of Hawaiʻi island and was able to do so because of the 

preservation of the dry landscape in the region. In contrast, the district of Hāmākua, more 

specifically in the ahupua’a of A‘amanu, lower Ka‘ohe, and Koholālele, coastal areas have been 

neglected, leaving possible trails nearly indistinguishable. The Hāmākua coast is rugged, with 

steep cliffs that extend for miles. The use of the coastal region by plantations and monocropping 

has rendered the area extremely difficult to navigate. However, there are hints of the trail 

existing today and mo‘olelo (history) that refer to the old trail. In discerning the trail amongst 

historic and modern roads and railroads, the 2015 cohort of Wahi Kupuna Internship Program 
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(WKIP) interns made compelling discoveries through various surveys and mapped areas in 

which the Ala Loa Kahiko may have existed. 

  

Methods 

         The methods used for this study draw from publications of oral histories, historic maps, 

academic articles, Māhele Land Commission Awards and archaeological field work that includes 

surveys and mapping of specific areas. Each of these methods will be discussed later. It is 

important to note that before the arrival of westerners, Hawaiians kept records via oral tradition, 

that is to say that Hawaiians did not have a form of writing. The publications of oral histories has 

been critical in documenting Hawaiian culture as Native Hawaiian population decreased after 

contact with western diseases and reliance on writing increased.  

Western contact also induced the introduction of the concept of land ownership in fee 

simple. Before contact, Hawaiians did not have money or land ownership. The subsistence 

economy was facilitated under chiefdoms. When land ownership was introduced to Hawaiians, 

the aliʻi began dividing the land, setting aside lands for the makaʻāinana to make claims to. In 

order for the makaʻāinana to obtain land, one had to adhere to the rigorous process in which one 

had to prove his or her connection to the ʻāina. The inception of this process in Hawaiʻi is known 

today as the 1848 Māhele (division). 

         Māhele Land Commission Awards are highly valued in this research as they allow for a 

snapshot of the utilization of the land at the time of the award. Not only are coastal settlements 

present near a mentioned Ala Loa Kahiko, but extensive and complex cultivation occurred in 

these areas and are proven by Native Testimonies. These documents provided a means to 
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pinpoint areas within Hāmākua without which we would not have had the ability to survey and 

map.  

         The field work conducted allowed for a comparative understanding of how the landscape 

has been changed dramatically from that of the time before plantations and show patterns of 

historic activity along the eastern Hāmākua coast. However, more in-depth archaeological 

research is required for thorough understanding of potential pre-historic trails in this area. 

 

Mo‘olelo 

Mo‘olelo reveal inter-ahupua‘a and inter-moku travels. In the mo‘olelo of 

Keaomelemele, the kanaka (man, person),  Kukuluokahiki was traveling with two companions 

from the moku of Hilo to Hāmākua on the alanui (long road) along the coast (most likely what is 

now referred to as the Ala Loa Kahiko). While Kukuluokahiki travelled about Hilo, the goddess 

Poli‘ahu saw him coming from Laupāhoehoe into Ka‘ula at the boundary of Hilo and Hāmākua. 

Poli‘ahu came to the cliff at Koholālele in the moku of Hāmākua and watched for him coming 

from down the trail: 

 
“A ia lakou e noho ana ma laila, ua hiki mua ae la o Poliahu ma luna o ka pali kaulana o 
Hamakua ma Koholalele; oiai, ma kona ano mana kupua, ua ike e mai oia ia 
Kukuluokahiki e hele aku ana, no laila, ua iho mua ae oia e kiai ma kai o ke alanui, oiai 
no ka oioi mua no ka loaa.” (Manu 2002: 29) 

  
“While they were there Poliahu ascended to the top of the famous cliff of Kohalalele at 
Hamakua. By means of her mana as a supernatural being, she saw Kukuluokahiki  
approaching and so she came to watch for him below the trail.” (Manu 2002: 119) 
 

 
  

The mo‘olelo of Ka-Miki also references travels along the coastal trail of Hāmākua. In 

this story, Ka-Miki and his brother Maka‘iole  travel counter-clockwise around the island of 
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Hawai‘i from the moku of Kona into Hāmākua, along the coast, challenging and competing in 

the art of ho‘opāpā (riddle games). (Peralto 2014:82).  

In the mo‘olelo of ‘Umi, I reference his father Līloa, the chief of Hawaiʻi island and his 

travels to dedicate a heiau (temple) called Manini to the god Kū. Manini heiau is located about 

0.5 miles inland from the coast at Koholālele. Līloa with his party of attendants and kahuna 

(priests), travelled by foot from Waipiʻo to Koholālele in Hāmākua. Līloa left his attendants after 

the ceremonies to dedicate Manini heiau were complete and stayed in nearby Ka‘awikiwiki 

during the festivities that ensued after the dedication. (Fornander 1917:178). 

Līloa continued on and arrived at Hō‘ea Gulch. Alone, he observed a wahine (woman), 

Akahiakuleana who was bathing in the water of Hō‘ea. Līloa initiated contact with 

Akahiakuleana here, where they formed a short relationship together and conceived their son 

‘Umi, one of the greatest chiefs, at Hō‘ea Gulch. 

In 1893, Isabella Bird, an English traveler and writer, came to Hawaiʻi. Letters that she 

wrote to her sister while travelling the archipelago were published, vividly and candidly tell of 

the vegetation and lifestyle of the time along the coastal region of Hāmākua. Her letters go into 

great detail describing the trail from Kawaihae in Kona to Hāmākua as being “a very rough 

passage” along the coastal route in which she went by horseback. Bird describes the dwellings 

along the gulches: 

“its grass house or houses, kalo patch, bananas, and coco-palms, so close to the Pacific 

that its spray often frittered itself over their fan-like leaves.” (Bird 1974: 35).  

  
Kanaka Land Tenure and Inter-Ahupua‘a Exchange in the Early 1800s: 

Māhele Land Commission Awards 
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         Along these coastal regions of Hāmākua, various land commission awards were granted 

to those who were able to successfully complete application for land during the 1848 Māhele. As 

listed in the claims, kanaka did indeed maintain extended dwelling on the land near the coast 

sometimes for generations. These claims are of highly cultivated areas, especially near the 

gulches that lie along the coast. These areas hosted various kīhāpai (cultivated plots)  of plants 

like hala, kukui, coffee, ohiʻa ʻai, ohiʻa lehua, uwala, and kalo. 

Māhele Land Commission Awards and Native Testimonies reveal inter-ahupuaʻa activity 

through land tenure of kanaka and konohiki (headman of the ahupua‘a) in Hāmākua. One 

kuleana ‘āina is that of a konohiki wahine named Waianae. In 1848, she laid claim to various 

‘āpana (parcels) in multiple ahupua‘a which give rise to yet another reason for having the coastal 

Ala Loa. 

Waianae’s Native Testimony given by a kanaka named Kauahi, stated that she had ten 

‘āpana, within the ahupua‘a of Kūka‘iau in which she had a house lot with two houses, and that 

she cultivated oranges, coffee, coconut, ‘uwala, pia, kalo, and ipu. The last ‘āpana she had was 

located in the ahupua‘a of Kamoouau. She cultivated a kalo patch there. 

The ‘āina claimed by Waianae was passed to her through generations of her family. 

Kauahi’s testimony was backed by a kanaka named Kookookū, alluding to the complexity of a 

system of agriculture and interaction within adjacent ahupua‘a. She was awarded two lots, both 

located along gulches in the coastal area. The Ala Loa Kahiko would have been necessary for 

Waianae to tend to all kuleana (responsibilities) in multiple ahupua‘a.  
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Figure 1A Land Claim 3700 B for Keomalu  

 

Land Commission Award 3700B is located in the ahupua’a of A‘amanu. This parcel is 

located on the east portion of the ahupua‘a adjacent to Kaʻohe gulch. This map by C.J. Lyons 

explicitly depicts the Ala Loa Kahiko cutting through the makai (seaward) section of the 

property along the coast running roughly east-west. In Keomalu’s claim, he describes the 

cultivation of wauke, lauhala, kope, and several kīhāpai (agricultural plots) of kalo. The pattern 

of cultivation is similar to nearby claims with high levels of cultivation along the coast near the 

gulches. The land was inherited by Keomalu from his parents and had been in his family since at 

least the time of Kamehameha I. CJ Lyons’ map of Land Commission Award 3700 B depicting 
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Ala Loa Kahiko is the only Land Commission Award map known to have included the Ala Loa 

Kahiko. Figure 1A is a copy of the Land Commission Award 3700 B map by CJ Lyons with.  

  

Maps 
The sugar plantations provide maps of the area showing roads and railroads constructed 

along the coast and allow for comparison of features to today’s physical landscape. Figure 2A 

has an unknown historic road crossing ahupuaʻa in gulches, closest to and paralleling the coast in 

both far and some cases close proximity to the cane haul road and Consolidated Railroad. 

 
Hawaiian Government Survey map by CJ Lyons 
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Field Work 

         Pedestrian field surveys were conducted by the Wahi Kupuna Internship Program interns 

along the coastal region, and in the nearby gulches. Evidence of historic roads and the Hawai‘i 

Consolidated Railroad was noted in the survey. Their location along the coast and through 

gulches follow settlement and agricultural sites that existed during the Māhele. 

 

Findings from Hō‘ea Gulch Survey 

Project Name: HOE 

Site: 5 

Surveyed on 7/22/2015 located at 20°01.839, Hilo (southeast) side of the gulch. 

Feature B is a historic stonewall which was found at present to be in fair condition. The 

architecture resembled traditional Hawaiian dry stacking method, however some portions of the 

wall appeared to have an application of concrete that appeared superficial. This finding requires 

further research of the concrete method and style along with lithic analysis to determine whether 

the wall preexisted the concrete, which may have been an addition.  Unidentified rusty steel 

fragments were discovered near feature B and around the entire site HOE5.  These rusted 

fragments appeared to be historic railroad material which most likely came from the 

Consolidated Railroad. Fig. 3 is a plan-view map of features A-F in their entirety within the 

interior of the gulch. 

Paralleling Feature B is Feature C, a historic concrete and cut stonewall possibly used as 

the footings for the rail crossing. Feature C appeared to be in fair condition. A mixture of gravel 

concrete was utilized between layers of concrete “blocks”, stacked four courses at its highest 

point.   
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Figure 3A: Plan-view map of site HOE 5 showcasing features A-F. 
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On the Kohala (north) side of the gulch, paralleling Feature C, is Feature F, a very 

similarly fashioned concrete and cut stonewall which may have been used as part of the footings  

for the railroad. Feature F was in poor condition and was built above and around large boulders. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 3B: Profile Map of site HOE 5 Feature B. 
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Figure 3C: Photograph depicting portion of HOE 5 feature B 
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Figure 3D: Hāmākua Map including Hōʻea Gulch with added topographic features by Dominique Cordy. 

 
 
 
Findings from Lepelau Gulch Survey 

Project: LEP 1 

On 7/29/2015, WKIP interns investigated the Koholālele side of the Lepelau Gulch[LP1] . 

WKIP interns observed a wall of stacked cobble between four and six courses high. It appeared 

to be a retaining wall to prevent erosion at the area of a historic alanui. (kahiko). In the 

surrounding area, was Pandanus tiliaceus, Megathyrsus maximus, Syzygium cumini, Aleurites 

moluccanus and Commelina difusa. 
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Further investigation in the gulch revealed two large parallel walls which matched in size 

and correlation to the survey and mapping conducted at Hō‘ea Gulch. As suggested in the 

findings at Hō‘ea gulch, these wall may have been the footings for the railroad crossing as it 

follows the coast through the gulches in the same area of the old railroad. 

 

  

 

 

Aside from the Lepelau gulch being dry, on the Ka‘ohe (north) side of the gulch was an 

expansive hala grove growing into the edge of the gulch where a waterfall once flowed. The 

waterfall drops down to a rocky beach to the ocean. There lies an open area that would be ideal 

for landing canoes, as most of the coastline is jagged, steep pali (cliffs). The mouth of Lepelau 

gulch is open and wide.   

 

Figure 4A: Map of LEP 1 frontal view of wall. 
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Figure 4B: Photograph of LEP 1 Wall. 
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2015 Aerial Imagery including ahupuaʻa boundaries, Land Claim Awards, coastal benchmark, railroad and 
potential area of Ala Loa Kahiko. Created by Dominique Cordy. 
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1964 Aerial Imagery including ahupuaʻa boundaries, Land Claim Awards, coastal benchmark, railroad, GPS 

locations of survey sites and potential area of Ala Loa Kahiko. Created by Dominique Cordy. 

 

 

Discussion 

         Looking at Ala Loa Kahiko chronologically, it is referenced first, in Hawaiian oral 

histories (that have been recorded) as the trail utilized in traversing the Hāmākua coast. As 

mentioned earlier, the Ala Loa Kahiko was used for the annual Makahiki circuit of tribute 

collection makes sense not only for even resource recruitment but also in reaching every single 

ahupua‘a. If the procession were to travel solely in the mountain region, not all ahupua‘a would 
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have been reached. With the rise of sugar plantations, the usage of the Ala Loa Kahiko may have 

been slowly debased over time as railroads were constructed along the coast. 

         Aside from the Ala Loa Kahiko being used in the Makahiki procession, its presence 

within Keomalu’s Land Commission Award 3700B is significant in that the dwellings along the 

coastal region were intensely and intricately cultivated agroforestry systems. These systems 

provided the resources necessary for subsistence and exchange between ahupua‘a. The tenure of 

Keomalu’s ‘āina had been sustained from at least the time of Kamehameha I, showing that land 

intensification existed here along the coast during the time of the Makahiki procession prior to 

the arrival of westerners. 

The sugar plantation industry spread throughout the Hāmākua coast and covered the land, 

causing erasure to much of the cultural landscape of this moku as the area was cleared to make 

way for sugar cane fields. The fieldwork conducted by WKIP shed light on intense cultural 

activity in gulches of a just a small portion of Hāmākua. Although the area surrounding the 

gulches surveyed are covered by invasive grasses and eucalyptus trees, today, the interior of the 

gulches maintain some native species of plants.  

Further research of Land Commission Awards and Native Testimonies is required to 

assess whether or not vegetation has persisted in specific lots throughout the last 167 years in 

conjunction with more in-depth archaeological surveys of the land to look for remnants of 

vegetation. Research of historical maps, especially the 1929 Hāmākua Mill map, which has an 

undescribed road along the coast should also be conducted. The location of the historic roads and 

Consolidated Railroad beg the questions of why these roads and railroad were placed along this 

coastal regions as opposed to the kula (upper flatland) region, and was there an existing ala loa 
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along the coast prior to the building of historic roads and railroads. Did the settlements rest on 

the Ala Loa Kahiko? 

The existence of vast eucalyptus forest in combination with invasive and overgrown 

grasses has made the area extremely difficult to conduct pedestrian surveys and mapping. If this 

area were better preserved and tended to, the detail of maps and surveys would be greatly 

increased.. The tall grasses allow for extremely limited visibility which hinders the accuracy of 

the archaeological surveys. Seeking a potential location of the Ala Loa Kahiko is obstructed by 

the overgrowth of the area especially when  looking for any artifact or material culture.  

There are academic, cultural and community interests in finding the Ala Loa Kahiko in 

Hāmākua Hikina. At this time, the exact location of the Ala Loa Kahiko is unknown, however 

because of WKIP, this preliminary research has offered clues as to its existence along the coast 

and should be seriously investigated, not only to discover its location, but to better understand 

the interconnectivity of ahupua‘a and the kupuna who resided in Hāmākua Hikina long before 

sugar plantations.  
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